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Notation 

A Viscometer coefficient (mPa.s) 

B Parameter in Tait equation (MPa) 

C Parameter in Tait equation 

g Acceleration of gravity (m.s- I) 

k Boltzmann constant (Nm.K"I) 

Kr Isothermal secant bulk modulus (MPa) 

Ls Sinker length (m) 

L, Tube length (m) 

m mass of molecule; mass of sinker (Chapter 3) (g) 

M Molecular mass (g.mor l
) 

NA Avogadro number 

p Pressure (MPa) 

Q Flow rate (m3s- l
) 

rl Viscometer sinker radius (m) 

r2 Viscometer tube radius (m) 

R Universal gas constant (Nm.morIK-I) 

Ro PRT resistance at 273_16K (0) 

R(T90) PRT resistance at T90 (0) 

R'l Hard sphere theory non-sphericity parameter 

Re Reynolds number 

• Buoyancy corrected fall time (s) t 

T Temperature (K) 
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T90 Temperature measured according to ITS-90 (K) 

llave average fluid velocity (m.s"l) 

USinker sinker velocity (m.s"l) 

Vo Hard sphere close packed volume (m\norl) 

Vr Hard sphere theory reduced volume relative to Vo 

W(T90) PRT resistance ratio, R(T90)/Ro 

Wr(T90) Resistance ratio of ideal PR T at T90 

x Micro-PVT length gauge displacement (mm) 

Z Compressibility factor 

a Thermal expansivity (K"I) 

fJ Compressibility (Pa"l) 

'1 Coefficient of dynamic viscosity (mPa.s) 

'1 Reduced viscosity coefficient 

p Density (kgm"3) 

(] Hard sphere diameter (m) 

v Kinematic viscosity (cSt) 

(jJ Acentric factor 

0(2.2)· Reduced collision integral 
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Abstract 

A requirement for thermophysical property data of diesel fuels at conditions 

removed from ambient was identified. A series of measurements of the pressure

volume-temperature relations of diesel fuels was undertaken using a Micro-PVT 

apparatus at pressures to 300MPa in the temperature range 25 to 75°C. A new 

calibration procedure for this instrument was devised to enable measurements of high 

accuracy to be made. Viscosity measurements of diesel fuels over a range of 

temperature and pressure were made using the National Engineering Laboratory high 

pressure viscometer to pressures of 460MPa in the temperature range 25 to lOO°e. 

Corresponding states theory was applied for compressed liquid density 

prediction. Improvement in density prediction in this region was found through use 

of iso-octane and heptadecane as reference fluids. Compressibility factors of these 

were represented by Tait-style equations. An iterative solution technique was 

developed to allow the corresponding states method to be applied to diesel fuels 

using limited density measurement and a guess value of boiling point as inputs. 

Densities predicted from this method agreed well with measurements made using the 

Micro-PVT apparatus. 

Hard sphere theory was applied as a method for viscosity prediction. Despite 

the complexity of the diesel fuel mixture, reasonable estimates of viscosity were 

made with limited measurement input at higher temperatures. At lower 

temperatures, an additional simple empirical correction term was required. A 

method of viscosity estimation of complex hydrocarbon mixtures based upon 

composition is presented. Further development of this would require additional 

measurements and greater characterisation of the fuel. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 



1. Introduction 

In a review of the current use of diesel engines in passenger cars and the 

technology applied therein, Pischinger[l.] reached the conclusion that use of diesel 

engines will be favoured as world-wide use of the car increases and fuel resources 

become more scarce. This view was reached after considering the comparative 

emissions and rate of fuel consumption of cars burning diesel and petroleum fuels 

respectively. Whilst cars with petrol engines generally have higher specific power 

outputs and produce less noise than comparable diesel engines. the advantage of 

decreased fuel consumption of the diesel works in its favour. This advantage is also 

one of the primary reasons why the diesel engine has long been favoured for heavy 

duty commercial vehicles. 

Diesel engine technology is, to a large extent, driven by the demands of 

legislation and the general public for lower emissions of noise. particulates and gases 

such as hydrocarbons, CO, CO2 and oxides of nitrogen. One method which has been 

successfully applied to meet the stringent requirements governing emissions of all 

types from diesel engines is the use of a common rail form of fuel injection 

equipment (FIE). This type of FIE has a single fuel pump which feeds fuel to a 

manifold (the common rail) from which the fuel is fed to the fuel injectors for each 

cylinder in the diesel engine. The pressure of fuel in the rail and the timing of the 

injections of fuel to each cylinder is determined by an electronic control unit (ECU) 

on the basis of engine speed, load and conditions. Due to the control of fuel delivery 

determined by the ECU, and the common rail being a store of fuel held at high 

pressure, a wide range of injection strategies can be employed. Delivery of differing 
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quantities of fuel throughout the cycle can be beneficial in altering the combustion 

characteristics for the purpose of reducing noise and other emissions. One example 

of this is a pilot injection to establish combustion prior to the main injection to 

provide smoother overall combustion. Examples of the effect that varying the timing 

of a pilot injection has on emissions and noise are given by Russell et alFl and 

Yamaki et alY-l for light duty and heavy duty engine applications respectively. 

Russell et alPl note that use of smaller nozzle holes in the fuel injector has 

an advantageous effect in the fonn of the fuel spray produced, which leads to a 

decrease in the level of emissions. In order to inject the fuel through these small 

nozzle holes at a fast enough rate, the fuel is supplied to the injector at a high 

pressure. Jansons et al.[4.l also found a decrease in soot emissions when the injection 

pressure was increased. Through the combination of high pressure and the flexibility 

in fuel delivery allowed by the common rail FIE, the injection strategy and timing 

schedule can be optimised to meet current and future emissions legislation. 

Computer simulation is a major method for reducing design cycle time. Use 

of computer simulation also allows a more complete examination of design 

parameters and thus contributes to a more robust design. Modelling of fluids is a 

fundamental component of FIE simulation. This requires thennophysical property 

data over the extreme range of conditions in the common rail where pressure can be 

as high as 200MPa. Analysis of leakage is an example where knowledge of the 

variation of fluid properties is very important. Leakage from FIE is due to the 

compromise of having clearances tight enough to prevent gross displacement of 

liquid, but not so tight that the free movement of moving parts is hindered. In order 

to assess the leakage rate it is necessary to know the viscosity of the fuel, and the 
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behaviour of this with respect to temperature and pressure. During the leakage 

process, pressure-volume energy is converted to heat energy. This heat energy 

increases the fuel temperature and alters the viscosity further thus making the 

calculation of heat losses coupled with the fluid flow calculation. Therefore accurate 

knowledge of density and viscosity variation with respect to pressure and 

temperature is necessary to model both heat loss and the leakage process. 

Accurate knowledge of the variation of density and viscosity is also 

advantageous for metering of the fuel. This is of particular importance when 

injection rate modulation is employed. Subsidiary injections, for example, pilot 

injections, will be of a very small volume, and it is therefore necessary to know 

density variation accurately to inject a correct amount of fuel. 

Currently there is a lack of adequate models for predicting density and 

viscosity data of complex hydrocarbon mixtures at elevated pressure and temperature 

conditions. This is in no small part due to a lack of measured data to derive such a 

model from. To go some way towards compensating for the lack of measured data, a 

program of density and viscosity measurement was undertaken using a Micro-PVT 

apparatus and the National Engineering Laboratory high pressure viscometer to 

determine the change of density and viscosity of a number of diesel fuels with 

respect to temperature and pressure. 

The Micro-PVT is a continuous compression method for measurement of 

pressure - volume - temperature relationships of liquids as described by Belonenko 

et al.[s,). A different Micro-PVT apparatus to that used previously[s.) was employed 

in this work. An alternative calibration procedure was developed for this work to 

enable accurate measurement of liquid compressions with this apparatus. 
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A method for liquid density prediction based on the corresponding states 

principle was developed. Comparisons with measured diesel fuel densities gave 

good agreement. Analysis of viscosity theory suggested that the hard sphere theory 

was the most promising technique for the prediction of liquid viscosity over a wide 

range of conditions. This was tested against the fuel measurements and found to give 

reasonable prediction despite the complex nature of the diesel fuel mixture. 

Although the application of improved physical property data was discussed in 

detail for common rail diesel FIE only, there is a general requirement for accurate 

data throughout the process industries. Accurate correlation methods for fluid 

properties are similarly of particular importance for computer simulations of 

industrial processes. The simulations use established models for design of processes 

and equipment, with physical property correlations used to estimate the fluid 

properties. As process conditions are changed to different temperatures and 

pressures, the possibility exists that both the design method and input correlation will 

be outside the ranges which they were originally derived from. The necessity for 

accurate physical properties can be illustrated by consideration of a design method 

where viscosity is a significant factor and the process is subject to a large increase in 

pressure. If the variation of viscosity with respect to pressure was not considered. 

then at high pressures, where viscosity increases dramatically with respect to 

pressure, this input to the design will be inaccurate leading to potentially very large 

errors in the final design. Inaccurate physical properties could be of potentially great 

consequence as manufacturing techniques, such as the production of printed circuit 

heat exchangers, allow processing to take place at higher pressures. 
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Chapter 2. 

Pressure-Volume-Temperature Measurement 
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2. Pressure-Volume-Temperature Measurement 

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 - Direct Methods 

A review of early methods used for measuring volume changes of liquids 

under pressure is presented by Bridgman(6.]. The earliest measurements were made 

by enclosing the fluid of interest in a containing bulb with a capillary attached, 

through which a pressurising fluid such as mercury was also introduced. An external 

pressure was applied and this transmitted via the pressurising fluid, causmg the 

measured fluid to compress to an extent which may be determined from the 

displacement of the mercury in the capillary. 

Measurement of the extent of compression in the earliest applications of the 

above method was made in such a way that only one measurement could be made per 

set-up of the apparatus. This was generally done by leaving a mark, by means of a 

hair index for example, on the tube containing the pressurising fluid indicating the 

displacement reached at the maximum pressure applied. A later use of the technique 

of compressing the fluid sample directly by a hydraulic fluid was applied by 

Doolittle et aIFJ. Measurement of volume change in this case was made by 

measuring the change in distance between two iron cores which bound the fluid 

sample. The initial position of the iron cores, one of which was fixed, the other 

floating on top of the mercury pressuring fluid, was determined by moving coils 

outside the tube until an electric bridge was balanced, indicating centring of the coils. 

Upon pressurisation the fluid sample was compressed by the mercury, resulting in 

the floating core changing position and unbalancing the bridge.. The bridge was 
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rebalanced and the new positions of the cores measured, allowing calculation of the 

displacement of the cores and change of volume of liquid upon compression. 

Measurement of displacement in this manner allowed many different pressures to be 

investigated per single set-up of the apparatus. As mercury was used to develop 

pressure in the fluid sample, friction between moving solid metal parts was 

eliminated as was leakage of fluid sample. A similar technique was used by 

Grindley and Lind[8.j to yield PVT properties of water and mercury with suftlcient 

accuracy for the calculation of thermal expansion coefficients and compressibilities 

accurate to within 1 %. 

Rather than use a pressure transmitting fluid in direct contact with the fluid of 

interest, the fluid may be contained in a vessel and compressed by a plunger. This 

arrangement introduces the problem of leakage past the plunger. Initially attempts at 

preventing leakage were made by machining a close tolerance between plunger and 

cylinder. Prior to the plunger entry there would also typically be a stuffing box with 

viscous liquid to minimise leakage. Despite machining piston and cylinder to as 

close a tolerance as possible, leakage would still occur due to the cylinder being 

subject to any temperature rise prior to the piston. Thus the cylinder would expand 

before the piston resulting in an increased gap between the two components. To 

overcome this problem of leakage, Bridgman then made his Sylphon device in which 

the liquid was sealed within a flexible metal bellows. 

Measurement of volume change using the plunger method was originally 

made by noting the change in position of a brass ring attached to the piston or 

alternatively measuring displacement with a micrometer. Later, displacement 

measurements were made by electrical means. As the piston was advanced into the 
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liquid or the bellows were compressed under pressure, a high resistance \Vlre 

attached to the end of the piston or bellows moved relative to a fixed contact. The 

change in position of the wire caused by the advance of the piston or compression of 

the bellows alters the potential difference and provides a precise measure of 

displacement. A similar apparatus was used by Cutler et al.[9.] for the determination 

of specific volumes of high molecular weight hydrocarbons to lOOOMPa. 

A bellows volumometer was also used by IsdaleIIO.]. The primary difference 

between this volumometer and Bridgman's sylphon was the method used to measure 

changes in length of the bellows. Whereas Bridgman's resistance wire was exposed 

to the high pressure and temperature environment, change in length of the bellows 

used by Isdale was measured via a detection system which was located outwith the 

pressure vessel. As the bellows were compressed, a steel rod attached to the top of 

the bellows moved downwards by an equal length. At the top of this steel rod there 

was a ferrite tip. The position of the tip was detected by a pair of coils which formed 

one arm of an AC bridge circuit. The coils were moved by turning an adjusting 

screw and displacement of the coils was found from micrometer readings taken 

before and after pressurisation. Displacement of the coils was therefore equal to the 

displacement of the steel rod and the bellows and this allowed change in volume to 

be calculated. 

Although the measuring apparatus was not directly inside the pressure vessel, 

a correction was still required for uncertainty in displacement measurement. An 

uncertainty of ±O.2% was added to the calculated density value because the 

micrometer was attached to the thermostat bath on a different datum to the bellows 

inside the pressure vessel. Y oung[ll.], in conj unction with Brawn, modified the 
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measurement method to eliminate this problem by fixing the micrometer directly to 

high pressure tubing leading out of the pressure vessel. This same set up was used 

by Robertson[12.] and also by Glen[I3·] who changed the bridge circuit in order that the 

position of the tip could be located more reliably and accurately. A similar apparatus 

was designed by Back et al.[I4.] with a linear variable differential transformer used to 

determine rod position. Other sylphon type devices have been used by Figuiere et 

al. [15.) and Landau and Wurflinger[16.]. In both of these cases the device was used to 

measure PVT properties in both the liquid and solid phases. 

2.1.2 - Indirect Methods 

A detailed review of indirect methods for the measurement of pressure 

volume temperature relationships is presented by Tekac et al.[l7.]. One such indirect 

method is to measure the speed of sound and calculate density by manipulation of the 

relationship between isentropic compressibility, /3s, and speed of sound, u; 

( 2 )-1 fJs = pu (2.1) 

This can be re-arranged to relate density, p, at elevated pressure to a known density, 

Po, at a reference pressure and the same temperature, and thermal expansivity, ap, and 

heat capacity, Cp; 

(2.2) 

This method of density measurement obviously reqmres measurements of heat 

capacity at the temperature of interest and a number of density measurements at 

constant pressure to determine the thermal expansivity of the liquid. 
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Density can also be related to the frequency of a vibrating element. A 

vibrating tube apparatus for density measurement is described by Albert and 

Wood[\81. An instrument employing a wire as the vibrating element is described by 

de Oliveira[19.1. This includes a complete derivation of the equations used to relate 

the frequency of the vibrating wire to density and also viscosity. 

2.2 Present Method 

2.2.1 - Micro-PVT Operation 

Changes in the volume of a liquid sample upon pressurisation in this study 

are measured by the Micro-PVT apparatus. More correctly, the Micro-PVT system 

forces a change in the volume of the liquid and measures the pressure that is 

developed as a result of this volume change. A stainless steel rod continuously 

driven into the liquid sample by a stepper motor causes the liquid to compress to an 

extent determined by the bulk modulus of the liquid. As the stepper motor causes the 

rod to drive into the cell at a constant rate (mm/s) and assuming the cross sectional 

area of the cell and rod to be constant throughout the compression, it follows that the 

volume of the sample decreases at a constant rate with respect to time. Ignoring the 

effect of material distortion, the curvature of the resultant pressure-volume graph is 

therefore due to the non-linear development of pressure with respect to time. 

Compressions in the Micro-PVT apparatus are performed on a liquid sample 

which will typically have an approximate volume of 0.7ml at ambient temperature 

and pressure. A small sample size such as this is advantageous as it allows for the 

sample to obtain a uniform temperature throughout on a short time scale. The range 

of temperature operation quoted by the manufacturer is -60 to 150°C but this is 
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limited in practice to 20 to 80°C through the use of water as the heat transfer 

medium. A maximum pressure of 500 MPa is quoted by the manufacturer but the 

sealing was found to fail at high pressures. 300 MPa was chosen as the maximum 

pressure throughout the trials as sealing could be consistently maintained up to this 

pressure. 

The liquid sample is contained in a high pressure cell by the stainless steel 

rod at the bottom and the temperature sensor at the top as shown in Figure 2.l. 

Liquid leakage from the high pressure cell between the rod and the walls of the cell 

is prevented by an arrangement of o-rings held in place by a copper bushing and a 

nut which is tightened before the high pressure cell is fitted on to the rest of the rig. 

A rubber o-ring set into the thermistor body prevents liquid leaking from the top of 

the cell once the thermistor is secured into the cell by a nut. Friction between the rod 

and the seals at the bottom of the cell is minimised by having the rod rotate as it is 

driven into the cell. By changing the speed at which the rod advances into the cell, it 

is possible to alter the thermodynamic mode of the compression. 

Once the temperature is stable in the cell and speed of rotation and maximum 

pressure have been set into the operating software, the cycle of compression to the 

maximum pressure followed by depressurisation to atmospheric is started. A 

complete cycle to 250MPa and back to O.lMPa will typically take between 2-3 hours 

for an isothermal compression depending on the compressibility of the fluid being 

tested. Such a cycle will give between 1,200 and 1,800 data points of volume. 

pressure and temperature to describe the volumetric behaviour of the fluid being 

tested. 
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As the rod is pushed into the cell by the stepper motor, the body of the Micro

PVT moves up relative to the cell, which is at a fixed height. The displacement 

caused by the advancement of the rod is measured by a length gauge, the body of 

which is also at a fixed height. The displacement thus measured is recorded on to a 

personal computer via a pre-amplification and pre-processing block. Displacement is 

then converted to volume via a mathematical function built into the operating 

software. The main components of the Micro-PVT are shown in Figure 2.2. 

In the introductory paragraph to this section, the cross-sectional area of the 

high pressure cell was assumed constant for descriptive purposes. However. given 

the magnitude of the pressures developed, the steel will alter shape slightly as will 

the rubber o-rings. These volume changes due to material deformation are 

supposedly accounted for by a mathematical function built in to the software, but in 

order to obtain highly accurate results it is necessary to calibrate the rig with respect 

to fluids of known volumetric behaviour. 

2.2.2 - Accuracy of Volume Displacement Gauge and Pressure Measurement 

Having established the need for calibration due to the Micro-PVT recorded 

volume ratio being different to the true volume ratio, a methodology for calibrating 

the instrument was then determined. Firstly, one must consider which variables are 

measured accurately by the device. Volume is measured indirectly via the 

displacement of the rod which is measured using a digital length gauge. The length 

gauge has a resolution of O.l~m. A check on the linearity was made by comparing 

displacements from this with a micrometer head using the experimental set up as 

shown in Figure 2.3. Although the micrometer head was only marked every O.Olmm 
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measurement may be considered more accurate than this by judging the intervals by 

eye. This is obviously insufficient for a comparison of resolution of the Micro-PVT 

length gauge, but adequate for a check of the linearity of response of the gauge. 

Adjusting the micrometer head in steps of 1 mm, the displacement reading recorded 

by the Micro-PVT was found to be consistent well within the resolution of the 

micrometer head. This indicates that the length gauge does have a linear response 

with respect to changes in displacement. 

Developed pressure is measured indirectly by measuring the displacement of 

a spring which compresses as a reaction to the pressure pushing downwards on the 

rod[2o.j. Pressure values are then computed via a calibration function built into the 

Micro-PVT software. In order to confirm that these recorded pressures are correct, a 

high pressure adapter was fitted to the cell and to this a calibrated piezo-resistive 

pressure gauge was fitted to directly measure the fluid pressure as shown in Figure 

2.4. Agreement between the pressure recorded indirectly by the Micro-PYT and the 

pressure measured by the gauge in direct contact with the fluid can only be described 

as reasonable at best as seen from the results presented in Table 2.1. This test does 

not give a true measure of the directly measured pressure as there was a problem 

with leakage due to the use of a lead washer which underwent plastic deformation 

and allowed the fluid to leak. Leakage via the deformed lead washer caused the 

pressure in the cell to drop off rapidly and therefore only the maximum pressures 

recorded by the Micro-PVT and piezo-resistive gauge were compared. Pressure 

measured by the piezo-resistive gauge was programmed via the high pressure 

viscometer operating software to update only once every five seconds and it is 
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therefore unlikely that the maximum recorded by the piezo-resistive gauge would 

coincide with the maximum recorded by the Micro-PVT. 

Table 2.1 Comparison of pressure measured by Micro-PVT with fluid pressure 
measured by Kistler piezo-resistive pressure gauge 

Micro-PVT 100.1 lS0.7 200.1 2S0.0 300.6 S02.0 
Pressure (MPa) 
Kistler Pressure 97.1 148.4 19S.2 244.5 297.S 494.7 
(MPa) 

Comparison with the data of Landau and Wurflinger[211 for n-dodecane, 

reproduced graphically in Figure 2.S, shows that the Micro-PVT apparently over-

predicts the freezing pressure of n-dodecane. It should be noted however that for the 

reference data[21.1, the data are recorded at 160 and 170MPa and it can be implied that 

the freezing pressure lies between these at 2SoC but no exact freezing pressure is 

given. Pressures recorded by the Micro-PYT on the depressurisation run as the 

sample melts are apparently closer to the Landau data. This attempt at comparing 

pressure measurement with the pressure at which an accurately measured physical 

phenomenon occurs initially appears to be a valid comparison, but one must also take 

into account the fundamental difference between the way in which the data have 

been obtained. Landau and Wurflinger's method of PVT measurement, as described 

in an English paper[16.1, is also a compressive method, but point values are measured 

which allows the sample to reach a thennodynamic equilibrium at constant 

temperature. With the rod being constantly driven into the high pressure cell of the 

Micro-PVT, a stable equilibrium cannot be achieved. It is the compression of the 

fluid which causes the pressure to develop and this developed pressure may calise the 

sample to freeze. As the volume is still being reduced by means of the continuous 
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advancement of the stepper motor, the fluid will not be allowed to attain equilibrium 

and hence the equilibrium freezing pressure cannot be accurately recorded. 

If one assumes that the difference between the apparent freezing pressure 

recorded by the Micro-PVT upon compression and expansion is due to physical 

effects associated with solidification and liquefaction rather than any hysteresis with 

the pressure gauge itself then the data compare quite well. In the Landau paper 

values for volume change upon freezing and the latent heat of fusion are given at 

various pressures allowing for a freezing pressure to be calculated at 25°C by 

application of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. From this method the freezing 

pressure at 25°C is found to be approximately 165.8MPa which lies between the 

respective Micro-PVT recorded values for expansion and compression (-163-

172MPa). Again, this test of the pressure gauge accuracy proves inconclusive, but it 

does highlight the difference between freezing and melting and the pressures that 

these are recorded to occur at for any given temperature by the Micro-PVT. 

2.2.3 - Micro-PVT Calibration 

Assuming both pressure and displacement measurement to be correct, one can 

proceed to devise a function for calculating volume in terms of these two variables. 

One method for calculating the volume would be to use a first principles approach 

and calculate the volume from the dimensions of the cell and components with 

corrections for pressure and temperature. A complete stress analysis of the cell and 

components yields a complicated expression with many terms involving pressure and 

displacement. Whilst this does not present a problem for calculation with a modern 

computer, it does require all the dimensions to be measured with extreme accuracy 
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plus accurate values of the material properties such as Young's modulus and 

Poisson's ratio. Also, any variation in the seals between runs would not be 

accounted for through such an approach. Theoretically, any discrepancy caused by 

inaccuracies in material dimensions or properties values could be accounted for by 

calibration. In this case finding the constant terms for the calibration function is 

made difficult due to volume being a complicated function of pressure and rod 

displacement with it being difficult to separate these to give an equation for volume 

as a function of pressure plus a function of displacement. 

An alternative method for calculating volume from pressure and displacement 

values can be envisaged through the following portrayal of the system. Volume 

occupied by the fluid in the cell at any pressure will be equal to the cylindrical 

volume of the cell less the volume occupied by the rod and thermistor. The rod itself 

can effectively be separated into two components; the portion in the cell at 

atmospheric pressure (VrooU) and the portion in the cell which is introduced as the 

compression proceeds (VrodP). As the compression proceeds, the change in volume of 

the cell, thermistor and VrooU will be a function of developed pressure only. Change 

in VrodP volume is a function of displacement and to a lesser extent pressure. Change 

in VrodP volume due to pressure can be calculated from the change in length and 

diameter of the rod at pressure via stress strain relations, but may be considered 

negligible. 

The preceding discussion considers the case of a single isothermal 

compression. A change in temperature will result in different values of initial 

volume, Va, and initial length gauge displacement, XQ, being recorded by the Micro

PVT. Differences in these parameters with temperature is a consequence of the 
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system of measuring developed pressure. As the temperature increases, the 

developed pressure rises and the only way of restoring atmospheric pressure in the 

cell is to expand the sample by moving the rod downwards. Therefore VrodO and Xo 

do not have constant values but vary according to the temperature and fluids studied. 

The simplest way to account for the change in the initial position of the rod at 

atmospheric pressure is to calculate VrodO as a pseudo initial rod volume; 

(2.3 ) 

where Xo is the initial displacement of the volume encoder recorded by the Micro-

PVT. Although this is in no way representative of the true volume occupied by the 

rod, it does account for changes in starting position of the rod. From the x and P 

values a function can be calculated to account for the variation in material volume 

with pressure; 

I(P) = Vo - V rod - VreJ (2.4) 

Vo is the initial volume calculated by the Micro-PVT and is here taken to represent 

the initial volume of fluid in the cell. Vrod, the pseudo rod volume at any pressure is 

calculated from mi
2 

(x - xo). d is the diameter of the rod which the manufacturer 
4 

quotes as 3.626mm. Vrej is equal to the product of the volume ratio of a reference 

fluid and the atmospheric pressure volume recorded by the Micro-PVT; 

(V) V = - V. "'J V. ( O)P-PVf 
o ref 

(2.S) 

Reference fluid volumetric values used for calculating j{P) were 2,2,4-

trimethylpentane at 40 and 6SoC, toluene at 2S and SOoC and water at 2S, SO and 

7SoC. These fluids were chosen as accurate pressure-volume-temperature 
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measurements have been made across the pressure range by Malhotra and Woolf22
.) 

for 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, Harris et al.[23.] for toluene plus the water data determined 

by the International Association for the Properties of Steam[24.]. The fluids also 

adequately cover the range of compressibility of interest in this study. Measurements 

of 2,2,4-trimethylpentane were also made at 80°C but displayed inconsistent 

behaviour compared to the other fluids and conditions when calibration calculations 

were made. For this reason the 80°C iso-octane data, which represents a volume 

change greater than that expected of a typical diesel fuel, were not used when 

calculating the calibration function from the averages of the fluids. 

When f{P) is calculated for the three fluids and plotted against pressure the 

functions are seen in Figure 2.6 to be smoothly decreasing above 50MPa, but below 

50MPa the f{P) values follow no particular trend compared with the 50-250MPa 

range. For this reason, when fitting a polynomial to describe f{P), only the data 

between 50 and 250MPa are considered. A calibration function to cover the entire 

range of compressibility can be evaluated from an average of the f{P)'s for the 

different reference fluids and conditions. The initial irregular f{P) data means that 

the intercepts for the differentf{P) equations are somewhat different for the different 

fluids, leading to a large initial offset for each of the fluids when data calculated from 

thef{P) polynomial is compared with the reference data. This initial offset is clearly 

shown in the error plot, Figure 2.7. 

Comparing a theoretical volume ratio with the reference volume ratio 

according to; 
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Material Distortion Volume Change Function with Respect to Pressure 
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then the general trend obtained for fCP) is once more observed; inconsistent 

behaviour in the 0.1-50MPa region with approximately parallel lines observed 

beyond this region. As the lines are approximately parallel in the higher pressure 

region then it should be possible to obtain consistent error plots in this region for 

fluids across the compressibility range, albeit with higher errors in the low pressure 

range. To collapse the parallel lines onto one another it is necessary to add on 

another function to g(P), this time a function of atmospheric volume value, ~ '0' A 

pseudo value of g(Patm) is obtained for each fluid by fitting g(P) between 50 to 250 

MPa with a straight line and extrapolating this back to atmospheric pressure. g(Po1m) 

is then plotted as a function of Vo and the straight line fit through this becomes the 

correction factor to be added to g(P) to compensate for the irregular low pressure 

data. 

Adding the correction factor on, one can now write; 

where the coefficients Cva and Cvl were obtained from the straight line fit of g(P{J(m) 

against Vo. An average value of h(P) can be found from the reference fluids. This 

average function is plotted against pressure and fitted with a quadratic. Substituting 

h(P) in the above equation and re-arranging, the volume ratio of any fluid can be 

found from the equation; 

where CPO, CPI and Cn are coefficients found from the plot of h(P) vs. pressure. The 

error plot for the reference fluids using this method is given in Figure 2.8. From this 
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plot it is seen that the measurements of the reference fluids are largely within ±O.l % 

of accurate literature data. The largest errors are found at the lowest pressures where 

error from mechanical factors such as seal slippage is likely to be the greatest. In this 

low pressure range, the largest error is observed for iso-octane at 6S°C. This fluid is, 

however, more compressible than any diesel fuel likely to be encountered. 

2.2.4 - Detennination of Vo and Xo 

Initial values of fluid volume, Vo, and initial length encoder displacement, xo, 

were taken as those recorded by the Micro-PVT at atmospheric pressure. As there is 

no pressure effect on the materials of construction this is a reasonable approximation. 

Despite this there is still a need to use an indirect approach to obtain these parameters 

such that they are consistent with displacement measurements at pressures above 

atmospheric. One reason for this is due to the dynamic nature of the device which 

could cause a small movement of the lower seals at the start of the run due to the 

initial movement of the rod through the seals. Although only a small effect, this 

would represent a significant amount of volume change over a limited change in 

pressure due to the small volumes involved with this method. 

Another reason for using an indirect approach for detennining Vo and Xo is 

that for a number of trials, the system did not start at atmospheric pressure. Before 

every set of measurements the rod was advanced two or three times at high speed to 

try to ensure any gross movement of the seals occurred before the measurements 

were made as well as compression of any minor bubbles of air into solution. Often 

the decompression did not reach atmospheric pressure; instead an indicated pressure 

was reached at which volume would continue to expand with no corresponding 
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decrease in pressure. A similar effect was found when expanding a sample after a 

temperature change to try to restore atmospheric pressure. This anomalous 

behaviour could possibly be due to the use of a spring as the means of pressure 

measurement. Any slight movement of the spring or difference in relaxation rate 

between compression and decompression could cause the problem described. Should 

this prove to be the case, this is evidently a short term problem in terms of small 

differences between trials. However, the bulk properties of the spring should be 

more consistent over a longer time period. Small deviations are also accounted for 

between fluid sample changes by re-establishing the displacement of the spring prior 

to filling with the sample. 

A typical plot of the anomalous behaviour at low pressure is shown in Figure 

2.9. This example clearly shows the effect of the pressure not returning to 

atmospheric on the previous trial. The initial large volume change with no change in 

developed pressure also indicates that either air was admitted to the cell on the 

decompression or vacuum conditions existed within the cell. The extent of volume 

change suggests the former condition occurred. Displacement measurements 

corresponding to the volume change show analogous behaviour. As the change in 

volume with respect to pressure is approximately linear in the low pressure region, it 

follows that a reasonable linear extrapolation of results beyond the spurious region 

but below pressures where non linear development of pressure with respect to 

volume starts to become significant can be made to estimate equivalent atmospheric 

volume and displacement values. 
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Change of Micro-PVT Recorded Volume with Respect to Pressure for 323K Water Compression 
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2.2.5 - Analysis of Uncertainty 

Having developed the working equation (2.8) for the Micro-PVT, and 

estimation techniques for the initial volume and encoder displacement, Vo and Xo 

respectively, an estimate of the uncertainty of measurement can now be made. 

Compression data of a typical diesel fuel (Fuel C; see Chapter 6) at 75°C were used 

for this analysis. Uncertainty of the extrapolated values Vo and Xo was estimated by 

considering the deviation of the slope and intercept of the lines required to 

encompass all the data from the slope and intercept of the line of best fit which was 

used to extrapolate the data. These uncertainties in the fit were combined to give the 

uncertainty in Vo and Xo reported in Table 2.2. A similar method was employed to 

estimate the uncertainty of the coefficients Cvi and Cpi used in (2.8). In the calculation 

of volume ratio data from the calibration equation (2.8), the compressive and 

expansive effects of pressure and temperature upon the diameter of the rod, d, are not 

considered. The uncertainty value assigned to d is therefore calculated to account for 

these effects upon the rod material. Belonenko et alP·1 claim an accuracy of 10-4mm 

in the measurement of displacement. The Micro-PVT software records displacement 

values to 1O-3mm. An uncertainty of5xlO-4mm is therefore given to xp to account for 

round-off error. Belonenko et alYI also claim an accuracy of 0.1 % for recorded 

pressure. The uncertainty sources were assumed to have the probability distributions 

listed in Table 2.2. 

The input uncertainties are unlikely to be at their extreme values 

simultaneously, therefore the uncertainties were combined by taking the square root 

of the sum of squares. The uncertainty in the calibration equation due to the 

uncertainty of its inputs was assumed to have a normal distribution. Combining the 
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Table 2.2 Uncertainty analysis of Micro-PVT volume ratio measurement 

Source of Nominal Expanded Expanded Probability Divisor 
Uncertainty Value Relative Absolute Distribution 

Uncertainty Uncertainty 

(VO)meas / (mm3
) 7.255 x 101 2.387 X 10-1 1.732 X 10-1 Normal 2 

D/ (mm) 3.626 x 10° 1.986 X 10-4 7.200 x 10"'" Bias 1 
.'Cp/ (mm) -1.542 x 10' -3.243 x 10-5 5.000 X 10-4 Rectangular J3 
xo /(mm) -2.436 x 101 -4.741 X 10-1 1.155 X 10-1 Normal 2 

C''O -1.680 X 10-1 -5.952 x lo-j 1.000 x looj Normal 2 
en / (mm-J) 2.380 x 10"'" 6.723 x 10-J 1.600 x 10-0 Normal 2 

CPO 8.890 X 10'"" 9.899 X 10-1 8.800 X 10'"" Normal 2 
CPt / (MPa- l

) -5.880 x 10-' -3.231 x 10-ol 1.900 x 10-0 Normal 2 
cn / (MPa-1) 4.860 x 10-1S 2.181 X 10-1 1.060 X 1O-1S Normal 2 
P / (MPal 2.496 x 101 1.000 x 10-J 2.496 X 10-1 Rectangular J3 

-
Combined Uncertainty 2 ??4- -IO~r I 955 10-3 2 . __ x . . x 

-----.- --_.- -----

Standard Sensitivity Contribution Contribution 
Uncertainty Coefficient to Squared 

Uncertainty 

8.661 x 10-1 -6.267 x 10-s -5.428 x 10-6 2.946 X 10-11 

7.200 x 10-4 -7.019 X 10-" -5.053 x 10-' 2.554 X 1O-'J 
2.887 x 10-4 -1.423 X 10-;.( -4.109 x 10-6 1.688 X 10-11 

5.774 x 100J 
1.423 X 10

01 8.218 X 10-5 6.753 X 1009 

5.000 x 10"'" -1.000 x IOu -5.000 x 10'"" 2.500 X 10-1 

8.000 x 10
0
' -7.255 X 101 -5.804 x 10-4 3.369 X 10-' 

4.400 x 10'"" -1.000 x IOU -4.400 x 10'"" 1.936 X 10-1 

9.500 x 10-' -2.496 X 100l -2.371 X 10'"" 5.624 X 10-1S 

5.300 x 100'} -6.231 X 104 -3.303 X 10-4 1.091 X 10-7 

1.441 x 1001 -2.428 x 10-' '----0 -3.499 X 1006 1.224 X 10-11 

9.773 X 104 - --- 9.552 x Id 



input uncertainties gave an uncertainty of 0.22% in the measured value of volume 

ratio. Uncertainty in the measurement of pressure, temperature and atmospheric 

pressure density will also contribute to the uncertainty in elevated pressure density. 

Temperature was accurate to 0.05K[5.) and the atmospheric density measurements 

made by ITS Testing Services (UK) were accurate to 0.06%. Considering the effects 

of these uncertainties on the uncertainty of elevated pressure density using a similar 

analysis as presented in Table 2.2, gave an overall uncertainty in elevated pressure 

density of 0.23%. 

At least three repeat measurements were made at each temperature for each 

fluid. The repeatability was typically better than 0.1 % between repeats. 

2.2.6 - Mechanical Hysteresis 

When applying the calibration function to the data recorded by the Micro

PVT and also when calculating the calibration function from the raw data, only the 

data from the compression and not the decompression have been considered. There 

is a hysteresis effect between the compression and decompression trials which 

increases with speed of compression. Part of this difference could be due to a lag 

between the platform which the encoder measures relative to moving downwards but 

the encoder rod not falling at the same rate as the platform moves. During the 

compression the platfonn moves upwards with the body of the Micro-PVT which 

will force the encoder rod to move at the same rate. For the decompression the 

platform is moving in the opposite direction and the encoder falls against the 

platform under the influence of gravity. Any friction between the encoder rod and 

the housing will cause a lag in the fall of the rod. Therefore at equivalent pressures 
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two different displacement readings result when comparing the compression and 

decompression trials, leading to slightly different pressure-volume curves for the two 

modes. As any proposed lag is obviously dependent on the rate at which the encoder 

falls, it follows that the hysteresis would not be observed when comparing upwards 

and downwards movements of the micrometer head using the test described earlier as 

the encoder is allowed to come to rest on the rod of the micrometer head. 

2.2.7 - Thermodynamic Hysteresis 

Using a low speed of compression (0.07 rpm rod rotational speed), the 

compression is considered to be pseudo-isothermal. A continuous method such as the 

Micro-PVT cannot be truly isothermal as the fluid is never allowed to attain 

equilibrium at any given volume / developed pressure. To allow for continuous 

measurement whilst undertaking a compression which is approaching isothermal, the 

fluid is compressed at a very slow rate. A constant temperature is maintained in a 

large volume temperature bath and the fluid from this is circulated round the Micro

PVT pressure vessel at a fast rate. By using a small fluid sample volume any small 

temperature rise which occurs during the compression is taken lip by the circulating 

fluid where the rise in heat content of the temperature bath and therefore temperature 

rise of the circulating fluid is negligible due to the large mass of this heat sink. In 

this way the fluid within the cell is maintained at the temperature of the heat bath. 

Further to the principle that led to the use of a low speed for a compression 

approaching isothermal, it follows that by increasing the speed of compression the 

compression will be further from isothermal and closer to the isentropic condition. 

At a high compression speed there would be less time available for heat transfer from 
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the surroundings. For the condition of the compression taking place instantaneously, 

heat transfer being a time dependent phenomenon would not occur and any 

temperature rise of the fluid would be due to the work done in compressing the fluid. 

Instantaneous compressions not being possible with the Micro-PVT apparatus, an 

approximation to an isentropic volume change may be made by compressing the 

fluid as quickly as possible. Compression rate is limited by the stepper motor which 

rotates at a maximum of 20rpm. Trials may be made at this speed and the resultant 

data analysed to establish how close the Micro-PVT comes to making an isentropic 

compressIOn. 

By definition an isentropic process is reversible thus any change made 

between the initial and final state would be witnessed on the return from the final to 

initial state. For a compression this would mean that at any volume during 

compression the temperature and pressure recorded upon pressurisation would be 

equal to the temperature and pressure on the depressurisation at the same volume. 

Using the measurement technique employed here, such behaviour would not be 

recorded even if the physical condition was fulfilled in the compression -

decompression cycle. This is due to the hysteresis effect on both the volume and 

pressure measurement gauges. Both pressure and volume are derived from 

measurements of displacement. Therefore both of these measurements will be 

subject to the mechanical hysteresis discussed previously. 

Another check on departure from the isentropic condition can be made by 

analysis of the pressure-temperature curves. Instrument effects will again prevent 

this test from being a true measure of the thermodynamic condition of the 

compressIon. As well as the previously discussed hysteresis of the pressure 
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measurement, there will also be an amount of lag associated with the thermistor. 

Although the response time is not quantified here, it will be less than that for other 

PVT measurement techniques due to the temperature gauge being in direct contact 

with the liquid sample. Ignoring the lag, which is likely to be minimal over small 

temperature increments, the difference between temperature recorded on 

compression and on decompression would indicate that the trial is not isentropic as 

heat is evidently being transferred from the system. Heat transfer occurs due to the 

efficiency of the circulating fluid at removing heat from the system and also because 

the compression is not fast enough to prevent the transfer of heat from the system. 

It can be seen from Figure 2.10 that initially there is an acceleration phase in 

the compression as the stepper motor accelerates before reaching the pre-set speed 

which is then held constant. During this initial acceleration period the temperature 

rise with respect to pressure for all speeds is equal as the pressure is developing at 

the same rate due to the fluid being compressed at the same rate until the constant 

speed is attained. Temperature decreases in a similar fashion on the decompression 

due to the acceleration of the motor in the reverse direction. Due to these 

acceleration phases, the Micro-PVT can never provide a true isentropic compression 

regardless of the final motor speed. The acceleration phase on the decompression 

will prevent the depressurisation temperature curve following that of the 

pressurisation, but even when the motor is retracted at the constant maximum speed 

there is evidence that this is not fast enough for the isentropic condition. It can be 

seen from Figure 2.10 that at the lower pressures the temperature begins to rise on 

decompression, and this is particularly pronounced on a cycle which was recorded to 
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Temperature - Pressure Plots for 150 B Sample at Different Compression Rates 
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500MPa and back. This temperature rise is due to heat being absorbed into the 

system from the surroundings which signifies that the cycle is not isentropic. 
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Chapter 3. 

Viscosity Measurement 
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3. Viscosity Measurement 

3.1 Method 

In this work the coefficient of dynamic viscosity of liquids at elevated 

pressure was determined by measuring the rate at which a solid sinker falls through a 

liquid under the influence of gravity. Viscosity is related to the time taken for the 

sinker to travel through a fixed length as explained through the force balance 

presented in Appendix A. With reference to Figure 3.1, the fixed length over which 

the sinker is timed is the distance between the two detection coils. The coils consist 

of approximately 230 turns of lacquered copper wire. Each coil is of approximately 

equal resistance. Both the coils together form one arm of an alternating current 

bridge circuit which is balanced by means of a variable inductor and variable resistor 

with respect to two fixed resistors. When the sinker passes through the coils a 

nickel-iron sinter core glued inside the sinker changes the inductance of the coils 

causing the bridge circuit to unbalance. The bridge circuit and associated electronics 

produce a peak on a DC trace as the sinker passes through each set of coils. These 

peaks are detected, as described by Glen[13.1, and signal a timer to start and stop 

when the sinker passes through the upper and lower coils respectively. 

Viscosity measurements are made with the viscometer installed m the 

pressure vessel as shown in Figure 3.2. The pressure vessel is mounted in a well 

stirred oil bath to provide a constant temperature for measurement. Pressure is 

generated using an air-hydro pump at pressures up to 200MPa. An intensifier is used 

to generate pressures above this. Details of the pressure generation circuit are given 
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by Glen[13·]. Sealing of the vessel is provided by an arrangement of o-rings and mitre 

rings proposed by Glen[l3.1. 

The viscometer employed throughout can be considered a versatile instrument 

for viscosity measurement in terms of the range of viscosity over which it is valid. 

Isdale[2;.] suggests that this method gives better accuracy at Imv viscosity than a 

rolling ball method since it avoids the possibility of the ball moving in a sticking and 

slipping fashion, or spinning. Perhaps the most accurate high pressure apparatus for 

the measurement of low viscosity is the vibrating wire viscometer[26.]. This method 

is subject to uncertainty at the highest viscosities due to the large excitation required 

at these viscosities possibly generating eddies in the fluid. It has been suggested that 

this phenomenon could occur at viscosities above 300mPa.s[27]. 

3.2 Detection of Freezing 

One incidental feature which has been noted from the falling body method of 

measurement is the detection of freezing in mixtures. This is highlighted by 

measurements made of a diesel fuel with no additives at 2SoC. Volumetric 

measurements of the fuel by the Micro-PVT give a smooth curve with no sharp 

changes in volume at constant pressure, which would be indicative of freezing, as 

shown in Figure 3.3. When fall time measurements at 255MPa were made in the 

viscometer, repeatability was found to be poor. A repeat measurement conducted 

after holding the viscometer at pressure over an extended time interval gave a fall 

time over two times longer than measurements made on the previous occasion, 

despite the pressure having dropped only very slightly due to small imperfections 

with the sealing. This final fall time measurement does not fit the straight line of the 
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Viscosity and Volume Ratio of Base Fuel at 2SoC as a Function of Pressure 
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logarithm of fall time as a function of pressure as prior measurements do, as seen 

from Figure 3.4. Such a result suggests that a phase change has occurred although 

not to the extent that the entire sample has frozen, since this would prevent the sinker 

from falling through the fuel. It is therefore concluded that one or more of the 

heavier components of the fuel has frozen out of the mixture causing the sinker 

movement to be retarded. That the fall time is far longer at a slightly lower pressure 

after leaving the system at elevated pressure for a long time may be due to the heavy 

component preferentially freezing in the narrow gap between sinker and tube wall 

when the phase equilibrium is allowed to establish over time. The initial assumption 

of poor repeatability would thus be due to the system not being at equilibrium. 

In the fuel injector this finding is of limited relevance as the temperature ,vill 

be higher and the processes too fast for a thermodynamic equilibrium to be obtained. 

However, from a thermodynamic viewpoint, these measurements provide useful 

information on the nature of freezing in mixtures and the detection of this. Detection 

of freezing by analysis of volume changes would require a very accurate PVT device 

to measure a small volume change at constant pressure as a single component freezes 

out of the mixture. A continuous PVT measurement method would be inappropriate 

for this purpose as the system cannot attain equilibrium. Consideration would also 

need to be given to annuli providing preferential sites for freezing to occur. A phase 

change such as the one recorded here may also be detectable by the vibrating wire 

method. If the freezing component froze onto the vibrating wire element, this would 

change the density of the element which would affect the apparent viscosity 

measurement. 
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3.3 Temperature Measurement and Control 

Two platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) are used for measuring 

temperature in the oil bath surrounding the pressure vessel of the falling body 

viscometer. These are located as close as possible to the pressure vessel and in the 

well stirred oil bath the temperature recorded from the thermometers can be assumed 

to be representative of the temperature of the outer wall of the pressure vessel. 

Temperature within the oil bath can be held to within O.02K by means of a 

Eurotherm temperature controller. Due to the thermal inertia effect associated with a 

thick-walled steel pressure vessel, the corresponding variation in temperature within 

the bore of the vessel where the viscometer and the fluid sample are contained is 

significantly less. Measurements of temperature conducted by inserting a 

thermometer directly in the vessel bore gave stability to within ±O.002K for a 

corresponding temperature variation ofO.02K in the oil[27.1. 

Tests conducted at 50°C to investigate temperature profiles throughout the 

bath and vessel showed that mounting the thermometers in close proximity to the 

stirrers led to the temperature measurement being subject to unstable local 

temperature effects induced by the stirrers. Instability in temperature measurement 

was also caused when the thermometers were mounted on a bracket at the rear of the 

oil bath which was subject to vibration from the rear stirrers. At the front of the oil 

bath it was possible to mount the thermometers to a bracket attached to a structural 

member in the bath which was not subject to vibration. Temperature agreement 

between the thermometers using this configuration was of the order of 1 mK. 

Temperature agreement when the thermometers were placed to the front and rear of 

the vessel was less than 10mK, but the thermometer at the rear was subject to the 
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vibration mentioned. Agreement in temperature measurement between a 

thermometer positioned at the front of the oil bath and one directly in the bore of the 

vessel was of the order of a few milliKelvin. This is satisfactory considering that any 

small temperature change in the oil bath will take a long time to affect the 

temperature in the pressure vessel due to thermal lag as the heat transfers through the 

thick steel wall of the vessel. 

3.3.1 - PRT Calibration 

Resistance was measured for each of the PRT's at temperatures of 0 to 160°C 

in increments of 20K where temperature was measured using a PRT previously 

calibrated to National Standards using reference points of the International 

Temperature Scale of 1990 (lTS-90)[28]. From these data the resistance ratio, 

R(T90)/Ro could be calculated at each temperature. R(T90) is the resistance of the PRT 

at the given temperature T90, and Ro is the resistance of the PRT at the temperature of 

the triple point of water (273. 16K). Resistance ratios W(T90) obtained for the PRT's 

are then compared with the resistance ratios of ideal platinum, Wr(T90), as calculated 

from the equation: 

W (T. ) = c + ~ C {T90 -754.15K}' 
, 90 0 ~, 481K ,-I 

(3.1) 

The difference between the actual PRT resistance and the ideal resistance. 

W(T90)-Wr(T90) was plotted as a function of W(T90)-I, thus allowing for a calibration 

function to be found of the form: 

W(T90) - W, (T90) = a(W(T90) -1) + b(W(T90) _1)2 (3.2) 
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Using the parameters a and b found from the calibration, the resistance found 

from the PR T' s can be converted to ideal resistance ratios through back calculation 

and this then allows the ITS-90 temperature to be calculated from 

T90 = 273.15 + Do + ID;{W,(T90 ) - 2.64}' 
;=1 1.64 

(3.3) 

Values of Co, C;, Do and D; used in equations (3.1) and (3.3) are found from the 

reference[28] and are valid for calibrations in the range 273.15 to 1234.93K. Values 

of Ro, a and b for the two PRT's are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Calibration coefficients for viscometer platinum resistance thermometers 

PRT Ro a b 

1 100.01453 -0.020447 -5.7472xlO"-I 
2 100.00618 -0.021714 -5.6893xl0"" 

3.4 Pressure Measurement and Calibration 

Viscometer pressure is measured by a piezo-resistive pressure gauge 

manufactured by Kistler. Voltage output of the gauge as a function of pressure was 

measured by Transducer Laboratories Limited. Due to non-linearity over the 

pressure range from 0-500MPa it was necessary to split the data into two ranges with 

separate fits of voltage as a function of pressure between 0-150MPa and 150 to 

500MPa. Coefficients to relate pressure to voltage through quadratic equations in the 

two ranges are given in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Calibration coefficients for viscometer pressure gauge 

Pressure Range (MPa) ao at a2 
0-150 0 51.517 0.1406 

150-500 -2.5644 53.900 -0.4287 

3.5 Viscometer Calibration 

From the force balance presented in Appendix A, it was found that viscosity 

can be calculated from a measurement of fall time provided that fluid and sinker 

density are known at the condition of measurement along with tube and sinker 

dimensions. With these parameters known, viscosity would then be found from 

equation (A.17). Due to the form of this equation, any surface irregularities or slight 

inaccuracy in measurements of tube or sinker radii will cause a large change in the 

predicted value of viscosity. It is therefore better practice to calibrate the instrument 

with fluids of known viscosity and density and use these measurements to find 

viscosity from an equation of the form; 

17 = A[1 + 2a(T - To )11- 2fJ(P - po)] 

1(1- PI) 
P., 

(3.4 ) 

where A is equivalent to; 

(3.5) 

Theoretically, therefore, A will be constant throughout if the assumption of 

laminar flow used in the derivation of the equation was valid. Measurements made 

with calibration fluids gave rise to the curve of A as a function of t* reproduced in 

Figure 3.5. Noting that A tends toward a constant value at longer fall times with the 
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change of A being steepest at short fall times where velocity is highest, it is likely 

that the variability of A is due to the flow being non-laminar with a transition towards 

the laminar flow regime for longer fall times. It may thus be appropriate to relate the 

variation of A to Reynolds' number. Although both Isdale!25.] and Glenl13 ] 

investigated the variation of the viscometer constant with respect to Reynolds' 

number. they and later workers[II.12.) using the same method obtained their eyentual 

calibration function with respect to buoyancy corrected fall time. 

Bird et al.!29] define Reynolds number in an annulus as; 

(3.6) 

Average velocity will be equal to the ratio of flow rate to flow area; 

(3.7) 

(3.6) and (3.7) can be combined with (A.I3) to give annular Reynolds' number in 

terms of measured sinker velocity; 

(3.8 ) 

Figure 3.6 shows the plot of A from equation (3.4) as a function of Reynolds' number 

when A and Re are found from the calibration fluid measurements. A clustering of 

data points are seen at low Reynolds number as A tends towards a constant value 

whilst the points at high Reynolds number are more spread out. Taking an 

appropriate power of Reynolds number, Re
n

, and plotting A as a function of this 

causes the plot to be more spread out at lower values of Reynolds number, allowing a 

more accurate fit to the data. Despite this a value of n could not be found to 
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reconcile the data in a single smooth trend. The data were therefore split into two 

sets (low Reynolds number and high Reynolds number) which were then fitted using 

two individual straight line fits. A was thus fitted to a function of the form 

A=a(Reh)+c with the values of a, b and c shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Coefficients for fitting the viscometer constant A to the equation 
A=a(Reh)+c 

Range ofRe a / (mPa.sr l b c / (mPa.sr l 

0<25 0.0978 0.1 3.645 
25<260 7.024x10·' 2.5 3.792 

Data used for the calibration and the error in values of A calculated using the 

fitting routine described above are presented in Table 3.4. At a Reynolds number of 

zero, the equation reduces to A=c, i.e. 3.645mPa· l
. The theoretical value of A 

calculated from measurements of instrument dimensions is 4.364mPa· l
. The sinker 

length was taken as the length from the tip of the sinker nose to the tail. Given that 

the flow is not immediately fully developed as was assumed in the deri\"ation of the 

theoretical constant A value, the effective length of the sinker over which the flow is 

laminar will be less than the sinker length. For example, if the flow is not assumed 

fully developed until the cylindrical section of the sinker, excluding the 

hemispherical nose section, the effective length would be about 80% of the total 

length. As A is directly proportional to sinker length, A would become 3.491 mPa· l
, a 

difference of 4.4% compared to the estimated A. Given the effect of slight 

measurement inaccuracies on the final value of A and the assumption regarding fully 

developed flow, this represents a reasonable agreement between the two values. 
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Table 3.4 Viscometer Calibration Data 

Liquid Temperature / Density / 
K kgm"-3 

Iso-octane 298.14 687.9 

323.17 666.6 

348.17 644.5 

373.15 621.2 

Hexadecane 298.15 770.2 

323.17 753.0 

348.19 735.8 

373.13 718.6 

S20 Oil 298.16 854.7 

323.16 838.9 
348.16 823.0 
373.17 807.1 

Viscosity / Fall time / s 
mPa.s 

0.4718 2.089 

0.3588 1.618 

0.2816 1.323 

0.2269 1.171 

3.0679 13.529 
1.8429 8.026 

1.2364 5.425 

0.8927 3.913 

31.223 137.82 

11.374 50.448 
5.525 24.524 
3.215 14.265 

t* / s Re A Calculated A % Diff 

1.817 77.00 3.852 3.829 0.61 

1.414 126.7 3.941 3.919 0.56 

1.162 191.0 4.122 4.146 -0.58 

1.034 258.1 4.550 4.544 0.13 

11.561 2.047 3.768 3.750 0.49 

6.884 5.618 3.734 3.761 -0.73 

4.670 12.110 3.775 3.770 0.11 

3.381 22.719 3.783 3.779 0.12 

115.57 0.022 3.702 3.712 -0.28 

42.451 0.161 3.731 3.726 0.12 
20.707 0.670 3.745 3.739 0.16 
12.086 1.943 3.755 3.749 0.15 



From the calibration procedure described above viscosity can be found from 

fall time through equation (3.4) with A as a function of Reynolds number. 

Robertson[l2.] showed that systematic errors in viscosity measurements from the 

falling body viscometer used here could be reduced by using an accurate atmospheric 

viscosity measurement in a 'ratio' method with the atmospheric viscosity found from 

fall time and equation (3.4). For the calibration equation as a function of annular 

Reynolds number, the ratio method yields; 

(3.9) 

3.6 Analysis of Uncertainty 

A summary of the uncertainty analysis for the high pressure falling body 

viscometer is presented in Table 3.5. This uncertainty analysis was derived using 

data from the measurement of viscosity of Fuel C (see Chapter 6) at 75°C and 

439.36MPa. The analysis summarised in Table 3.5 combines the contributions of the 

input uncertainties to the overall output uncertainty in the working equation (3.9) by 

quadrature as the inputs are uncorrelated. Separate uncertainty analyses were made 

of to, tOo, Ao, and Ap which are all functions of more than one input, with each input 

having its associated uncertainty. 

Buoyancy corrected fall times are a function of the measured fall time, liquid 

density and sinker density. An uncertainty analysis for sinker density is made from 

the inputs to this which are given in equations (A.19) and (A.20). The viscometer 
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Table 3.5 Uncertainty analysis of relative high pressure viscosity measurement 

Source of Nominal Expanded Expanded Probability Divisor Standard Sensitivity Contribution to Contribution 
Uncertainty Value Relative Absolute Distribution Uncertainty Coefficient Uncertainty Squared 

Uncertainty Uncertainty 

( / (s) 1.830 x lOz 2.929 X 10-.) 5.360 X 10-1 Normal 2 2.680 x 10-1 2.653 X 10-4 7.109 X 10-' 5.054 x 1O-~ 
1]0/ (Pa.s) 1.228 x lO-J 5.000 X 10-.) 6.140 x 10-0 Rectangular ..J3 3.545 x 10-0 3.953 X 10 1 1.401 x 10-4 1.963 X 10-11 

Ao/({mPa.srl) 3.77lxlOu 1.231 x 10-L4.64l xlO-.l Normal 2 2.320xlO-L 1.287xlO-L 2.986xI0-4 8.918xI0·l! 
/·0/(2) 4.723 x IOu 2.727 x IO-J 1.288 x 10-2 Normal 2 6.439 x 10-3 -1.025 X IO-L -6.599 X 10-' 4.355 x 1O-~ 

AIJ / ({mPa.sr J
) 3.706 x IOU 9.539 X 10-.) 3.535 X 10-L Nonnal 2 1.768 x 10-L -1.297 X IO-L -2.293 X 10-4 5.258 X 10-l! 

fin / (MPa-') 3.075 x 10-b 2.500 X 10-1 7.688 X 10-' Normal 2 3.844 x 10-7 4.279 X 10' 1.645 X 10-5 2.705 X lO- w 

P / {MPal 4.394 x IOL 1.000 x 10-3 4.394 X 10-1 Nom1al 2 2.197 x 10-1 2.993 X 10-1 6.575 X 1O-l! 4.324 X 10-15 
i 

Po / (MPa) 1.013 x 10-1 9.869 X 10-.) 1.000 x lO-j Rectangular ..J3 5.774 x 10-4 -2.993 X 10- 1 -1.728 X lO- IU 2.986 x 1O.;w 
-------~~~~---

C~mtbinec!Unc_~rt~il1ty~ __ ~~.704x IO-L 8.272~_li>~ __ ~__ __ 2 4.l36x 104 1.711 x 10-7 



coefficient, A, is a function of the inputs to annular Reynolds number and the fitting 

coefficients a, band c. 

Uncertainty in the calculation of Ap is presented in Table 3.6. An optimal 

value of b was found which gave the best straight line fit of A=f(Reb
) from the 

calibration data. Uncertainty values of a and c were estimated from the difference of 

slope and intercept of the straight line fits needed to cover all the calibration data and 

the line of best fit used to fit the data. Uncertainty in tube radius was found from the 

difference in measured values at different positions in the bore. Relative uncertainty 

in sinker radius was assumed to be the same as that of the tube. A larger uncertainty 

was assigned to the distance between the mid-points of the coils, L/, as this was 

measured with less accuracy. Uncertainty in the change of material dimensions with 

pressure and temperature due to uncertainty in measurement of these parameters and 

the material properties was also taken into account in the final calculation of 

uncertainty of the instrument dimensions. Fall time uncertainty was taken to be at 

the level of repeatability of the measurements. At least three repeat fall time 

measurements were made at each temperature and pressure for each fuel, with 

repeatability within 0.2%. Uncertainty from repeatability is far greater than the 

resolution of the timer which operated at 120MHz. Liquid density uncertainty was 

taken to be higher than that recorded by the Micro-PVT as this was an extrapolation 

beyond the maximum measured pressure, as detailed in Chapter 6. Uncertainty in 

the viscosity value used to calculate Reynolds number is a conservative estimate of 

uncertainty in using the viscometer as an absolute instrument based on the 

f · k (11-1225] measurements 0 preVIOUS wor ers '. 
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Table 3.6 Uncertainty analysis of elevated pressure viscometer coefficient, AI' 

Source of Nominal Expanded Expanded Probability Divisor 
Uncertainty Value Relative Absolute Distribution 

Uncertainty Uncertainty 

al (mPa.sr l 9.780 x 10-L 2.360 X 10-1 2.308 X lO-L Rectangular ..J3 
b 1.000 X 10-1 0 0 Rectangular ..J3 

c I (mPa.syl 3.645 x IOu 7.400 x 10-'; 2.697 X 10-L Rectangular ..J3 
rlfpl (m) 3.702 x 10-'; 5.632 X 10-4 2.085 X 10-b Normal 2 
r2T,pI (m) 3.870 x 10-'; 5.632 X 10-4 2.180 X lO-b Normal 2 

LlfPI (m) 3.046 x 10-1 5.784 x lO-J 1.762 X 10-4 Normal 2 
{pi (s) 2.226 x 101 2.000 x 10-'; 4.452 X 10-1 Rectangular ..J3 

PIP I (kg.m-3
) 9.449 x 101 5.000 x 10-'; 4.725 x lOu Normal 2 

llP I (Pa.s- I
) 4.945 x 10-1 5.000 X lO-L 2.472 x 10-J Rectangular ..J3 

Combined Uncertainty 9.539 x lO-J 3.535 X 10-1 2 

Standard Sensitivity Contribution Contribution 
Uncertainty Coefficient to Squared 

Uncertainty 

1.333 x 10-1 6.275 X 10-1 8.362 x 10-J 6.992 x 10-:> 
0 0 0 0 
1.557 x lO-L 1.000 x IOU 1.557 X lO-L 2.425 X 10-4 
1.043 x lO-b 2.504 x IOU 2.611 X lO-b 2.984 x 10- IL 

1.090 x lO-b -8.103 X 10-1 -8.831 x 10-7 
rl, r2 

correlated 
8.809 x 10-' 2.010 X 10-1 1.770 X 10-' 3.133 X 10-10 

2.570 x 10-1 -2.754 x 10-' -7.079 X lO-b 5.011 X 10-11 

2.362 x IOU 6.480 X 10-b 1.531 x 10-' 2.343 x 10-10
1 

1.427 x 10-J -1.208 X 10-1 -1.725 X 10-4 2.974 X 10-11 

1.768 x 1O~ 3.125 X 10-4 



Uncertainty in measured viscosity from the high pressure viscometer, using 

the working equation (3.9), was found from the uncertainty analysis to be 1.70%. 

Uncertainty in viscosity due to uncertainty in temperature and pressure measurement 

is combined with the uncertainty of the viscometer to give an overall uncertainty of 

1.74% in elevated pressure viscosity. 
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4. Density Correlation and Prediction 

4.1 Corresponding States Principle - Previous Work 

4.1.1 - Background 

One of the more versatile methods for the prediction of dense fluid 

thermodynamic properties is that of Lee and Kesler[30.1. Unlike other methods the 

Lee and Kesler method uses the published critical property and acentric factor data 

directly without the calculation of intermediary characteristic parameters. For 

example, the method of Hankinson and Thomson[3 I.] and later Thomson et a1. [32] for 

liquid density prediction requires the determination of a characteristic volume for the 

fluid of interest. Similarly, the method of Soave[33.], based upon the equation of state 

of Redlich and Kwong[34.] requires the calculation of a correction factor for the fluid 

of interest. 

Based upon the three parameter corresponding states principle, the method 

of Lee and Kesler calculates the compressibility factor of the fluid of interest with 

respect to those of a simple fluid and a reference fluid. Three parameter 

corresponding states was used as the two parameter corresponding states method was 

found to be inadequate for estimating pressure-volume-temperature relations of non

ideal fluids. The original two parameter corresponding states principle relates 

intermolecular separation and energy of one ideal fluid to that of another by 

appropriate scaling parameters. In order to take account of the departure from 

ideality Pitzer[35.] introduced a third parameter: the acentric factor. 

Pitzer noted that the only substances which displayed corresponding 

behaviour, that is to say those with similar intermolecular potential curves, were 
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argon, krypton, xenon and methane. Correspondence between these fluids. termed 

simple fluids, was attributed to their spherical shape and an absence of quantum 

effects. Two parameter corresponding states theory does not hold for non-spherical 

polyatomic molecules as there is no longer a single attractive centre co-incident with 

the geometric centre. For example, in the case of a long chain hydrocarbon with 

branching, attractions will be between the methyl groups of the molecules. Thus. the 

attractions are no longer between the molecular centres as is assumed when a 

theoretical description of the intermolecular pair potential energy curve is made for 

simple spherical molecules. 

4.1.2 - Acentric Factor 

Pitzer defined a model for a branched molecule by taking into account 

attractive effects between parts of the molecule away from its centre. From the 

intermolecular curve produced by this model it was seen that the potential minimum 

was narrowed compared to the simple case. With consideration of this finding and 

its implications for entropy, Pitzer established that change in vapour pressure with 

respect to temperature would be steeper for complex molecules compared to simple 

molecules. 

Taking into account this finding regarding vapour pressure, Pitzer et al.[36.] 

defined a third parameter for the corresponding states theory to account for 

attractions between non-central parts of the molecule. This third parameter was 

termed the acentric factor and was defined as cv=-log(Pr)-1 where Pr is the reduced 

vapour pressure at a reduced temperature of 0.7. Reduced vapour pressure as a 



function of reduced temperature is the same for the simple fluids. At Tr=O.7, Pr=1 

for the simple fluids and therefore these have an acentric factor of zero. 

Plots of compressibility factor as a function of acentric factor \-vere made 

for the range O.8<Tr<4 and O<Pr<9. Observing that these lines were approximately 

linear, it was proposed that Z=ZO)+mZ(l)+ ... which may be expanded as deemed 

necessary by curvature. Terms zn) were proposed to be functions of reduced 

temperature and pressure. Rather than using a general equation to define these 

functions precisely, tables of values of ZO) and Zl) were presented as functions of Tr 

and Pro From this study the properties of a fluid may be estimated from those of a 

simple fluid with deviations accounted for by change in intermolecular energy via 

critical temperature, intermolecular separation via critical pressure (critical volume 

cannot be accurately measured and is therefore not used for modelling purposes) and 

molecular shape by acentric factor. 

4.1.3 - Analytical Method for Three Parameter Corresponding States 

Lee and Kesler attempted to define an equation of state using the three 

parameter corresponding states principle which could be solved analytically rather 

than graphically or by use of tables of values. Compressibility factor of the fluid of 

interest was defined by; 

z = Z(O) + ~(z(r) - Z(o») 
m(r) 

(4.1) 

Rather than defining Z<0) and z<r) by arbitrary functions of reduced temperature and 

pressure, these parameters represented the compressibility factors of a simple and a 

reference fluid. Thus at a given temperature and pressure the compressibility factor 

of the fluid of interest was equal to the compressibility of the simple fluid at 
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equivalent reduced temperature and pressure plus a deviation term detined in terms 

of acentric factor. Octane was chosen as a reference fluid, this being the heaviest 

hydrocarbon having suitably comprehensive thermodynamic data at the time. 

Compressibility factors of the simple and reference fluid were calculated using an 

equation of state based upon that of Benedict et al. [37.]. In order that compressibility 

factors were valid across the whole fluid region, the constants in the modified 

Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation were determined with the constraint that vapour and 

liquid fugacities were equal at saturation and the first and second derivatives of 

pressure were zero with respect to volume at the critical point. 

Using the constraints set out above Lee and Kesler defined their equation 

such that different properties of the fluid could be calculated in a thermodynamically 

consistent manner. Applying such constraints on the model may be the cause of the 

predictive properties of the equation being limited when any single property, for 

example liquid density, is considered. This is most readily demonstrated for the case 

of n-octane. As this was chosen as the reference fluid the equation for 

compressibility factor reduces to Z=Zr). t r) was previously defined by fitting n

octane data to the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state and therefore 

compressibility factor calculated by this method should be accurate to the fitting 

abilities of this equation. Comparing calculated compressibilities with measured 

compressibilities in the subcooled liquid and dense phase the average absolute 

deviation was quoted as 1.87% in the range O.66<Tr<O.96 and O.2<Pr<8.2. 

Extending the pressure range well beyond the recommended maximum of ten times 

the critical pressure, the deviation of the function can be analysed at high pressure 

when compared with the results of Dymond et al. [38.]. Error at each temperature 
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increases in an approximately linear fashion with respect to pressure up to 300~1Pa 

as detailed in Figure 4.1. Beyond this pressure, rate of change of error with respect 

to pressure decreases to the extent that the error goes through a local maximum. 

Volume ratio rather than density has been compared to remove initial error due to 

incorrect prediction of atmospheric density. From plots of error as a function of 

pressure it is observed that the trend of error with respect to pressure is nearly 

identical for the temperatures considered. Within the range of atmospheric to 1 OPe 

(-25MPa) the slope of error with respect to pressure is steep suggesting that even 

within the specified range of applicability the pressure dependence of the fit could be 

improved by making the equation thermodynamically less general. Predictions of 

volume change with respect to pressure for other liquid alkanes have errors of similar 

orders of magnitude to that ofn-octane, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Despite the errors in predicted change in liquid volume with respect to 

pressure being quite large, even over the limited range of O-IOPe, the validity of the 

Lee-Kesler equation must not be overlooked on two counts. Firstly, the error 

increases in a regular fashion when the equation is used far beyond the stated limit of 

pressure. Secondly, the magnitude of error for components studied is broadly similar 

to that of the reference fluid suggesting that the assumption of three parameter 

corresponding states has a degree of validity. 
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Percentage Difference in Lee-Kesler Predicted Volume Ratio to Measured Volume Ratio for n-Octane 
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4.2 Application of Corresponding States for Compressed Liquid Density Prediction 

4.2.1 - Extension of the Pressure Range for Compressed Liquid Compressibility 

One approach to improving the prediction of liquid density at elevated 

pressure would be to use reference data covering the liquid region only, over as wide 

a range of pressure possible. For the reference fluid the octane data of Dymond et 

al.[38.] could be used with those of Harris et al.[23.]. As the reference fluid is only 

being considered in the liquid phase, fitting the data to a BWR type equation is 

unnecessary. Instead the volumetric behaviour can be represented by the modified 

Tait equation with the C parameter constant and B as a function of temperature as 

suggested in the review of Dymond and Malhotra[39.]. This yields the equation; 

Z=(PXI0-6~O(RTt[1-CIOgIO( B+P)] B+O.l (4.2) 

to describe compressibility as a function of temperature and pressure. P is the 

pressure in MPa, T is absolute temperature in Kelvin. Vo can be expressed as the 

following function of temperature in units ofm
3
/mol; 

(4.3) 

Coefficients for equations (4.2) and (4.3) are given in Table 4.1. 

The range of pressure covered by the simple fluid can be extended by using 

the equation of state of Tegeler et al.[40.] for argon which has an acentric factor of 

approximately zero. Whilst this equation correlates argon thermodynamic data up to 

1000MPa, in the corresponding states application the pressure range is limited by the 

phase behaviour of argon. For example the triple point temperature is 0.556 times 

the critical temperature which sets the lower limit of the fluid estimation at a 
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relatively high temperature. With this limiting constraint the Lee-Kesler simple fluid 

correlation is preferable as this is valid over a wider range, being calculated from 

mainly argon, krypton and methane properties. 

Table 4.1. Coefficients for calculation ofvo and Tait B (=bo+b1T+b2'Y-) and C 

Fluid ko x 10J / -klxIOb
/ k,xIO'/ bo / b l / b, xl03 

/ C 
m3kg·1 3k .IK·I m3kg· I K-2 MPa MPa.K"1 MPa.K"2 m ,g 

Octane 1.2108 0.17870 3.0794 393.28 -1.5726 1.6936 0.216 

Due to the limiting temperature constraint, comparison of the original Lee-

Kesler correlation to the correlation with different equations for reference fluid 

pressure-volume-temperature behaviour can only be made at certain conditions. For 

the argon reference fluid to be above its triple point the fluid of interest \vould need 

to have a relatively low critical temperature and be studied at a relatively high 

temperature. Hexane measurements at 348.15K and 373 .15K fulfil these 

requirements as do measurements of iso-octane density at the same temperatures by 

Dymond and co_workers[41,42.). For these considered cases the reduced temperatures 

are 0.685, 0.735, 0.640 and 0.686 respectively, corresponding to argon freezing 

pressures of 84, 118, 53 and 84 MPa respectively where freezing pressure is 

calculated from the equation presented by Tegeler et al. [40.). Despite the phase 

change from liquid to solid, the equation of state predicts a smooth change in argon 

volume ratio with respect to pressure beyond the freezing pressure. Prediction of 

volume ratio of the fluid of interest as a function of pressure using the alternative 

equations for prediction of simple and reference fluid density do not represent an 

improvement in prediction compared to the original Lee-Kesler equation. This 
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suggests that the use of these reference fluids might not be appropriate for the 

prediction of liquid hydrocarbon properties. 

The low freezing pressure of argon at relatively high reduced temperatures 

may explain why the correlation using the argon equation of state does not provide a 

good representation of high pressure properties. Poor prediction of low pressure 

properties cannot be readily ascribed to a phase change higher up the pressure range. 

Both the original Lee-Kesler equation and the equation proposed specifically with 

the aim of more accurate prediction of dense liquid properties show a steep rise in 

error with respect to pressure up to only a few times the critical pressure of the fluid 

of interest. 

In each of the cases tested the predicted volume ratio decreases at a greater 

rate with respect to pressure than the measured values. At the molecular level this 

would suggest that the molecules are predicted to move closer to one another upon 

pressure increase than is actually the case. Comparing the volume ratio of argon as a 

function of reduced pressure with n-octane at equivalent reduced temperature shows 

that argon is a very compressible fluid with volume decreasing relatively sharply 

with respect to pressure as shown in Figure 4.3. Using this as a reference fluid for 

long chain hydrocarbons as found in diesel fuels may therefore be inappropriate, 

particularly if there is any large deviation from linearity in the curve of Z as a 

function of acentric factor at the lowest values of acentric factor. 

A similar exercise in re-fitting the Lee-Kesler simple and reference fluid 

data was carried out by Munoz and Reich(43.]. This study retained the constraints of 

Lee and Kesler regarding the critical point and phase equilibria, but was intended to 

produce an improved representation of liquid phase density by the data regression 
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method employed. Results published show that average liquid density errors are still 

large, particularly for longer chain n-alkanes. 

4.2.2 - Alternative Reference Fluids for Three Parameter Corresponding States 

Smith et al.[oW.) draw attention to the point that the Lee-Keseler equation is 

an interpolation of the supposed straight line relation between acentric factor and 

compressibility utilising the special case of w(O)=O as one of the reference points. For 

a more general case of two fluids being chosen as the reference fluids rl and r2, the 

interpolation equation is 

(4.4) 

One may therefore chose any pair of components for a corresponding states type 

equation. In selecting a pair of components for the prediction of liquid hydrocarbon 

densities at elevated pressure certain factors should be considered. For the principle 

to work adequately over a broad range of temperature and pressure the reference 

fluids must have accurate PVT data available over a wide range of conditions. As 

the method is an interpolation it would also be advantageous if the fluids chosen as 

reference fluids covered the range of acentric factors likely to be encountered in real 

fluid systems. A gas chromatography analysis of a diesel fuel has shown that the n-

alkanes follow a normal type distribution between C9-C24 with CIS being most 

abundant by mass fraction. n-Alkanes between C IO to CI9 individually constitute 

more than 1 % mass to the total diesel fuel mixture which gives an indication of what 

choice of chain length for the reference components might give the best 

representation of the fuel. With consideration of these constraints iso-octane and 
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heptadecane are chosen as the reference fluids. Measurements of iso-octane liquid 

phase PVT relations have been made by both Malhotra and Woolf22
.] and Dymond et 

al.[42.] which cover the range 0.51<Tr<0.69 and 0<Pr<195. Measurements of 

heptadecane liquid phase compressions were made by Doolittle et al.[45] in the range 

0.44<Tr<0.91 and 0<Pr<368. These are then fitted to Tait style equations for 

compressibility factor (4.2) as before with C constant and Band Vo functions of 

temperature. Data at the highest temperature are excluded from the fit of the 

heptadecane data decreasing the range to a maximum of Tr=0.71. This noticeably 

improves the fit of the data. Coefficients for Va, Band C for iso-octane and 

heptadecane are given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Coefficients for calculation ofvo and Tait B (=bo+b tT+b2'f-) and C 

Fluid ko x 1 oj / -kl xl0b
/ k2 xl0" / bo / b l / b2 xl O· / C 

m3kg-1 m3kg- IK"1 m3kg- IK-2 MPa MPa.K- I MPa.K-2 

Iso-Octane 1.3549 1.0667 4.6851 300.94 -1.1327 1.0926 0.207 
Heptadecane 1.1382 0.047394 1.8780 316.76 -0.93033 0.69114 0.203 

n-Alkane PVT properties predicted using the corresponding states equation 

with alternative reference fluid data are largely within 0.5% of the measured values 

as shown in Figure 4.4. Notable exceptions are hexane and eicosane, both of which 

have acentric factors outside the range of the reference fluids. Hexane in particular 

causes some doubt as to the validity of the three parameter corresponding states 

theorem as its acentric factor is 0.2979 which is nearly identical to that of iso-octane 

(0.3035 - both values from PPDS[46.]). Apart from these, there is no over-riding 

regular trend of error with respect to pressure or chain length suggesting that the 

equation is satisfactory for n-alkanes. In comparison the original Lee-Kesler 
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correlation shows a general increase in error with respect to pressure for all the cases 

considered. 

4.2.3 - Testing of Non- n-Alkane Liquids 

Testing for the applicability of branched alkanes to the theorem is limited 

by both a lack of knowledge of acentric factor and critical properties and a dearth of 

volumetric data measured over a wide range of temperature and pressure for 

comparison with the predicted values. Tait parameters of some branched alkanes are 

presented in a review of data by Cibulka and Takagi[47.1. Of the compounds studied 

only the lower molecular weight compounds have readily available critical properties 

and acentric factor value data. From this limited resource it is seen, with reference to 

Figure 4.5, that volumetric properties of C6 molecules are again poorly predicted 

with the exception of 3-ethyl pentane. Prediction of2,2,3-trimethyl butane volume is 

satisfactory over the limited pressure range considered. The main finding of this· 

limited comparison is that the use of alternative reference fluids apparently 

represents an improvement in the prediction of branched alkane volumetric 

properties compared with the original Lee-Kesler correlation. 

Another limited comparison can be undertaken for aromatics with reference 

to another review collated by Cibulka and Takagi[48.1. Once more the prediction of 

the compression of the C6 molecule gives a large error. For the components analysed 

which according to the gas chromatography analysis are to be found in significant 

quantities. the error is at a more acceptable level as shown in Figure 4.6. 
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4.3 Establishment of Input Parameters 

4.3.1 - Estimation of Critical Properties 

From the above trials of the corresponding states scheme, it is clear that in 

many cases the use of such an approach for the prediction of the extent of liquid 

compressions is limited by a lack of critical property and acentric factor data. For 

pure components, group contribution methods, such as those described by Reid et 

al. [49.], may be used to provide an estimate of critical properties. A group 

contribution method can also be used for the estimation of boiling point and from 

this acentric factor can be estimated from an equation presented by Lee and 

Kesler[3o.1. Estimates of critical data and acentric factor for mixtures can be made 

using the mixing rules reviewed by Reid et al.[49.1. Estimation of mixture critical 

pressure in particular is a complex process requiring characteristic parameters for the 

individual components. It was noted by Reid that estimation of mixture critical 

pressure can also often be unreliable. 

Estimation of mixture properties using the method outlined above assumes 

that the mixture is defined in terms of molecular species. For a complex diesel fuel 

mixture containing many unidentified components, a different approach is required. 

A number of correlations have been proposed for the estimation of critical properties 

from normal boiling point and specific gravity at 60°F. A review of these methods is 

presented by Korsten[So.]. 

A problem with using critical properties correlations where normal boiling 

point is used as an input is that no mixture has a unique boiling point. Instead a 

boiling point is estimated from distillation data. This can be done by taking a 
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volume average boiling point which may be defined as the average of the 

temperatures at which 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90% of the mixture is in the vapour phase. 

The volume average can further be converted to a molar average using an empirical 

correction factor, for example using the method of Nelson[Sl.j. There will therefore 

be a difference in the value of the boiling point dependent upon which definition of 

the average boiling point is used. Additional uncertainty is added in many cases by 

the necessity of measuring the high temperature data under vacuum to prevent 

cracking of heavy fuel components. Measurements in vacuum must then be 

corrected to give an equivalent atmospheric pressure temperature. 

Problems with cracking at high temperature can be avoided by usmg a 

simulated distillation. This was performed for two fuel samples using the IP406[52.j 

method, whilst the standard distillation was performed to the ASTM D86[53.j 

standard. A straightforward comparison of the results is impossible due to the actual 

distillation temperatures being measured over increments of percentage volume of 

original sample in the condensate whilst the simulated distillation uses a mass 

percent basis. An idea of the differences between the two methods can be obtained 

by comparing the range of temperatures encompassed by both methods for the same 

refinery fuel sample with no additives. A simple comparison of the initial boiling 

point of the actual distillation with the 0.5 mass percent temperature of the simulated 

distillation gives temperatures of 165.90C and 116°C respectively. At the other end 

of the temperature range, the actual distillation has a final boiling point of 341°C 

whilst the simulated distillation predicts that 99.5% by mass of the mixture will be in 

the vapour phase at 391 °C. Thus the simulated distillation predicts that boiling will 

occur over a much wider range than is actually observed. Despite this, the average 
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boiling points are similar. Ignoring the difference of mass and volume basis, the 086 

method gives an average boiling point of 268.2oC and the IP406 method 269.2oC 

when the temperatures at 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90% volume / mass in vapour phase are 

averaged. Comparisons between D86 and IP406 methods for the base refinery fuel 

with handling additives plus a double dose of performance additives gives similar 

findings. 

4.3.2 - Implementation of Corresponding States Scheme from Guessed Boiling Point 

Rather than assuming that a boiling point derived from distillation data 

provides a true measure of boiling point, it may be better to use additional measures 

of density to employ a scheme whereby the measured ratio of two densities, P2/Pl at 

temperature T2 and TI and pressure P2 and PI respectively is found equivalent to the 

compressibility factor Z calculated using the corresponding states scheme with guess 

values of critical temperature, critical pressure and acentric factor. These three 

parameters represent three unknowns with only one equation; 

P2 = ZIT..P2 
PI Z2T2~ 

(4.5) 

However, as all three parameters can be related to normal boiling point using a 

suitable correlation scheme, the iteration is now to solve the above equality with only 

one unknown. 

The procedure for estimating the PVT behaviour of a fluid over a range of 

conditions from two measurements of density, starts by guessing a value for normal 

boiling point. For convenience, one of the measurements can be the density found 

from the specific gravity at 60°F, which was required as an input in the critical 
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correlation schemes mentioned earlier. Critical properties and acentric factor are 

calculated by using the guessed boiling point and the specific gravity in a correlation 

scheme. Compressibility factors of the reference fluids are calculated at equivalent 

temperature and pressure equal to the product of the reduced temperature I pressure 

of the fluid of interest and the critical temperature I pressure of the reference fluid. 

Reduced conditions of the fluid of interest are calculated using the critical properties 

estimated from the guessed boiling point. Compressibility factor of the fluid is then 

calculated using the calculated acentric factor and equation (4.4). Fluid 

compressibility factor is evaluated at TI and PI and T2 and P2 and the calculated 

density ratio compared with the measured. This process is repeated using an iterative 

procedure varying normal boiling point until the calculated quantity is within a 

specified tolerance of the measured quantity. The solution method described is 

presented in diagram form in Figure 4.7. Critical temperature and pressure and 

acentric factor are evaluated using the final value of normal boiling point and these 

can be used in the corresponding states scheme to find compressibility at any 

temperature and pressure. Prediction of absolute values for compressibility factor is 

poor, but when the scheme is used to calculate the ratio of compressibility factors 

d 
. b Zmea"Tmea.,P 

and from this enslty y p = P mea' ZTP 
mea .. 

where subscript 'meas' indicates 

measured values, prediction is reasonable. 

From tests of the scheme using various pure fluids and mixtures it was 

found that prediction of atmospheric density as a function of temperature was 

reasonable when a measured atmospheric density value was used in conjunction with 

the specific gravity measurement at 60°F. This did not give as good prediction at 

elevated pressure as using a measurement at a pressure greater than atmospheric in 
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conjunction with the atmospheric value but this latter method gave worse prediction 

of initial atmospheric pressure density as a function of temperature. To give a better 

prediction of density at any temperature and pressure the specific gravity 

measurement should be combined with a measurement of density at atmospheric 

pressure and elevated temperature and a measurement of density at the same elevated 

temperature and a pressure above atmospheric. From these measurements two sets 

of critical property and acentric factor values are found, neither of which represents 

the true parameters of the fluid. One set allows for the prediction of density at 

atmospheric pressure and any temperature and the other gives prediction of the 

density at elevated pressure using the density predicted at atmospheric pressure and 

the calculated ratio of atmospheric and elevated pressure compressibility factor 

values calculated using the second set of critical property and acentric factor values. 

4.3.3 - Critical Correlations and Testing 

Various critical property correlations have been used to test the 

applicability of the scheme described in the preceding section. For petroleum 

distillates Korsten[So.] highlights the main correlation types as being exponential laws, 

polynomial equations and equations which estimate the critical data of a fluid 

mixture from the perturbation of the properties of a reference system. Riazi and 

Daubert's critical correlation is tested as being representative of the exponential type 

correlations. The critical correlation of Cavett is chosen as an empirical method 

represented by polynomial fits of critical temperature and logarithm of critical 

pressure. Kesler and Lee's correlation is of a similar type to that of Cavett but has a 

certain degree of theoretical justification behind it as described by Korsten[50.1. A 
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perturbation theory correlation presented by Twu[54.] is also used as a correlation 

scheme for the estimation of the critical parameters in the corresponding states 

theory. 

Comparison of the predictive ability of the corresponding states scheme 

with different critical property correlations is made for n-alkanes to allow direct 

comparison with the Lee-Kesler equation as before and also the corresponding states 

equation using published critical properties. When the critical properties were 

assumed unknown, two measurements of density were used in conjunction with the 

specific gravity at 60°F as described previously. Density measurements were 

typically taken at 50°C and atmospheric and approximately 30MPa pressure. These 

conditions were chosen as measurements can be made at these points using a 

standard commercially available vibrating tube densimeter. When specific gravity 

was not measured at 60°F this was linearly interpolated or extrapolated from 

atmospheric density data. It is seen from Table 4.3 that the overall average absolute 

deviation for n-alkane density prediction is reduced by using additional 

measurements of density to define false critical points to correlate the pressure

volume-temperature behaviour of a liquid compared to the proposed corresponding 

states scheme using measured critical data. Predicted densities are compared with 

reference data quoted in Table 4.4. Of the methods tested the corresponding states 

scheme utilising the critical correlation of Twu[54.] gives the best fit of the data. This 

is to be expected as the correlation ofTwu was devised to accurately yield the critical 

properties of n-alkanes with other fluid critical properties found by a perturbation 

expansion of the n-alkane critical properties. 
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Table 4.3 Average Absolute Percentage Deviations from measured data for 
n-alkanes 

Volume Ratio AA%D Density AA %0 
Measured Critical Properties Critical Correlation in Iterative Scheme 

Lee-Kesler CI7 - i-C8 Twu Kesler & Cavett Riazi & 

Fluid 
Corresponding States Lee Daubert 

Hexane 1.615 0.744 00435 0.368 0.365 0.648 
Heptane 0.842 0.414 0.129 0.086 0.114 0.374 
Octane 1.179 0.099 0.118 0.204 0.101 0.208 
Nonane 0.751 0.064 0.198 00400 0.120 0.448 
Decane 1.352 0.390 0.204 0.222 0.295 0.266 
Undecane 0.720 0.150 0.221 0.179 0.547 0.194 
Dodecane 1.152 0.354 0.182 0.131 0.137 0.115 
Tridecane 0.804 0.166 0.237 0.229 0.388 0.236 
Hexadecane 0.429 0.089 0.119 0.162 0.224 0.127 
Octadecane 0.764 0.399 0.068 0.126 0.226 0.077 
Eicosane 4.001 0.781 0.565 0.808 00435 0.567 

Table 4.4 Range of conditions for fluids examined and sources of measured data. 

Tmin (K) Tmax (K) P ma< No. Reference 
Fluid (MPa) Points 

Hexane 298.15 373.15 564 31 41 
Heptane 303.15 373.15 500 33 60 
Octane 278.15 348.14 480 100 38,23 
Nonane 303.15 423.15 500 40 60 
Decane 298.31 373.11 420 19 38 
Undecane 303.15 423.15 500 44 60 
Dodecane 298.27 373.21 502 32 38 
Tridecane 303.15 473.15 500 55 60 
Hexadecane 298.15 373.15 451 27 41 
Octadecane 333.15 408.15 551 53 9 
Eicosane 373.15 573.15 500 55 60 
Class 1 Diesel 298.10 348.00 421 74 59 
Low Sulphur Diesel 298.10 347.90 203 26 59 
IS04113 Fluid 298.00 347.90 208 32 59 
0.5 iso-octane/O.5 toluene 313.15 348.15 346 40 22 
0.4 hexadecane / 0.6 hexane 298.15 373.15 450 23 41 
Benzene 298.09 373.16 391 30 61 
Oct-l-ene 298.15 373.15 265 36 62 
9(2-Phe'!i'lethyl) heptadecane 310.95 352.55 689 51 9 
Diesel Oil 293.15 353.15 140 60 58 
Rapeseed Metyhl Ester Oil 293.15 353.15 140 60 58 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 293.15 353.15 140 60 58 
Normalised Testin..[ Fluid (IS04113) 293.15 353.15 140 60 58 
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Absolute percent average deviations in the prediction of density of 

mixtures, including diesels, are presented in Table 4.5. Also included for 

comparison are benzene, which was not well predicted from the published critical 

properties; oct -I-ene to show the validity of the method to an alkene for which high 

pressure densities have been measured; and 9(2-phenylethyl)heptadecane to provide 

an example of the application of the scheme to a pure component for which no 

critical property or boiling point data have been published. It is seen that a similar 

magnitude of error is given from the corresponding states scheme regardless of the 

critical correlation chosen. Use of the correlation of Riazi and Daubert gives the 

lowest errors for mixtures but did not solve for the aromatic containing two 

component mixture or pure benzene. This may be due to the tolerance set on the 

iterative scheme, but as the other methods are unaffected by aromatics it may be the 

case that this method could fail for a mixture with high aromatic content. This 

method also gave the highest average absolute percent deviation when applied to n

alkanes. Of the remaining three correlations, the Kesler and Lee correlation appears 

to give the most consistent AAD regardless of molecular type and on this basis could 

be considered as the method of choice for the iterative corresponding states method. 

Values of the pseudo critical parameters and pseudo acentric factors resulting 

from the iterative corresponding states method are presented in Tables 4.6 to 4.9. 

The subscript aIm indicates the pseudo properties found from the iterative process to 

correlate the two atmospheric measurements and provide prediction of density ratio 

with respect to temperature for any temperature of the liquid. Similarly, the subscript 

P refers to the pseudo properties found from the iterative process to correlate two 

measurements at the same temperature but different pressures as described earlier. 
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These pseudo properties are used in the corresponding states scheme for the 

prediction of density ratio with respect to pressure. Calculation of absolute values of 

density from the pseudo properties presented is poor. Instead, absolute values of 

atmospheric density at any temperature are found from the measured density and 

predicted ratio of atmospheric densities at the temperature of interest and the 

temperature of the measured atmospheric density. This calculated atmospheric 

density value at the temperature of interest can then be used to calculate the density 

at elevated pressure from the density ratio predicted from the corresponding states 

scheme using the set of pseudo properties which were found to correlate the two 

measurements at the same temperature but different pressures. 

Table 4.5 Average Absolute Percentage Deviations from measured data for various 
fluids 

Density AA %0 
Critical Correlation Used in Iterative Scheme 

Fluid Twu Kesler & Lee Cavett Riazi & Daubert 

Class 1 Diesel 0.137 0.149 0.110 0.137 

Low Sulphur Diesel 0.092 0.113 0.087 0.101 

IS04113 Fluid 0.043 0.068 0.054 0.041 

0.5 iso-octane/0.5 toluene 0.395 0.290 0.148 No Solution 

0.4 hexadecane /0.6 hexane 0.172 0.113 0.359 0.118 

Benzene 0.432 0.212 0.107 No Solution 

Oct-l-ene 0.220 0.260 0.266 0.098 
9(2-Phenylethyl) heotadecane 0.208 0.182 0.349 0.206 

Diesel Oil 0.167 0.150 0.248 0.172 
Rapeseed Methyl Ester Oil 0.086 0.083 0.082 0.089 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 0.134 0.127 0.094 0.092 
Normalised Testing Fluid 0.099 0.100 0.113 0.090 

The Visual Basic program used for the estimation of liquid density at any 

temperature and pressure from two density measurements, specific gravity at 60°F 

and a guessed value of boiling point, is presented in Appendix B. In the program 

shown, the critical correlation of Kesler and Lee is used. For density prediction 
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Table 4.6 Pseudo critical parameters from iterative corresponding states scheme with critical correlations ofTwu 

Fluid Te,alm (K) Pe,alm (MPa) (j)alm Te,p (K) Pe,p(MPa) 

Hexane 504.58 3.0678 0.2899 475.03 3.6779 
Heptane 540.02 2.7458 0.3460 508.15 3.2890 
Octane 559.04 2.6484 0.3582 548.59 2.8036 
Nonane 579.42 2.5064 0.3844 591.58 2.3496 
Decane 597.83 2.3788 0.4105 641.16 1.8942 
Undecane 740.07 1.1870 0.9673 648.03 1.8863 
Dodecane 744.08 1.1696 0.9437 672.16 1.7079 
Tridecane 745.38 1.1739 0.9154 692.17 1.5691 
Hexadecane 753.46 1.1739 0.8757 725.88 1.3802 
Octadecane 754.80 1.2073 0.8410 755.54 1.2019 
Eicosane 686.86 1.8757 0.5430 749.02 1.2924 
Class 1 Diesel 808.05 0.9972 0.9697 755.98 1.3959 
Low Sulphur Diesel 825.20 1.0424 0.9486 788.17 1.3284 
ISO 4113 Fluid 818.36 1.0069 0.9654 767.02 1.4065 
0.5 iso-Octane / 0.5 Toluene 530.36 3.8626 0.2098 430.51 7.3345 
0.4 Hexadecane / 0.6 Hexane 751.50 1.1374 1.0769 620.42 2.1117 
Benzene 538.50 5.7400 0.1823 427.17 11.8236 
Oct-l-ene 545.62 3.0150 0.2882 542.59 3.0677 
.9(2-Phenylethyl) Heptadecane 665.50 2.9156 0.3653 827.31 1.1586 
Diesel Oil 819.85 1.0520 0.9388 796.74 1.2252 
Rapeseed Methyl Ester Oil 870.66 1.0660 0.9941 824.46 1.4255 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 877.38 1.0299 1.02 I 5 824.76 1.4349 
Nom1aliscd Tcstil~ Fluid (lS04113) 814.78 1.0236 0.9528 787.46 1.2255 -_ .. _--- ----- -- ----- ----

(j)p 

0.2015 
0.2487 
0.3256 
0.4243 
0.5639 
0.555 I 
0.6177 
0.6723 
0.7493 
0.8445 
0.7853 
0.7327 
0.7820 
0.7349 
0.1332 
0.4854 
0.1978 
0.2805 
0.8931 
0.8324 
0.7920 
0.7896 
0.8255 



T~lble 4.7 Pseudo critical parameters from iterative corresponding states scheme with critical correlations of Kesler and Lee 

Fluid T c.atm (K) p c•atm (MPa) {J)atm Tc.p (K) pc.P (MPa) (J)p 

Hexane 502.73 3.0090 0.2767 481.35 3.4388 0.2396 
Heptane 538.61 2.6808 0.3358 516.94 3.0799 0.2896 
Octane 559.60 2.5714 0.3685 611.11 1.7939 0.5171 
Nonane 582.26 2.3949 0.4105 667.59 1.2837 0.6975 
Decane 600.18 2.2739 0.4444 691.35 1.1625 0.7700 
Undecane 744.03 0.8105 0.9859 687.23 1.2917 0.7315 
Dodecane 737.09 0.9244 0.9309 703.91 1.2081 0.7818 
Tridecane 728.82 1.0462 0.8744 706.75 1.2442 0.7772 
Hexadecane 723.78 1.2346 0.8084 722.69 1.2447 0.8037 
Octadecane 693.98 1.6321 0.6639 747.61 1.1028 0.8898 
Eicosane 722.25 1.4013 0.7591 740.36 1.2278 0.8369 
Class 1 Diesel 767.46 1.1809 0.8938 714.28 1.7099 0.6710 
Low Sulphur Diesel 775.80 1.3219 0.8553 744.37 1.6326 0.7237 
ISO 4113 Fluid 770.85 1.2608 0.8701 729.55 1.6715 0.6974 
0.5 iso-Octane / 0.5 Toluene 534.14 3.7828 0.2669 464.52 5.2650 0.1873 
0.4 Hexadecane / 0.6 Hexane 761.04 0.6394 1.0921 678.18 1.2948 0.7147 
Benzene 538.69 5.5209 0.1798 488.66 6.5814 0.1515 
Oct-l-ene 549.02 2.9491 0.3296 532.16 3.2619 0.2947 I 
9(2-Phenylethyl) Heptadecane 685.60 2.5544 0.4832 788.25 1.3579 0.8577 
Diesel Oil 767.62 1.3625 0.8313 758.49 1.4502 0.7922 
Rageseed Methyl Ester Oil 822.13 1.2882 0.9220 781.45 1.6719 0.7492 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 832.41 1.2124 0.9651 781. 70 1.6811 0.7467 
Normalised Testing FllIid(I~Q4) 13L ___ 773.91 

--_ .. -
1.2237 0.8875 751.59 1.4308 0.7897 
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Table 4.8 Pseudo critical parameters from iterative corresponding states scheme with critical correlations of Cavett 

Fluid T c.atm (K) pc.atm (MPa) (j)atm Tc.p (K) Pc.p(MPa) 

Hexane 503.07 3.0662 0.2858 479.78 3.5311 
Hep_tane 540.64 2.6922 0.3666 509.80 3.2127 
Octane 563.58 2.5650 0.4031 541.28 2.9075 
Nonane 584.38 2.4428 0.4359 578.81 2.5219 
Decane 602.01 2.3466 0.4621 681.76 1.4385 
Undecane 613.34 2.3107 0.4752 688.84 1.4577 
Dodecane 880.98 0.6618 1.1454 738.03 1.1367 
Tridecane 874.00 0.6763 1.1171 747.74 1.1158 
Hexadecane 651.59 2.1895 0.5173 780.74 1.0109 
Octadecane 676.47 1.9862 0.5621 811.09 0.9035 
Eicosane 716.68 1.6148 0.6479 783.48 1.0788 
Class 1 Diesel 880.65 0.7581 1.0693 783.82 1.2040 
Low Sulphur Diesel 876.43 0.8331 1.0153 821.69 1.0898 
ISO 4113 Fluid 881.43 0.7857 1.0525 791.72 1.2247 
0.5 iso-Octane / 0.5 Toluene 534.21 3.5867 0.2700 500.56 4.0078 
0.4 Hexadecane / 0.6 Hexane 909.51 0.6451 1.2463 591.81 2.4915 
Benzene 539.05 4.5671 0.1969 536.58 4.5815 
Oct-l-ene 550.16 2.9370 0.3484 533.48 3.1916 
9(2-Phenylethyl) Heptadecane 687.88 2.6258 0.4840 861.90 0.9479 
Diesel Oil 657.99 2.7942 0.4468 829.60 1.0247 
Raj,eseed Methyl Ester Oil 901.02 0.8784 1.0350 857.27 1.0877 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 902.39 0.8772 1.0384 857.42 1.0926 
Normalised Testing Fluid (lS01113) 873.49 0.8057 1.0261 824.87 1.0082 

(j)p 

0.2141 
0.2790 
0.3431 
0.4214 
0.6647 
0.6646 
0.7697 
0.7815 
0.8357 
0.9002 
0.8156 
0.7792 
0.8416 
0.7788 
0.1992 
0.4356 
0.1933 
0.3061 
0.9373 
0.8710 
0.8776 
0.8761 
0.8725 
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Table 4.9 Pseudo critical parameters from iterative corresponding states scheme with critical correlations of Riazi and Daubert 

Fluid T e.atm (K) Pe.atm (MPa) OJatm Te.P (K) pc.P (MPa) (j)p 

Hexane 501.91 3.1496 0.2521 417.79 6.4757 0.0766 
Heptane 536.11 2.7720 0.3020 435.42 6.2777 0.0870 
Octane 558.13 2.6154 0.3294 622.48 1.7034 0.5281 
Nonane 575.62 2.5039 0.3512 656.15 1.4968 0.6155 
Decane 595.76 2.3315 0.3847 684.84 1.3484 0.6972 
Undecane 749.73 0.9936 0.9970 690.31 1.3744 0.6885 
Dodecane 751.27 1.0297 0.9625 709.75 1.2875 0.7453 
Tridecane 753.49 1.0545 0.9414 715.10 1.2951 0.7448 
Hexadecane 757.04 1.1256 0.8848 737.33 1.2485 0.7867 
Octadecane 758.76 1.1678 0.8547 758.41 1.1700 0.8530 
Eicosane 686.21 1.7949 0.5375 752.61 1.2486 0.7972 
Class 1 Diesel 802.37 1.0805 0.9575 760.12 1.3364 0.7524 
Low Sulphur Diesel 817.24 1.1281 0.9282 789.44 1.2924 0.7957 
ISO 4113 Fluid 810.21 1.1041 0.9430 770.55 1.3448 0.7546 
0.5 iso-Octane I 0.5 Toluene N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
0.4 Hexadecane I 0.6 Hexane 753.57 0.9279 1.0750 674.75 1.4323 0.6528 
Benzene N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Oct-l-ene 544.43 3.1051 0.2732 590.83 2.2517 0.3950 
9(2-Phenylethyl) Heptadecane 663.93 2.7546 0.3560 822.77 1.1857 0.8877 
Diesel Oil 812.91 1.1314 0.9223 793.25 1.2456 0.8267 
Rapeseed Methyl Ester Oil 865.24 1.0937 0.9938 830.94 1.2821 0.8285 
Sunflower Methyl Ester Oil 865.78 1.0967 0.9914 831.63 1.2846 0.8275 
~()rmalised Testing Fluid (lS041 13) 807.15 1.1145 

-
0.9319 784.51 1.2464 0.8203 

----- ~- --- -- ~~- - - -



using the iterative corresponding states method, but with one of the other critical 

correlations mentioned, the desired critical correlation is simply substituted into the 

program in place of that of Kesler and Lee. 

For high accuracy n-alkane density estimation the method of Assae1 et 

al.155.] will give density prediction to within 0.2% for the range of temperature and 

pressure stated in that paper. This is however limited to n-alkanes only or other 

homologous series which have been studiedI56
.]. Prediction of mixture density by the 

method of Assael et al.155
.] is also very good, but was only applied to members of the 

same homologous series. Similalrly, the correlation scheme of Aalto and 

KeskinenI57.] provides reasonable prediction of elevated pressure liquid density but 

requires a set of parameters unique to each fluid. If these parameters are known for 

each fluid in a mixture then this method may be extended to cover mixtures of fluids 

of different series. For fluids where the parameters are unknown it would be 

necessary to determine these from experimental data. Measurement is also a 

necessity for the corresponding states method as presented here. Only liquid density 

measurements are required in this proposed scheme, whereas the method proposed 

by Aalto and Keskinen, which is in tum based upon the Hankinson-Brobst

ThomsonI3I ,32.] method, requires measurements of density and critical properties. 

The corresponding states method can also be applied from direct measurements of 

mixture density without the application of mixing rules. From the published table of 

average absolute deviations it would appear that this method does not provide as 

good prediction of density as the corresponding states method, but the data assessed 

by Aalto and Keskinen covers a wider range. 
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4.4 Comparison with Data of Rodriguez-Anton et al. 

Diesel fuel density over a range of temperature and pressure has also been 

measured by Rodriguez-Anton et aI.[S8.) by means of a vibrating tube densimeter. 

Results are presented in a Tait style equation. In place of the usual Tait B parameter, 

a term C is included and is given as the following function of temperature; 

C = Cse-C6 (t-IS) where t is the temperature in degrees Celcius. Density results are 

also plotted as isotherms as a function of pressure. Using the form of equation given 

in the paper gives results which do not agree with the graphical values. Using a 

linear form of equation with the same coefficients Cs and C6 gives results which are 

in better agreement with the graphical results but do not work as well when used with 

the proposed corresponding states method. Included in the fuels tested was an 

IS04113 fluid. Comparison with previous NEL measurements using the Micro

PVT[S9.) shows good agreement with atmospheric pressure density values. In order to 

obtain densities at the same temperatures as those of Rodriguez-Anton et aI., the 

NEL data were estimated at 20, 40, 60 and 80°C from measurements at 7SoC using 

the semi-theoretical scheme described in this chapter. Disagreement between 

measured high pressure values is up to approximately five times as great when the 

linear form of equation for estimation of the 'C' parameter is used compared to the 

exponential form. This suggests that the exponential form is the correct form in this 

context despite being non-standard and giving densities which disagree with those 

plotted in the same paper. 

Assuming that the equation presented in the paper is correct, then the 

densities calculated from the Tait style equation can be used to test the proposed 
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corresponding states scheme. For the purposes of calculating average absolute 

differences, the predicted values are compared with the measured values fitted by the 

Tait style equation in lOMPa increments from atmospheric to 140MPa. Average 

absolute deviations in predicted values using each of the four critical correlations 

chosen for study are presented in Table 4.5. 
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Chapter 5. 

Viscosity Correlation and Prediction 
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5. Viscosity Correlation and Prediction 

5.1 Empirical Viscosity Prediction 

Abbot et al.[63.1 highlight the use of the API nomograph as the industry 

standard for the prediction of the viscosity of a wide range of oils at 100 and 210°F. 

In their work, the authors fonned equations to represent the nomograph at the two 

temperatures. The equations were also used with additional data to extend the range 

of specific gravity and boiling point covered by the nomograph. Kinematic viscosity 

was fitted from the nomograph and additional viscosity data by the following 

equation; 

10 v = A(K °API)+ B(K;API) 
g , • API +C(K) (5.1 ) 

A, Band C are functions of the API specific gravity, °AP[, and Watson 

characterisation factor[64.1, K. Despite the empirical fit being at only two 

temperatures, the errors found from the equations are large compared with 

experimental data for pure hydrocarbons, petroleum fractions and waxy lubes. This 

suggests the large degree of difficulty in predicting viscosity from a limited number 

of input parameters, in this case specific gravity at 60°F and boiling point, as 

~ 
o API = 141.5 -131.5 and K = Tb 3 • 

SG SG 

Noting that the logarithm of the kinematic viscosity of liquids at the same 

boiling point is a linear function of API specific gravity, Twu[65.1 uses a 

corresponding states fonn of equation to relate kinematic viscosity to °AP! by means 

of reference fluid data. The equation with two reference fluids r1 and r2 is thus; 

(5.2) 
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This equation was then simplified to; 

(5.3) 

Twu determined reference fluid kinematic viscosities from the plots of Watson et 

alJ64.J with the reference fluids being chosen to have K values close to those expected 

in petroleum fractions. These reference fluids, which do not represent experimental 

data of real fluids, have viscosity fitted by means of a function with respect to boiling 

point. Coefficients of the equation were only determined at 100 and 210°F, which 

does not allow for calculation at other temperatures, but does allow direct 

comparison with the work of Abbot et al.[63.J. Viscosities predicted by the method of 

Twu at equivalent values of K and °AP I were consistently better than the predictions 

from the correlation of Abbot. Once again, the method is of limited use for 

predicting fuel viscosity over a range of temperatures and pressures, but it does show 

that a method can be improved by limiting the range of hydrocarbons studied. This 

in turn highlights the difficulty of obtaining a general fit for viscosity of hydrocarbon 

mixtures. 

An attempt at obtaining a general form of equation to relate viscosity to both 

temperature and pressure was made by Cameron[66.J. This work combines the 

viscosity law of Vogel for prediction of viscosity with respect to temperature, with a 

simplified form of the Eyring equation for viscosity variation with pressure. The 

form of equation resulting from this is; 

(
b+AI') 

7]p T = ke T+() (5.4) 

Parameters k, band f) are constants and A is a function of temperature. Alternative 

values can be used to give better prediction with respect to temperature or pressure 
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only. Detailed results of errors in viscosity prediction are not presented, however it 

was noted that the diesel oils studied showed anomalous behaviour compared to the 

other oils considered. 

10hnston[67.] assumes a basic relationship between zero pressure and 

elevated pressure viscosity of the form; 

(5.5) 

10hnston also assumed viscosity varied with temperature according to the equation; 

(5.6) 

This equation assumes an energy of activation Ev is required for viscous flow to 

occur. A is a function of temperature and pressure, C is a constant and R is the 

universal gas constant. Differentiating (5.6) with respect to pressure at constant 

temperature then differentiating with respect to temperature at constant pressure. the 

resulting equation is; 

(
dlnll) = 

dP T 
(5.7) 

aT is the coefficient of thermal expansivity of the liquid, a r = ~(dV) , and fJ the 
V dT /' 

. f 'b'l' f3 1 (dV) isothermal coeffiCIent 0 compressl llty, = -- - . 
V dP T 

Noting that the natural logarithm form of (5.6) gives a straight line with 

respect to temperature at atmospheric pressure, it follows that the term EjC can be 

determined from measurements of viscosity at atmospheric pressure. Stated in this 

manner, it is evident that equation (5.6) is equivalent to the Andrade equation form at 

constant pressure. Taking the logarithm of both sides of (5.5) and differentiating 
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with respect to pressure, it is found that the left hand side of (5.7) is equivalent to the 

pressure viscosity coefficient of (5.5), ap. Therefore, if the pressure-volume-

temperature behaviour of the fluid is known over the range of interest aT and fJ can 

be found, allowing calculation of ap at any pressure and temperature from (5.7). 

Viscosity at elevated pressure is then found with respect to that at atmospheric from 

(5.5). Error in viscosity prediction is not given; rather error in the viscosity pressure 

coefficient is given. It is not possible to back calculate this to viscosity error without 

knowledge of a viscosity ratio at a given pressure. In their conclusions the authors 

do not make great claims for the accuracy of this equation attributing the error to the 

simple form of equation (5.6). Another error source (mentioned in a discussion 

section after the main text of the paper) is the use of an empirical correlation for the 

prediction of bulk modulus. No high pressure density measurements were made 

corresponding to the viscosity measurements in the paper, therefore error introduced 

by the differentiation of volume with respect to pressure and temperature from 

empirical estimates of bulk modulus data could result in a large error in the final 

calculation of viscosity. 

5.2 Semi-Theoretical Viscosity Prediction 

Ozdogan and Yucel[68.] present a semi-theoretical viscosity correlation for 

predicting petroleum viscosity based on a combination of hard sphere theory and 

corresponding states theory. A reduced viscosity is defined in this work as; 

(5.8) 

Reduced fluid viscosity defined by (5.8) was taken to be equal to the theoretical 

reduced viscosity of a monatomic liquid plus a reduced viscosity correction term for 
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the real polyatomic fluid. The monatomic reduced viscosity was given as a function 

of reduced temperature. The correction term for a petroleum fraction is calculated 

from a weight fraction average of the correction terms of the alkanes, alkenes. 

aromatics and cycloalkanes present in the petroleum. Correction terms for each of 

these classes were presented in an earlier paper[69.] as functions of reduced 

temperature and reduced boiling point. 

Viscosity predicted by the method for 42 petroleum samples covering a 

wide range of composition of the respective hydrocarbon classes was found to be 

reasonable. Although comparisons were made at 40°C only, in this method this 

represents a reasonable range of reduced temperatures of the fuels studied. Critical 

properties and molecular weight of the fuels were estimated from the volume average 

boiling point of the mixtures using the correlations of Riazi and Daubert. The 

coefficients required for the correction factors determined in the original study[69.] 

were found from consideration of atmospheric results only. Although it would be 

possible to determine the correction factor in terms of reduced temperature. reduced 

boiling point and reduced pressure, the scope of the coefficients thus determined 

would be limited by the range of data available at elevated pressure. For example, 

there is a very limited amount of data for branched hydrocarbons at elevated 

pressure. Whether the exercise would be worthwhile is also questionable for two 

reasons. The corresponding states method when used in conjunction with critical 

correlations, relies on an accurate boiling point measurement. A mixture has no 

boiling point and any figure given for this parameter is a spurious estimation. 

Secondly, despite the study only covering atmospheric viscosity, the average 
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deviations predicted by Assael et al.[70.71.] are in many cases better over a wider range 

of conditions than those presented by Yucel and Ozdogan[68.]. 

5.3 Molecular Theories 

Viscosity of a fluid can be readily observed by considering the bulk effect 

on a fluid when a shear rate is applied to the fluid; however a more complete 

understanding of what causes the fluid to have the viscosity it does under given 

conditions will be better obtained by considering what is happening within the fluid 

at a molecular level. Various theories have been proposed to explain qualitatively 

what molecular events occur within a fluid to cause the resistance to shear exhibited 

at the macroscopic level. These theories are then treated mathematically to enable 

estimations of fluid viscosity to be made from consideration of molecular 

movements. 

5.3.1 - Energy Theories 

One treatment of molecular movement in a fluid considers that a certain 

activation energy is required before flow will occur. This theory was advocated by 

Eyring[n.] and is based on the assumption that the viscosity of a liquid is determined 

by the propensity of molecules to acquire an activation energy which would remove 

a molecule from its original equilibrium position to a new equilibrium position. As 

this is a rate process, the viscosity was treated analogously to reaction rate theory 

which leads to viscosity being described by an Arrhenius type equation with 

viscosity proportional to exponential of reciprocal temperature. 

Eyring's equation follows the same basic mathematical form as the 

viscosity equation proposed by Andrade[73.]; 
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(5.9) 

In a letter following the paper, Andrade[74.) presents the theory that transfer of 

momentum between adjacent layers of molecules is caused by temporary unions 

between molecules within the separate layers. These unions are opposed by the 

energy of molecular motion. As this energy increases with respect to temperature it 

follows that the number of unions decreases, and therefore the viscosity also 

decreases upon a temperature increase. Viscosity as treated here is dependent on 

probability, in this case the probability that a union between molecules in adjacent 

layers will occur. This probability is also temperature dependent and therefore the 

simplified Boltzmann equation (5.9) as proposed by Andrade provides the link 

between the qualitative and quantitative theory. 

5.3.2 - Free Volume Theories 

Cohen and Turnbull[75.) considered the molecules of a liquid to be hard 

spheres contained within cages, the difference between the molecular volumes and 

cage volumes being equivalent to the free volume of the liquid. They assumed that 

the free volume per cage was a random value throughout the liquid. For diffusion of 

molecules through the liquid to occur, a molecule would need to move from its 

original cage to a neighbouring cage with a free volume large enough to 

accommodate the additional molecule. Thus the problem is once more one of 

probability, in this case the probability that a given molecule has a free volume large 

enough to allow diffusion to occur as opposed to the probability that a molecule has 

an activation energy for flow as proposed by Eyring[72.). Viscosity deri\"ed from 

diffusion as defined by Cohen and Turnbull is given by the formula; 
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(5.10) 

Terms in the first bracket relate to molecular properties, whilst temperature is 

accounted for in the second bracketed term. From Cohen and Turnbull's theory 

viscosity is given as a function of the ratio of a critical volume (v*) required for 

diffusion to occur to the free volume (Vj) with a constant y to account for overlap of 

free volume between cages. 

A less rigorous approach to relating viscosity to free volume was made 

prior to Cohen and Turnbull's work by Doolittle[761. In this case the free volume was 

taken to be the difference between the molar volume of liquid at the conditions 

considered and the theoretical molar volume of the liquid at OK. Analysis of the 

results led Doolittle to establish a logarithmic relation between viscosity and free 

volume. Viscosity as a function of free volume was therefore given by; 

B ·0 

7J = Ae v, (5.11) 

A and B are constants established from the linear relation between logarithm of 

viscosity and the ratio of theoretical OK volume, vo, to the free volume, Vr. This 

empirical formula is seen to be of the same fonn as the fonnula derived by Cohen 

and Turnbull (equation 5.10) from theoretical consideration of molecular 

movements, with the latter including a temperature tenn introduced from the Stokes-

Einstein relation of diffusion to viscosity. 

Despite later attempts to relate the coefficients of equation (5.11) to 

molecular weight of a homologous series[77.) the equation is still an empirical fit and 

therefore the extension of the equation to correlate data of other molecular types will 

be limited to the range of viscosity data available. A model with greater scope for 
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prediction should therefore consider the physical situation first with the mathematics 

developed around this. Such a philosophy would suggest that the works of Eyring[72 I 

and Cohen and Tumbull[75.] will be worthy of further study. However, when actual 

experimental data is studied, as was done by Hildebrand[78.], then it can be argued 

that the theory is contradicted by experimental evidence. Hildebrand modified an 

equation of Batschinski to give viscosity as the following function of relative free 

volume; 

(5.12) 

From this equation Hildebrand proposed that vanous theories, such as those 

reviewed above, are physically unrealistic as they would not predict the observed 

degree of fluidity at low values of V compared to Vo. Whilst Hildebrand used 

equation (5.12) to correlate data, its usefulness as a predictive tool is limited. 

5.3.3 - Hard Sphere Theory 

From the observations of Hildebrand[78.) it would appear that a different 

molecular theory is necessary. Rather than considering molecular movement in the 

liquid phase as completely different to that in the gaseous phase, one can start by 

assuming that some previous description of the gas phase is fundamentally correct 

and using this as a basis for describing liquid behaviour. In their book AssaeI et 

al. [79.] outline the work of Maxwell who considered the movement of molecules 

between adjacent planes in a dilute gas when a shear force is applied. The equation 

resulting from Maxwell's study was; 

(5.13) 
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Equation (5.13) was derived on the assumption that the molecules within a fluid do 

not interact with one another. For the case of a dilute gas with attractions and 

repulsions between molecules, Reed and Gubbins[8o.) summarise the solution method 

of Chapman and Enskog who solved the equation of Boltzmann to arrive at an 

equation similar in form to (5.13)~ 

(5.14) 

With further application of the Boltzmann equation, theoretical viscosity for a dense 

fluid can be related to the dilute gas case (5.14) by the equation~ 

'1E =--+O.8-+0.761g(a _ 1 b {b)2 
'10 g(a) V V 

(5.15) 

The subscript' E' is used to denote that this is a theoretical dense fluid viscosity as 

proposed by Enskog. Rather than applying the theory directly, Dymond[81.] proposed 

that the theoretical terms be used in a reduced viscosity method. Reduced viscosity 

coefficient is calculated from~ 

(5.16) 

g(a), the radial distribution function can be established in terms of molar volume, V, 

and the second virial coefficient of a hard sphere fluid, b = X (21ZN Aa3), by means 

of the equation of state of Carnahan and Starling[82.) to give; 

(5.17) 
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The above expression allows equation (5.15) to be defined in terms of hard sphere 

diameter and molar volume and along with equation (5.14) can be used to define the 

reduced viscosity in terms of macroscopically observable parameters. As the 

theoretical viscosity is derived from a system of hard spheres, the collision integral, 

.0(2,2)*, in equation (5.14) is unity. From the definitions presented, the reduced 

viscosity can now be written as; 

• = ~1l"~ (2N )X(_l_)~ V% 
17exp 5 A MRT 17 (5.18) 

Subscript 'exp' refers to equation (5.18) being in a form which can be used 

to find the reduced viscosity coefficient from experimental data. The reduced 

viscosity derived above will correlate liquids whose molecules display the same 

transport behaviour as an assembly of hard spheres. To test the applicability of the 

hard sphere theory to the liquid system of interest, experimental data for V and 11 are 

used to calculate 11 * using (5.18). If the curve of loge 11 * e:cp) as a function of loge V) 

obtained from (5.18) can be super-imposed on the theoretical hard sphere curve 

found from (5.16) then the liquid corresponds to the hard sphere theory. 

In order that the experimental curve can be easily compared with the 

theoretical curve, universal curves of hard sphere transport properties have been 

correlated with respect to the ratio of molar volume to hard sphere volume. 

Universal theoretical curves were found by Assael et al.[83.j from a combination of 

computational study of ideal hard spheres, experimental measurements of methane 

and argon which can be taken as nearly spherical, and measurements of n-alkanes 

which extend the range of the curves. These curves are given as seventh order 
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polynomials of reciprocal reduced volume where reduced volume is taken as the 

ratio of molar to estimated hard sphere volume. 

Although the above theory is strictly only applicable to fluids which display 

similar behaviour to a system of hard spheres, the correlation scheme can be 

modified to correlate the properties of fluids composed of non-spherical molecules. 

In order to correlate the transport properties of n-alkanes, Dymond and A wan[84 1 

introduced a factor, R'l' to account for non-sphericity and translational-rotational 

coupling. The experimental reduced viscosity (5.18) can now be compared to the 

universal reduced curve as follows; 

(5.19) 

Coefficients a'li for the universal curve of viscosity are listed by Assael et al. [83.). 

Using this method of comparison of the universal seventh order curve to the 

experimental reduced viscosity curves, Assael and co-workers successfully 

correlated the transport properties of pure n-alkane[7°·), aromatic hydrocarbon[7l.] and 

alcohol liquids[56.] over wide ranges of temperature and pressure. The correlation 

method was also extended to mixtures of n-alkanes[85.j by taking the V() and R" 

parameters for the mixture to be mole fraction averages of the pure component 

values. Mixture viscosity prediction was within 5% when compared with 

atmospheric pressure, but for those mixtures for which high pressure data were 

available, the prediction was worse, although still reasonable. Assael et al.(79.1 later 

stated that whilst a reasonable fit of the data may be obtained for mixtures from the 

same homologous series, the mixing rules cannot be satisfactorily applied to 

mixtures of different classes of compounds. 
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In all the comparisons made by Assael and co-workers described above, the 

parameters Vo and R" were found graphically by comparing the horizontal and 

vertical displacements necessary to super-impose the experimental reduced viscosity 

curve onto the theoretical reduced viscosity curve. In all cases except for the 

alcohols from CH30H to CSH110H R" was found to be a constant for each fluid with 

Vo a function of temperature. For the short chain length alcohols R" displayed a 

temperature dependency. Assuming that these alcohols are unique in R" displaying 

temperature dependence, then an alternative, numerical method can be established 

for the determination of the correlation parameters Vo and R". 

To determine Va at a given temperature at the same time as determining R" 

requires measurements of density and viscosity at that temperature at atmospheric 

and an elevated pressure. An initial guess value of R" is taken and used to calculate 

the left hand side of (5.19) using the atmospheric properties. A guess value of Vr is 

made and used to calculate the right hand side of (5.19) using the atmospheric 

density value. Vr is then adjusted using an iterative scheme until the difference 

between the left and right hand sides of (5.19) is within a specified tolerance. From 

the final value of Vn Vo is found and used to calculate Vr using the elevated pressure 

density. Theoretical reduced viscosity is calculated using this value of Vr• A guess 

value of R" is used in conjunction with the elevated pressure data to calculate the left 

hand side of (5.19). An iterative method of varying R" is then used until both sides 

of (5.19) are equal. At this point the same value of Va has been used to correlate the 

atmospheric and elevated pressure data with different values of R". This procedure is 

itself then used in an iterative routine which changes the initial guess value of R" 

until the difference between this initial guess value and the final calculated value of 
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R,/ are equal. A program written in Visual Basic code to implement this solution 

scheme is given in Appendix C. 

5.3.4 - Application of Hard Sphere Theory 

Once R'I has been established using the method described above, this is 

taken as a constant for the fluid regardless of temperature. If the method is used to 

predict viscosity at other temperatures it is necessary to establish Vo at the 

temperature of interest. Vo will be found at any temperature by solving (5.19) using 

the calculated value of R'I with atmospheric data at the temperature to be studied. 

Before attempting to apply this solution scheme to diesel fuels, dodecane and a 

limited number of mixtures of known composition were tested as a check on the 

validity. For consistency the R,/ value was found for each fluid using data at 50°C 

and atmospheric and -100MPa pressure. Density values used throughout were 

predicted from the corresponding states scheme using the Kesler and Lee correlation 

for critical property estimation as described earlier. Average absolute percentage 

deviations for data predicted by the method are given in Table 5.1. 

Values of Vo and R" found from the iterative scheme to correlate the 

measurement of viscosity at atmospheric with a single high pressure value, and 

subsequently used for viscosity prediction at other temperatures and pressures, are 

presented in Table 5.2. The parameters published in this table should not be ascribed 

any physical significance. Unlike the values of Vo calculated by previous workers to 

correlate all the transport properties, those presented in Table 5.2 have been 

established from viscosity measurement only, for the sole purpose of fitting viscosity 

data. As the molecular weights of the diesel fuels are unknown, a value of 200 was 
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used throughout. Calculated viscosity is very insensitive to changes in molecular 

weight, with the error in calculated viscosity changing by an insignificant amount 

when molecular weight is increased by an order of magnitUde. 

Table 5.1 Average errors from hard sphere theory predictions of elevated pressure 
viscosity using numerical solution for Vo and R" 

Fluid Temperature / K Max. Pressure / MPa N°. Points AA%D Ref. 
Dodecane 298.27 119.2 4 0.269 86 

323.35 261.9 7 0.427 86 
348.10 422.5 10 1.19 86 
373.21 501.6 11 4.96 86 

0.5 Mole Fraction 298.20 238.6 7 1.78 86 
Octane - 323.22 395.6 9 0.328 86 
Dodecane Mixture 348.17 502.0 II 3.20 86 

373.17 505.5 11 9.47 86 
0.5 Mole Fraction 298.15 241.4 7 1.37 87 
iso-Octane - 323.14 397.2 7 0.964 87 
Dodecane Mixture 348.03 503.4 8 2.82 87 

372.85 502.5 8 8.03 87 

0.8 Mole Fraction 298.09 39.5 7 0.784 II 
Hexadecane - 0.2 323.21 156.6 10 0.969 II 
Mole Fraction 348.09 300.4 9 1.90 11 
Hexane 373.17 446.1 10 6.95 11 

Class 1 Diesel 298.12 405.4 16 35.7 59 
323.03 401.7 20 16.4 59 
348.04 420.5 38 5.00 59 

Low Sulphur 298.12 147.3 7 9.69 59 
Diesel 322.88 200.7 9 3.83 59 

347.85 202.5 9 10.1 59 

ISO 4113 297.99 204.4 10 18.7 59 
322.89 207.6 9 3.78 59 
347.87 207.9 13 10.1 59 

, 

With reference to Table 5.1, it is seen that the error for dodecane and the 

mixtures of known composition is significantly higher at 373K compared to the other 

temperatures. More insight into the nature of the error can be had by displaying the 

error at 373K for the fluids in graphical format as shown in Figure 5.1. These show 

that the error tends to sharply reach a maximum value with respect to pressure before 

either remaining at an approximately constant value or decreasing at a slow rate with 
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respect to pressure. When considered with the other results, it would appear that the 

method gives reasonable prediction of viscosity except at the highest values of free 

volume as seen from the rate of change of error with respect to pressure at the lower 

pressures for the highest temperature considered. 

Table 5.2 Pseudo Vo and R'l values from numerical hard sphere scheme 

Fluid T(K) Vo (mJmor') Rn 
Dodecane 298.27 1.9071 x 10-4 

323.35 1.8791 x 10-4 
1.6551 

348.10 1.8557 x 10-4 
373.21 1.8341 x 10-'1 

0.5 Mole Fraction Octane - 298.20 1.8881 x 10-'1 
Dodecane Mixture 323.22 1.8611 x 10-'1 

1.5858 
348.17 1.8368 x 10-'1 
373.17 1.8130 x 10-'1 

0.5 Mole Fraction 298.15 1.9150 x 10-4 
iso-Octane - n-Dodecane 323.14 1.8894 x 10-4 

1.4457 
Mixture 348.03 1.8671 x 10-4 , 

372.85 1.8442 x 10-4 

0.8 Mole Fraction 298.09 1. 9079 x 10-4 
Hexadecane - 0.2 Mole 323.21 1.8731 x 10-4 

2.1377 
Fraction Hexane Mixture 348.09 1.8458 x 100.1 

373.17 1.8186 x 100.1 

Class 1 Diesel 298.12 1.8777 x 10-4 
323.03 1.8576 x 10-4 1.0062 
348.04 1.8521 x 10-4 

Low Sulphur Diesel 298.12 1.8924 x 100.1 
322.88 1.8688 x 100.1 0.8096 
347.85 1.8611 x 10-'1 

ISO 4113 279.99 1.8936 x 10-4 
322.89 1.8760 x 10-'1 0.8182 
347.87 1.8660 x 10-4 

Prediction of viscosity by the hard sphere method gave a scatter of error as 

a function of pressure for pure fluids and mixtures of known composition, except for 

the 100°C data as discussed above. When applied to the diesel fuel results of 

Glen[59.] there appear to be definite trends of error with respect to pressure, as shown 
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in Figure 5.2. Here the error increases continually as a function of pressure over the 

ranges studied at the lowest temperature of 25°C. At 50°C the error is acceptable at 

lower pressures before rising steeply beyond -125MPa. 75°C results appear to go 

through a minimum before showing a similar increase in error with respect to 

pressure. The regular trends of error found suggest that a reasonable estimation of 

diesel fuel viscosity can be made by using the hard sphere theory with an empirical 

fit of error. Although the errors were seen to be regular with respect to pressure, 

pressure is not a fundamental variable in hard sphere theory. Viscosity was instead 

proposed as a function of the free volume. Any fit of the error should therefore be a 

function of the free volume if it is to be consistent with the hard sphere scheme. To 

account for changes in the hard sphere volume for different fluids and temperatures, 

v - Vo· 'd d E ~ h hr fu I fu the relative free volume, , IS conSl ere. rror lor t e t ee e s as a nction 
Vo 

of relative free volume is plotted in Figure 5.3. 

Plots of error in predicted viscosity from the hard sphere theory as a 

function of relative free volume, presented in Figure 5.3, indicate that either the hard 

sphere theory is inapplicable to diesel fuels or the numerical solution method used to 

implement this is unreliable. As there are errors of the magnitude shown then it is 

evident that direct application of the hard sphere theory is not appropriate for diesel 

fuels. The failure of the method when applied to diesel fuels is also highlighted by 

the difference in the isotherms of error. For a given fluid, the error plots differ 

greatly for the different temperatures considered. If a fluid corresponds to the hard 

sphere theory then the predicted viscosity would be equal at equivalent values of free 

volume regardless of temperature. 
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Analysing Figures 5.2 and 5.3 together, both show a change in the 

behaviour of error with respect to temperature. However, Figure 5.2 shows regular 

plots of error for different fluids at the same temperature whereas Figure 5.3 does 

not. This could be indicative of poor estimation of Vo for different fluids as the 

isotherms need to be moved along the abscissa to make Figure 5.3 analogous to 

Figure S.2 where a regular trend is seen at each temperature for all fluids. Probable 

inaccurate prediction of Vo between different fluids as suggested by consideration of 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 together could be due to the method of solution used. The 

graphical method for estimating Vo and RTf might offer greater accuracy, but this 

could not be done from limited measurement as proposed here. Therefore using 

relative free volume estimated by numerical solution as a basis for an empirical fit of 

error would not offer as simple a fit as with respect to pressure. Although not a 

satisfactory solution from a theoretical viewpoint, this is more likely to yield better 

accuracy in prediction provided that it is only used for corrections for fluids of a 

similar type to those from which the original correction was derived. 

Error in viscosity prediction at 25°C and pressures below 50MPa is 

acceptable; beyond 50 MPa the error increases approximately linearly for the three 

fluids considered here. The error can therefore be fitted by a straight line and 

corrected viscosity found from; 

7]corr
ll = 1- 0.190P - 4.374 

100 

(5.20) 

Similarly at SOoC a correction can be applied for the linear increase in error beyond 

12SMPa; 
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'lcorr5<1 = 1- 0.130P-15.375 

100 

(5.21) 

Error is quite large between 100 and 200MPa at 75°C for the low sulphur diesel and 

the IS04113 fluid. This appears to represent a minimum of error. The Class 1 fuel 

has less error in predicted viscosity in this range before gradually increasing as the 

pressure is increased. Despite an apparent transition to a linear dependence of error 

upon pressure, the magnitude of error is not large in the higher pressure region 

considered. Therefore no correction term is derived at this temperature. 

From the findings presented above, it appears that error in hard sphere 

prediction decreases with respect to temperature. No higher temperature results were 

published by Glen[59.) to test whether applying the hard sphere theory with no 

correction term gives reasonable results beyond 75°C; this is tested using results 

found from measurements made in this work. At temperatures below 75°C, 

correction terms could only be derived from the measurements at 25 and 50°C. Thus 

it was not possible to estimate the behaviour of error with respect to temperature by 

fitting the linear coefficients of the pressure correction terms as functions of 

temperature. While empirical corrections allow the theory to be applied to complex 

mixtures of fluids, the study presented here highlights the limitations of the scope of 

such empirical corrections. Corrections to the idealised hard sphere system, derived 

from theoretical considerations would allow the theory to predict viscosity over a 

wider range of conditions and fluid types. 
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5.3.5 - Limiting the Scope of a 'Universal' Reduced Viscosity Curve 

Rather than use an empirical correction to correct the viscosity calculated 

from the hard sphere theory, one might consider defining a 'universal' curve of more 

limited scope than that presented by Assael et al.[83.]. A pseudo universal reduced 

viscosity curve averaged from the curves of reduced viscosity as a function of 

relative free volume of a number of diesel fuels, should intrinsically provide less 

deviation of reduced viscosity of a given diesel fuel from the 'universal' case. Plots 

of the experimental reduced viscosity curves at 25, 50 and 75°C of the Class 1 fuel 

are compared in Figure 5.4 as a function of relative free volume with the universal 

reduced viscosity curve of Assael et al.[83.]. This figure once more highlights the 

point made earlier that the hard sphere theory as applied to diesel fuel has failed to a 

certain degree as the curves at the different temperatures are not co-incident. 

Agreement of the curves at higher values of relative free volumes shows that the 

iterative scheme has worked as a numerical method, and does allow reasonable 

prediction of experimental reduced viscosity from the values of Vo and R1] established 

by this method from limited measurement, over certain ranges. 

Vo and R1] were found relative to the universal reduced viscosity curve and 

could not be used as a basis for an independent pseudo universal diesel curve. If one 

was to develop such a curve, the value of Vo would need to be found by comparison 

of experimental reduced transport data with the same quantities found from hard 

sphere theory. Assael et al.[83.] stress the importance of correlating at least two 

transport properties simultaneously if a consistent set of values of Vo are to be found 

for the fluid at different temperatures. Therefore additional measurements of the self 
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diffusion coefficient or the thennal conductivity of the fluid would be required for 

this exercise. 

Assuming that sufficient experimental data were obtained to proceed with 

the analysis, values of Vo would be found by comparison with the theoretical reduced 

transport properties. In the case of reduced viscosity, the theoretical term would be 

calculated from (5.16) with the right hand side multiplied by R'1 to account for 

molecular roughness and non-spherical shape. Again, this parameter was found 

relative to the universal reduced viscosity curve of Assael et al.[83.] and would need to 

be detennined independently to provide an independent pseudo universal diesel 

curve. To attempt to correct the difference between an assembly of regular hard 

spheres and a mixture of various molecules with different non-spherical shapes and 

interactions using a single correction factor is perhaps over optimistic. Thus either a 

new set of correction factors would be needed to correct for non-spherical and 

mixture effects, or the theoretical model would need to be changed to a more 

complex model than an assembly of hard spheres. This would also lead to the 

experimental reduced viscosity coefficient (5.18) being redefined. Oi yen the 

potential variability in diesel composition and the effect that this could have on a 

theoretical model of the mixture, the additional complexity of this method will not 

necessarily be justified when it has already been shown that a reasonable viscosity 

prediction can be had by comparison with the universal hard sphere curve, given by 

Assael et al. [83.], plus an empirical correction. 

A more straight-forward approach, ignoring how the universal hard sphere 

curve was derived, would be to simply change the coefficients of the polynomial 

equation to provide a better fit of an average curve of the fluid of interest. Once 
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again, this leads to the problem of defining a new curve from values of Vo and R" 

which have been derived relative to the universal curve defined by Assael et a1.[83.J. 

This approach would also lead to a discrepancy between comparing a reduced 

viscosity coefficient which has been defined in terms of the hard sphere theory with a 

pseudo universal curve which has been fitted from data which takes no account of 

the molecules being related to hard spheres. The universal curve of Assael et al. does 

take account of this, even when non-spherical n-alkanes were used to extend the 

range of the curve. In defining the non-spherical n-alkane extension to the curve, Vo 

and R" were adjusted to give agreement with the curve established from molecular 

dynamic simulation and measured data of spherical molecules, such as CCI4. The 

seventh order polynomial fit of this universal curve was subsequently used for the 

correlation of the properties of other n-alkanes[7o.), aromatic hydrocarbons[7l.J and n

alcohols[S6.) without changing the coefficients of the universal curve. This proves the 

validity of the approach, and that the shape of the curve defined by the polynomial 

coefficients reported by Assael et a1. [83.) is a good general representation of the 

universal reduced viscosity as a function of reduced volume. This also reinforces the 

argument that it is better to use the universal reduced viscosity curve of Assael et aI., 

which has been defined in a consistent manner with respect to the hard sphere theory, 

than to attempt to develop a pseudo 'universal' curve of limited application. 
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5.4 Possible Corrections to Current Theory 

5.4.1 - Collision Integral 

It was found from the above results that the hard sphere theory cannot be 

directly applied to complex mixtures without fluid specific empirical corrections, 

despite previous success in correlating non-spherical molecules. If such a theory is 

to be extended to fuel mixtures, one must consider the reasons why diesel viscosity 

data cannot be correlated by the method in its current form. It is seen from Figure 

5.2 that error in prediction for each of the fuels is similar along isotherms. The 

change in shape of error as a function of pressure at the different temperatures 

suggests that the effect of temperature may not be adequately accounted for in the 

present method. In the derivation of the hard sphere theory for application to dense 

liquids, it was assumed that there was no interaction between the hard spheres and 

therefore the collision integral in (5.14) was assumed to be unity. Neufeld et al.IS!!1 

found collision integrals to be a function of temperature. As error in viscosity 

estimation was earlier shown to be temperature dependent it may follow that 

molecular interactions in the diesel mixtures do have a significant effect on the 

calculated viscosity and should be accounted for through a collision integral term. 

Neufeld et al.188 .) presented a general equation for reduced collision 

integrals with respect to reduced temperature. The equation for the 0(2.2)· collision 

integral is; 

r.(22)' 1.16145 0.52487 2.16178 
:.~. - + +--~ - (TO )14874 eO.77320T' e243787T' 

(5.22) 

An additional sine term can be used, but omission of this gives little change in the 

accuracy of the equation, particularly at higher values of T·. Reduced temperature, 
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t, is defined here by T· =T(kle). Incorporating the collision integral into the 

experimental reduced viscosity (5.18) gives; 

(5.23) 

To test the validity of the hypothesis that including a collision integral term can 

correct the temperature effect for error in diesel viscosity prediction, the 

experimental viscosity term defined by (5.23) can be used in a solution scheme with 

(5.19). With this scheme the problem is now to find values of Vo and kle which 

correlate the viscosity data. As the temperature effect should be accounted for by the 

collision integral, Vo is now assumed constant. Solution of (5.19) now involves 

finding constant values Vo and kle to correlate viscosity data. As these are both 

constant for the fluid, the solution scheme can now be viewed as using two 

measurements to give two equations with Vo and kle as two unknowns. 

A computer program was written to implement the above scheme using a 

similar algorithm to that used for the solution of Vo and RI/; this program is presented 

in Appendix D. The program started from an initial guess value of kle which was 

used to find a value of Vo such that both sides of (5.19) were approximately equal 

when data at a given temperature were used. This Vo was then used to calculate a kle 

value which would give equality of (5.19) when a second set of data were used. This 

process was repeated until the initial assumed value and final calculated value of kif: 

were approximately equal. Thus the correlating parameters Vo and kle can be 

established from two atmospheric pressure measurements. 

It was found that it was necessary to implement the solution scheme in the 

form above. The alternative method of attempting to find an iterated value of kle 
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equal to the original guess was unsuccessful due to the sensitivity of this parameter 

to changes in Va. Analysing the method, a 0.15% change in Va was found to give a 

20% change in the value of kif:. This meant that although the measurements were 

correlated using values of Va which were equal within a specified tolerance, when 

viscosity was calculated back from the correlation parameters significantly larger 

errors were found for the former of the two measurements used to establish Va and 

kit:. 

Error in predicted viscosity with respect to pressure by this method was 

very large as seen from the equimolar octane - dodecane mixture error plot given in 

Figure 5.5. It is seen that the error by this method, although large, is regular with 

respect to temperature and also appears to show a regular rate of change with respect 

to pressure. However, the isotherms are seen to cross at lower pressures which could 

give some difficulty in establishing a function to estimate change of error with 

respect to temperature. In contrast the isotherms of error with respect to relative free 

volume display greater curvature, but have a more consistent displacement between 

each other even at the highest free volumes as shown by Figure 5.6. Therefore 

despite the previous analysis of error of diesel fuels using the hard sphere theory 

being undertaken with respect to pressure, relative free volume appears to provide a 

more appropriate basis for study in this instance. This could be due to the simpler 

binary mixture studied here, or it could be that the different algorithm gives a more 

reliable estimation of Va. 

Error as a function of free volume was fitted by polynomial equations at 25, 

50 and 75°C for the octane-dodecane mixture. It is seen from Figure 5.6 that the 

curvature of error of viscosity prediction with respect to relative free volume 
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increases greatly at the largest values of relative free volume. In this analysis, the 

region of greatest curvature is not considered; this is excluded from the fit by simply 

e~c\uding the atmospheric data points which correspond to the largest values of 

relative free volume. Reasonable linear fits of the coefficients of the polynomials 

were made with respect to temperature, leading to the error being given by the 

following function of temperature and free volume; 

(5.24) 

Before applying the correction term to other fluids, the temperature extrapolation 

ability of the equation was tested on the 1000e data which were not included in the 

fit. This test gave a 72% error at the lowest pressure and a 16% error at the next 

lowest pressure of 49.7MPa. Above this pressure the predicted viscosities had an 

absolute average percent deviation of 3.76% compared to the measurements. On the 

basis of this single test it appeared that in common with the hard sphere scheme used 

without the collision integral, prediction of viscosity at high values of relative free 

volume is not as good as at lower values. 

The validity of choosing relative free volume predicted from the numerical 

solution of the collision integral scheme as a parameter for correlating corrections to 

this scheme is best tested by applying the correction to other fluids. This correction 

was applied to the results predicted by the collision integral scheme for the 0.8 mole 

fraction hexadecane - 0.2 hexane mixture, equimolar iso-octane - dodecane mixture, 

octane, dodecane, and hexadecane. Results of the first mixture in the list are plotted 

in Figure 5.7 as error as a function of pressure. This plot shows a large, but 

consistent error over the range of measured conditions. The other fluids considered 
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in this study also display a consistent error when compared to the measured results. 

Assuming the error to be constant, it follows that an additional correction term can be 

found by comparing another measured viscosity with the viscosity at the condition of 

measurement predicted through use of equations (5.19), (5.23) and (5.24). When 

percentage error in prediction is calculated for the additional measurement, the 

correction term is simply; 

( 
100 ) 

'Tlmeas = 100 01 1]calc - {Oerror 
(5.25) 

100 
Referring to the term as a correction factor to the collision integral 

100-%error 

scheme presented here, then this correction factor can be considered as a form of 

shape factor to account for non-spherical shape. This possible explanation for the 

offset is given some weight by consideration of the relative values of correction 

factor for the pure fluids considered, compared with relative values of acentric factor 

and the hard sphere non-sphericity term R". Values of these terms are presented in 

Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Comparison of collision integral correction factor to non-sphericity terms 

Fluids compared Collision Integral Ratio of Ratio of 
Correction Factor Ratio Acentric Factors R" Values 

Octane-Dodecane 0.619 0.692 0.757 
Octane-Hexadecane 0.497 0.536 0.565 

Dodecane-Hexadecane 0.802 0.775 0.747 

None of the terms in Table 5.3 are directly comparable; the collision integral 

correction factor corrects relative to the equimolar octane-dodecane system as 
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discussed earlier whereas the acentric factor, OJ, and R,/ are relative to spherical 

molecules. OJ and R'I cannot be directly compared either as the former was developed 

from thennodynamic considerations and the latter is a true shape factor. Despite this. 

the similar magnitudes of the three parameters suggest that the correction factor for 

the collision integral, found here from average error and equation (5.25), is a form of 

shape factor. 

Despite the large errors found when the collision integral scheme was 

initially applied directly to the alkane liquids and mixtures, this method has proven to 

be of some practical use due to the regular behaviour of the errors and the ability to 

correct for these. It should be noted however, that whilst data for five of the six 

fluids could be correlated using atmospheric data at 25 and 50°C (plus an additional 

measurement to calculate the correction factor (5.25)), it was necessary to use the 

atmospheric measurements at 50 and 75°C to obtain solution for Vn and kit: for 

hexadecane. When tested on diesel fuels only the IS04113 fluid could be 

successfully correlated using this method. Results for this were poor suggesting that 

for complex mixtures it is not just the lack of a temperature dependent parameter for 

molecular interactions which causes the hard sphere theory to fail. 

In the immediate context of using a collision integral method to correlate 

diesel properties, this study has yielded little of direct importance. When the 

behaviour of the model is considered when applied to alkanes and binary mixtures, 

this method could be of some use in the study of transport theory for correlating pure 

components and mixtures of pure components by relating the bulk fluid property to 

both the molecular distance property (Va) and a molecular energy term (kle). 
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5.4.2 - Non-Unifonn Molecular Shape 

Disregarding the effect of molecular interactions may introduce some error 

into the hard sphere correlation method. For diesels, the greater effect causing the 

scheme to fail is likely to be that the mixture can in no way approximate to an 

assembly of regular hard spheres. It was noted earlier that Dymond and Awan(84) 

correlated liquid alkane transport properties by correcting using a factor R,/ to 

account for non-sphericity of the molecules. It was also shown that this factor could 

not be used to correlate diesel viscosity. To understand why this should be, one can 

visualise the case of a fluid composed of uniform, non-spherical molecules. Here the 

case of the molecules as cuboids of length d, equivalent to the diameter of an 

equivalent system of hard spheres is considered. Height and breadth are taken to be 

constant proportions of the length, xd and yd respectively. The volume of each 

molecule would then be xycf, with xy constant. The equivalent hard sphere would 

have volume (rccf)/6. As the ratio between the spherical and non-spherical volumes 

is constant, the simplest method for correcting for non-sphericity in a uniform fluid is 

to apply a constant correction factor. 

If the case of a fluid mixture of non-uniform molecular shapes is now 

considered, it is obvious that there is no longer a single constant to account for non

sphericity. It was shown by Assael et al.[85.) that for a mixture of molecules of the 

same homologous series, viscosity could be correlated by mole fraction averages of 

the Vo and R" values of the components of the mixture. This approach predicted 

liquid viscosity within 5% for two ternary and three quaternary n-alkane mixtures. 

Only atmospheric measurements were available for comparison of these ternary and 

quaternary mixtures, but given the range of components covered and the success of 
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the method when applied to binary mixtures over a wide range of conditions. the 

mole fraction average method is proven to be a valid approach at least when applied 

to n-alkanes. Failure of this averaging method when applied to compounds of 

different molecular types[79.] could possibly be attributed to two effects. Firstly, 

branching of molecules could affect the movement of molecules past one another. 

Secondly, interactions between unlike molecules, such as aromatics and alkanes. are 

not accounted for by a simple molecular average of Vo and R'l' 

The first of these suggestions has already been investigated to a small 

extent by the choice of the iso-octane - do de cane mixture as one of the liquids 

studied earlier. With reference to Figure 5.1 it is seen that the error in the viscosity 

predicted from the hard sphere theory is similar for both the equimolar n-octane -

dodecane mixture and the equimolar iso-octane - dodecane mixture. Hard sphere 

correlation viscosities were found for these mixtures by considering the fluid as one 

component and finding Vo and R'l by numerical means as described earlier. Although 

this is a different method with less physical significance than the mixing laws of 

Assael et al.[8S.], both rely on a single value of Vo and a single value of R'l to correlate 

the data and therefore the finding that error is similar for the normal and iso-octane 

mixtures should not be invalidated on account of the solution method used. 

5.4.3 - Aromatic-Aliphatic Mixture Effects 

If the failure of the application of the hard sphere theory to mixtures is 

caused by unaccounted for interactions between aromatics and non-aromatics then it 

may be possible to account for this without directly considering some form of 

interaction correction factor to the hard sphere theory. Assuming that it is possible to 
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correlate both classes with single values of Vo and R,/ for each, then viscosity for each 

class would be calculated from the correlation parameters and viscosity of the 

mixture from a viscosity mixing rule. For example, Dymond et al.[89.j correlated the 

viscosity of hexane and toluene separately using hard sphere theory. However, 

mixtures of toluene and hexane were correlated over a wide range of pressure and 

temperature using the mixing rule of Grunberg and Nissan(9o.]. 

Whilst it is an interesting possibility to extend this method to combining 

mixtures of aliphatics and aromatics, testing of the method is not possible without 

knowing the volume behaviour and average Vo and R,/ of each of the classes of 

compounds. An attempt could be made at estimating viscosity of each class if 

detailed composition data is available for the fuel. Vo and RIJ for each class would be 

found from molecular weight averages of the individual components within the class. 

Viscosity would then be found by combining the classes through a mixing rule. 

Using the correlations presented by Assael et al.(7o.) Va and R" of the n

alkanes can be found as a function of chain length and temperature. Assuming that 

these functions extrapolate satisfactorily, Vo and RIJ can be found for each component 

identified in the diesel fuel then combined using the mole fraction average. A similar 

method is not possible for other hydrocarbon series. This is due to both a lack of 

identification of all components within the fuel and limited viscosity data over a wide 

range of conditions from which Va and RIJ may be found. For example, aromatic data 

studied by Assael et al.(7I.] was limited to chain lengths from 6 to 9. The published 

correlation for Vo does not represent the data in the accompanying table. Using the 

tabulated data to fit Va with respect to temperature and carbon number, then it still 

proves a difficult task to find a function which extrapolates realistically based on 
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three data points (benzene represents the start of the aromatic series and is excluded 

due to the anomalous behaviour associated with the first member of a series). Rather 

than attempting to base aromatic behaviour upon that displayed by three carbon 

numbers and assuming that all aliphatics have similar viscosity behaviour to the n

alkanes, it may be better to consider the diesel viscosity in terms of deviation from n

alkane behaviour. This deviation can then be considered in terms of other species 

present in the diesel fuel. 

5.4.4 - Deviation of Diesel Viscosity from n-Alkane Viscosity 

Before attempting to find viscosity of the alkanes present in the diesel from 

hard sphere theory, it is necessary to have an accurate knowledge of their density. 

Alkane atmospheric densities from methane to hexadecane are given by Assael et 

al.(7o.) as functions of reduced temperature and critical density. Calculating density 

then plotting as isotherms against reciprocal carbon number, the trends are well fitted 

by quadratic equations. Checking the extrapolation of atmospheric density as a 

function of carbon number for eicosane at 100°C compared to the measurements of 

Doolittle[6o.) it is found that the predicted atmospheric density is within 0.1 % of the 

measured value. This density can be used in combination with the equation given by 

Assael et al. to fit the Tait B parameter(Ss,) to estimate density as a function of 

pressure for the normal alkanes. Critical temperature is required for the Tail 13 

correlation and this is estimated by extrapolation with respect to carbon number. 

Predicted volume ratios of eicosane at 100°C with respect to pressure were compared 

with the measurements of Doolittle, and found to agree very well. At the conditions 

considered, many of the n-alkane components detected within the diesel will be in 
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the solid phase when considered as individual components. For the purposes of 

comparing fluid mixture properties, the components are taken to be in a theoretical 

liquid phase with density behaviour estimated by extrapolation as described. 

Theoretical liquid density of each alkane can now be estimated at the temperature 

and pressure of interest. Density for each is combined with the mole fraction of each 

in the mixture and used to find the equivalent alkane mixture density at the condition 

of interest. Having established Va and R'l using the method described earlier, it is 

now possible to calculate viscosity for the alkane portion of the diesel fuel. 

With this method for estimating the viscosity of the alkane fraction of a 

diesel now established, the alkane components of the fuel can be used as a reference 

mixture within the fuel. Deviation from alkane behaviour could then be empirically 

related to the fractions of different classes of compounds present in the diesel. 

Deviation functions could possibly be derived from mixtures of aliphatics and 

aromatics, or branched, cyclic and unbranched molecules with known composition. 

This would require more tests of diesels where composition of alkanes were known. 

More tests of mixtures of few components with known composition composed of the 

various classes of hydrocarbons would also be useful to give more insight into 

possible interaction parameters between, for example, alkanes and aromatics. 

5.4.4.1 - Diesel Composition 

A general model for viscosity derived from theory would be preferable to an 

empirical correlation limited to, for example, certain distillation ranges for fuels from 

a specific region. The problem with obtaining such a general model derived from 

molecular theory is the potential degree of characterisation of the fuel necessary to 
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implement the model. Ideally, if a function was derived from one fuel relating 

deviation of alkane behaviour to the proportion of aromatics and other aliphatic 

groups present, then this function would be applicable to all fuels. This is unlikely to 

occur due to different refinery techniques used to obtain the fuel potentially resulting 

in a different spread of components within the classes. 

Despite the potential variation in the composition of diesel fuels, Ozdogan 

and Yucel[68.] obtained reasonable estimates of viscosity using a method relating 

atmospheric pressure viscosity to different hydrocarbon types present. Similarly. for 

elevated pressure viscosity it might be possible to successfully apply the hard sphere 

theory for diesel prediction provided that the relative amounts of alkanes, non-alkane 

aliphatics and aromatics are known as characterisation parameters for the fuel. 

Instead of using a molecular weight averaging method for combining viscosities of 

the different hydrocarbon types, diesel viscosity could be defined by the deviation of 

the diesel viscosity from the alkane fraction as discussed previously. This deviation 

would then be a function of the amounts of aliphatics and aromatics present; 

(5.26) 

Basic forms of the functions fi and h could be established from studies of the 

viscosity of mixtures of alkanes and other hydrocarbon types. When applied to 

diesels, coefficients of the functions would be optimised from limited measurement 

using numerical methods. 
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Results and Analysis 
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6. Results and Analvsis 

6.1 Fuels Measured 

Density and viscosity over a range of conditions were measured for eleven 

diesel fuels. The fuels tested were a fuel from a British refinery with no perfomlance 

or handling additives (Fuel A); the same fuel with handling additives but no 

performance additives (Fuel B); and the same fuel with both handling and 

performance additives (Fuel C). A fuel from another British refinery was tested with 

no performance or handling additives (Fuel W); this fuel with handling additives 

(Fuel X); the same fuel with both handling and performance additives (Fuel V); and 

the same fuel with handling and performance additives and approximately 5wt% rape 

methyl ester (Fuel Z). An IS04113 standard fuel mixture previously used in a fuel 

injection test rig (IS0A) and a previously unused IS04113 mixture (ISO B) were 

tested. A retail fuel sample from South East England was tested (SE Retail) as was a 

fuel from Kansas (Kansas). 

Density measurements at atmospheric pressure were made according to 

ASTM D4052 by ITS Testing Services (UK) of West Thurrock. Atmospheric 

viscosities were measured according to the IP 71 method, also by ITS Testing 

Services (UK). Atmospheric data for the eleven fuels are given in Table 6.1. 

6.2 Density 

6.2.1 - Fitting of Density Results 

Change in volume ratio with respect to temperature and pressure was 

measured for all the fuels by the Micro-PVT apparatus. Measurements of volume 
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Table 6.1 Atmospheric density (P), kinematic viscosity (v) and dynamic viscosity (1]) measurements. Subscripts denote temperature 
in degrees Celcius. 

Fuel A Fuel B Fuel C FuelW Fuel X Fuel Y Fuel Z ISOA ISO B SE Retail Kansas 
Density / kgm-3 

PIS 832.9 833.7 833.7 832.7 832.7 832.7 835.0 829.0 823.8 829.3 850.4 

P2S 825.9 826.6 826.8 825.7 825.7 825.7 828.0 825.7 817.0 822.4 843.1 

P40 815.4 816.2 816.3 815.1 815.2 815.2 817.4 815.2 806.6 811.9 832.7 

PSO 808.5 809.3 809.3 808.1 808.1 808.1 810.5 808.1 799.5 805.0 825.8 

P7S 790.9 791.8 792.0 790.5 790.5 790.5 792.7 790.5 781.8 787.4 808.0 

PIOO - - 773.6 - - - - - 762.4 - 790.9 

Pm 754.4 - 755.2 - - 754.2 756.5 - 743.2 - 772.6 
Kinematic Viscosity / cSt 

V2S 3.668 - 3.809 - - 3.212 3.376 - 3.437 - 3.323 
V40 2.634 2.714 2.720 2.420 2.434 2.451 2.520 2.824 2.582 2.575 2.445 
V50 2.209 - 2.267 - - 2.049 2.102 - 2.165 - 2.062 
V75 1.529 - 1.551 - - 1.416 1.451 - 1.481 - -

VIOO - - 1.138 - - - - - 1.087 - 1.045 
Vm 0.8974 - 0.9005 - - 0.8363 0.8463 - 0.8636 - 0.8424 

Dynamic Viscosit, / mPa.s 

'Ir -, 3.029 - 3.149 - - 2.652 2.795 - 2.808 - 2.802 
1]40 2.148 2.215 2.220 1.973 1.984 1.998 2.060 2.302 2.083 2.091 2.036 
1]50 1.786 - 1.835 - - 1.656 1.704 - 1.731 - 1.703 

'775 1.209 - 1.228 - - 1.119 1.150 - 1.158 - -
'1100 - - 0.8804 - - - - - 0.8288 - 0.8265 
'1125 0.6770 - 0.6801 - - 0.6307 0.6402 - 0.6418 - 0.6508 



change with respect to pressure from this device show a small amount of scatter 

about the expected smooth variation with pressure. This is a measurement artefact of 

the Micro-PVT apparatus, due either to slight irregularity in the motion of the piston 

into the cell, or the response of the pressure sensor. Figure 6.1 (a) shows a detailed 

section of the pressure-volume curve for Fuel C at 2SoC. These data can be 

smoothed by fitting the data through bulk modulus coefficients then re-calculating 

volume from the obtained coefficients. A smooth form of the data is of use when 

calculating derived properties such as isothermal compressibility. Hayv,ardl'l'.'1~ I 

describes the use of bulk modulus for fitting volume data with respect to pressure, 

and also explains the different definitions employed. Here, volume ratio results were 

used to calculate isothermal secant bulk modulus values, K r , for each fuel; 

(6.1 ) 

Kr can be fitted by a polynomial equation with respect to pressure at each 

temperature; 

(6.2) 

Isothermal secant bulk modulus calculated from equation (6.1) for Fuel C at 25°C is 

shown as a function of pressure in Figure 6.2. It is seen that the function is irregular 

at lower pressures, but smooth further up the range beyond 50MPa. For this reason, 

the lower pressure data were not used when determining the coefficients for equation 

(6.2). Ranges of pressure used for fitting the equation and the isothermal bulk 

modulus coefficients, ko, k\ and k2 for all fuels measured are given in Table 6.2. 
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Isothermal Secant Bulk Modulus as a Function of Pressure for Fuel C Measurements at 2SoC 
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Table 6.2 Bulk modulus coefficients for fuels measured and range over which bulk 
modulus was fitted 

Fuel T 1°C ko I MPa kl -k]x 103 
/ MPa,1 Range / MPa 

Fuel A 25 1148.2 6.0614 4.8698 50-250 
Fuel A 50 943.37 6.2802 5.7127 50-250 
Fuel A 75 792.96 6.2248 5.7624 50-250 

Fuel B 25 1159.3 6.1183 5.0504 50-250 
Fuel B 50 924.65 6.6073 6.5433 50-250 
Fuel B 75 783.61 6.4004 6.0676 50-250 

FuelC 25 1259.5 5.3547 3.1533 50-250 
FuelC 50 1056.0 5.7864 4.4615 50-250 
Fuel C 75 868.60 6.0832 5.3430 50-250 

FuelW 25 1211.0 5.6074 3.5780 50-300 
Fuel W 50 1058.9 5.4755 3.4925 50-300 
FuelW 75 824.87 6.0851 5.0584 50-300 

Fuel X 25 1245.0 5.3460 3.4106 50-300 
Fuel X 50 1008.8 5.8290 4.4281 50-300 
Fuel X 75 812.25 6.0238 4.9179 50-300 

Fuel Y 25 1253.0 5.3332 3.1350 50-300 
Fuel Y 50 1026.9 5.6780 3.9713 50-300 
Fuel Y 75 870.78 5.6894 4.1921 50-300 

FuelZ 25 1265.8 5.3416 3.1145 50-300 
FuelZ 50 1018.3 5.7855 4.2104 50-300 
FuelZ 75 823.15 6.0066 4.7889 50-300 

ISOA 25 1242.7 5.5391 3.7458 50-250 
{SOA 40 1150.8 5.4239 3.6650 50-250 
ISOA 50 1025.7 5.9125 4.8809 50-250 
ISOA 75 841.91 6.0452 5.2999 50-250 

ISOB 25 1159.0 5.7012 3.7913 50-300 
ISOB 50 999.62 5.7040 4.0434 50-300 
ISOB 75 828.81 5.7649 4.2964 50-300 

SE Retail 25 1201.6 5.8616 4.6422 50-300 
SE Retail 50 1025.2 5.7367 4.1518 50-300 
SE Retail 75 835.49 5.8706 4.6075 50-300 

Kansas 25 1229.1 5.8202 4.1156 50-300 
Kansas 50 997.35 6.1588 4.9513 50-300 
Kansas 75 818.19 6.2556 5.2272 50-300 
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6.2.2 - Comparison of Calculated and Measured Density 

Densities predicted from the corresponding states solution scheme with 

limited measurement were generally in close agreement with the measured density 

data. Measurements of density at 50°C and 0.1 and 30MPa pressure were used in 

conjunction with the specific gravity at 60°F as input parameters to the 

corresponding states method. It has previously been mentioned that the boiling point 

used for the correlation of these measurements and consequent prediction of density 

at other conditions, is applied here as a mathematical variable with no physical 

relevance. To test the validity of the solution method, the initial guessed boiling 

point is altered. If the method of solution is valid then large changes in the gllcssl:d 

boiling point should have a minimal effect upon the predicted density. Using the 

stated measurements as inputs, guessed boiling point was varied between 900 and 

13000R for all the fuels measured. Variation of guessed boiling point led to only a 

small variation in predicted density for all fuels with the exception of Fuel A, Fuel B 

and the Kansas fuel which were sensitive to the value of guessed boiling point. 

Using measurements of density at 25°C and 0.1 and 30MPa gave more accurate 

predictions of density for these fuels. 

Average absolute percentage deviations for the predictions compared to the 

measurements are given in Table 6.3. The predictions were made from the limited 

measurements as described in the preceding paragraph. Measured values were 

calculated using the atmospheric density data of Table 6.1 and the bulk modulus 

coefficients of Table 6.2. Comparisons were made in 10MPa increments from 

atmospheric pressure to the maximum pressure quoted in Table 6.2. Pseudo critical 
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parameters used in the predictions are given in Table 6.4. The explanation of the 

meaning and usage of the parameters presented in Table 6.4 is given in section 4.3.3. 

Table 6.3 Average absolute percentage deviation of predicted density compared to 
measured density 

Fuel A Fuel B Fuel C Fuel W Fuel X Fuel Y 
0.151 0.143 0.108 0.151 0.240 0.\88 --.-
Fuel Z ISOA ISOB SE Retail Kansas 
0.284 0.093 0.162 0.206 0.180 

Table 6.4 Pseudo critical parameters from iterative corresponding states scheme 
with critical correlations of Kesler and Lee 

Fluid Tc.alm (K) Pc.alm (MPa) lValm Tc.p (K) pc.P (MPa) OJp 

Fuel A 772.05 1.2721 0.8678 687.44 2.2111 0.5421 

Fuel B 773.43 1.2664 0.8716 709.54 1.9381 0.6152 

Fuel C 762.81 1.3640 0.8247 730.65 1.6931 0.6932 

Fuel W 771.23 1.2778 0.8647 718.56 1.8201 0.6501 

Fuel X 771.23 1.2778 0.8647 687.43 2.2090 0.5425 

Fuel Y 773.28 1.2594 0.8739 710.11 1.9205 0.6195 

Fuel Z 771.87 1.2915 0.8608 688.15 2.2256 0.5401 

ISOA 752.52 1.4209 0.7939 733.36 1.6174 0.7155 

ISOB 756.34 1.3379 0.8248 707.38 1.8594 0.6298 

SE Retail 759.73 1.3543 0.8239 710.77 1.8767 0.6296 

Kansas 798.60 1.1865 0.9350 715.02 2.0501 0.5967 

1 
l 

Additional insight into the predictions compared to the measured density can 

be obtained from graphical representation of error with respect to pressure. Figure 

6.3 shows an amount of regularity in the graphs of error with respect to pressure and 

temperature for the three fuels considered. As all three show similar behaviour at the 

same temperatures and pressures, there may be a combined temperature and pressure 

effect which causes this difference. Although the differences are small, there are 

definite trends. It may therefore be worth some further study into whether this 

regularity is due to a temperature effect with the Micro-PVT or is caused by the 

prediction method used. 
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6.2.3 - Reasons for Instability of Solution Method 

One possible explanation for the inaccuracy could be that the measured 

densities at 50°C were inaccurate, perhaps due to a poor fit of the bulk modulus in 

the low pressure region. This does not give an adequate explanation of the instability 

of the predicted densities with respect to guessed boiling point which is more likely 

due to a weakness in the solution method used. The method of false position is used 

as the iteration method. Boiling point is varied in this scheme until the difference 

between the measured and calculated ratios of equation (4.5) is approximately zl:rn. 

The value of boiling point required to do this is bracketed between two guess values 

of boiling point; one which gives a positive difference between calculated and 

measured parameters, the other giving a negative difference. This 'correct' boiling 

point is then found by iteration using the equation; 

(6.3 ) 

The function difJ is the difference between the measured density and the calculated 

quantity of equation (4.5) evaluated at the given boiling point. In the first instance 

TbO is a guessed value for boiling point and TbJ is the initial guess plus an increment 

of temperature. Visual Basic program code used to implement this method is given 

in Appendix B. This program was written to decrease and increase the value of 

boiling point, that is to say the bracket which the solution is contained in is expanded 

in both directions until the product diff{Tbl)*diff{Tb2) is negative. In the program the 

temperature increment was 50R. Anomalous behaviour of the method was noted 

throughout. An example of this was when a guess boiling point of 900R was used 

for a particular fuel. The bracket was extended until Tbo was 800R and TbJ was 
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1050R. From (6.3), Tb2 was found to be 917.SR. Altering the boiling point in 

increments of 50R it follows that Tb2 should have either been between 1000 and 

1050R or the product difJ{Tb\)*difJ{Tb2) should have been negative from the initial 

guess values of 900 and 950R. Failure to satisfy either condition is possibly due to 

the complex nature of the calculation procedure which may give an irregular trend if 

difJwas plotted as a function of Tb. Other solution methods involving differentiation 

of diffwith respect to Tb, such as Newton's method cannot be easily applied here due 

to the complex function involved. 

With this possibility of failure having been established and no alternative 

numerical technique available to efficiently overcome the problem, a check on 

consistency of results is advisable. From the comparisons of prediction \\ith 

measurements of the diesel fuels conducted, it appears that if the solution is stable 

with respect to changes in guessed boiling point, the predicted values are close to the 

measured. However, if predicted density shows a large variation when the guessed 

boiling point is altered, then without further measurement one cannot tell which 

prediction is close to the actual liquid density. In this case it is suggested that a 

further measurement be taken at an alternative temperature. Whether this problem 

would arise at all using measurements from a vibrating tube densimeter has not been 

tested. If the instability of the method presented is a function of the accuracy of the 

measurement, then vibrating tube measurements should be better than measurements 

from the Micro-PVT. The latter device gives better measurements at the high end of 

the pressure range than at lower pressures due to mechanical considerations sllch as 

seal slippage at the start of a trial. 
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Although not identified as a problem in this work, should it be found that the 

method gives poor prediction of density with respect to temperature but not pressure. 

a good estimate of density over a range of temperatures from a single measurement 

of density at 1SoC may be made using Petroleum Measurement Table S38 according 

to ASTM Standard D12S0-80[93.1. Density at 2S, 40, SO, 7S, 100 and 12SoC were 

predicted by ITS Testing Services using this method. Comparison of predictions 

with measurements at 2S, 40, SO and 7SoC gave an average absolute percentag~ 

deviation ofO.02S% for measurements of the eleven fuel samples. 

6.3 Viscosity 

6.3.1 - Viscosity Measurements 

Fall time measurements were made in the falling cylinder viscometer over a 

range of pressure for Fuel A, Fuel C, Fuel Y, Fuel Z and the Kansas Fuel. Viscosity 

found from these measurements and density values at the conditions of measurement 

are presented in Tables 6.S to 6.9. 

6.3.2 - Density Data for Buoyancy Correction 

From the force balance presented in Appendix A relating viscosity to 

measured fall time, it was found that it was necessary to know the density of the fluid 

at the conditions of measurement to provide a correction for buoyancy force acting 

on the sinker. Measurements from the Micro-PVT provide this density data when 

made at the same conditions. For viscosity measurements made at pressures higher 

than those at which equivalent density measurements are available, a form of 

extrapolation must be used. Considering the case of Fuel A at 7SoC, viscosity 
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Table 6.5 Viscosity measurements of Fuel A 

Temperature / °c Pressure / MPa Density / kgm-3 
Viscosity / mPa.s 

25.00 0.1013 825.9 3.029 
25.02 24.84 842.0 4.313 
25.02 49.59 855.4 5.939 
25.05 75.68 867.4 8.262 
25.02 99.00 876.9 10.91 
25.04 149.11 894.5 19.65 
25.04 196.61 908.9 34.27 
25.04 223.73 916.6 46.45 

50.04 0.1013 808.5 1.786 
50.04 25.50 827.6 2.471 
50.04 50.57 842.6 3.276 
49.98 100.18 865.7 5.499 
50.01 166.59 889.4 10.51 
50.02 228.32 908.2 18.73 
50.03 256.10 916.2 24.09 
50.02 303.71 930.0 36.47 
50.00 399.88 948.8 81.84 

75.02 0.1013 790.7 1.209 
75.05 25.25 810.6 1.661 
75.04 50.13 826.5 2.165 
75.03 100.29 852.1 3.491 
75.02 150.27 872.4 5.369 
75.03 190.57 886.2 7.407 
75.03 255.22 905.4 12.39 
75.03 327.48 923.6 21.04 
75.03 405.07 940.4 36.39 
75.04 457.24 950.6 52.09 

100.03 0.1013 772.5 0.8745 
100.06 28.04 796.8 1.204 
99.99 51.83 813.2 1.526 
99.95 169.69 868.1 4.083 

100.02 304.00 908.3 10.10 
100.02 356.71 920.9 14.17 
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Table 6.6 Viscosity measurements of Fuel C 

Temperature / °c Pressure / MPa Density / kgm-3 
Viscosity / mPa.s 

25.01 0.1013 826.8 3.149 
25.01 23.91 841.3 4.444 
25.03 54.79 857.2 6.336 
25.04 75.24 866.4 8.044 
25.02 101.35 877.0 11.05 
25.05 137.70 890.0 16.74 
25.01 165.84 899.1 22.96 
25.06 212.47 912.8 39.07 
25.04 246.32 921.9 65.44 
25.05 298.1 0 935.7 139.6 
24.98 341.28 945.3 245.0 

50.02 0.1013 809.3 1.835 
50.06 22.89 825.2 2.457 
49.99 48.94 840.2 3.349 
50.01 75.17 853.0 4.496 
50.02 100.37 863.7 5.871 
50.00 149.77 881.7 9.586 
50.00 199.26 897.2 15.47 
50.00 251.81 912.3 25.41 
49.99 301.62 926.0 40.10 
49.98 361.88 939.3 67.70 
50.00 439.30 954.6 129.4 

75.00 0.1013 792.0 1.228 
74.97 49.56 827.4 2.067 
74.98 76.47 841.3 2.692 
75.03 102.18 852.7 3.624 
74.97 134.20 865.0 4.812 
75.00 187.25 882.8 7.487 
75.02 254.02 902.8 12.28 
75.00 307.82 916.9 18.45 
74.98 361.70 929.2 27.54 
75.00 439.36 944.9 48.53 

100.00 0.1013 773.3 0.8804 
99.98 37.54 803.4 1.310 
99.93 67.85 821.9 1.786 
99.87 99.45 837.9 2.361 
99.89 140.80 855.6 3.299 
99.89 179.77 869.9 4.434 
99.91 222.35 883.6 6.003 
99.93 253.85 892.7 7.537 
99.94 293.70 903.3 9.761 
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Table 6.7 Viscosity measurements of Kansas fuel 

Temperature / °c Pressure / MPa Density / kgm-3 
Viscosity I mPa.s 

25.02 0.1013 843.1 2.802 
25.05 26.48 859.5 3.851 
25.01 51.20 872.5 5.237 
25.03 77.74 884.6 7.272 
25.02 103.56 894.9 10.05 
25.03 137.74 907.0 15.02 
25.02 158.76 913.8 19.62 
25.00 195.61 924.9 30.36 
24.95 241.85 937.7 53.91 

49.99 0.1013 825.8 1.703 
50.00 22.65 842.6 2.262 
49.99 50.99 859.5 3.146 
49.98 74.55 871.2 4.076 
50.04 100.75 882.5 5.301 
50.02 128.18 892.9 6.909 
50.03 191.18 913.3 13.00 
50.06 231.84 925.1 19.32 
50.00 262.37 933.5 25.98 
49.99 301.82 944.3 38.11 

75.06 0.1013 808.0 1.139 
75.05 26.80 830.6 1.569 
75.06 52.28 847.1 2.059 
75.05 98.15 869.7 3.173 
75.04 127.83 881.5 4.130 
75.03 157.47 891.9 5.327 
75.03 196.23 904.1 7.305 
75.06 245.07 918.4 10.66 
75.05 311.46 937.1 18.46 
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Table 6.8 Viscosity measurements of Fuel Y 

Temperature / °c Pressure / MPa Density / kgm-3 
Viscosity / mPa.s 

24.96 0.1013 825.7 2.652 
24.94 51.79 854.7 5.493 
24.93 81.94 868.3 8.043 
24.96 104.16 877.1 10.51 
24.97 133.73 887.8 14.70 
24.92 169.77 899.5 22.49 
24.95 199.17 908.2 31.70 

50.03 0.1013 808.1 1.670 
50.04 51.22 841.0 2.963 
50.04 74.94 852.7 3.798 
50.04 98.92 863.1 4.897 
50.02 105.49 865.8 5.145 
50.04 131.01 875.4 6.640 
50.06 157.93 884.6 8.610 
50.02 185.86 893.4 11.25 
50.03 225.69 905.0 16.47 

75.04 0.1013 790.5 1.119 
74.99 50.66 826.9 1.911 
75.00 74.24 839.5 2.412 
75.06 77.12 840.9 2.450 
74.99 94.33 848.9 2.905 
75.04 104.43 853.2 3.182 
75.00 133.24 864.6 4.078 
74.99 160.26 874.1 5.129 
75.01 190.77 883.9 6.601 
75.01 218.98 892.5 8.245 
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Table 6.9 Viscosity measurements of Fuel Z 

Temperature /oC Pressure / MPa Density / kgm-3 
Viscosity / mPa.s 

24.94 0.1013 828.0 2.795 
24.93 50.73 856.4 5.379 
24.94 74.08 867.0 7.159 
24.92 102.23 878.4 10.02 
24.94 130.43 888.7 13.93 
24.96 151.21 895.6 17.74 
24.94 180.90 904.8 24.82 
24.97 219.75 915.9 38.36 

50.00 0.1013 810.5 1.704 
50.01 54.36 845.2 3.239 
50.02 77.78 856.6 4.154 
50.04 103.76 867.7 5.408 
50.02 128.33 877.0 6.846 
50.03 156.28 886.6 8.974 
50.05 183.93 895.3 11.67 
50.07 227.22 908.0 17.49 

75.06 0.1013 792.7 1.150 
75.03 27.35 815.3 1.632 
75.06 77.96 844.8 2.666 
75.09 103.77 856.3 3.392 
75.05 134.27 868.2 4.397 
75.04 165.78 879.0 5.674 
75.05 192.20 887.4 7.071 
75.05 212.34 893.4 8.290 
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measurements were made to 457MPa, but volume change was only measured to 

250MPa. An estimate of density can be made from the bulk modulus coefficients 

obtained from the data to 250MPa. These coefficients were used directly to predict 

higher pressure values. From the curve of volume ratio as a function of pressure, 

shown in Figure 6.4(a), it would appear that this leads to unusual results beyond the 

range to which the data were originally fitted. Confirmation of the failure of the 

direct extrapolation of the bulk modulus coefficients is given by Figure 6.4(b) which 

shows the compressibility curve obtained by differentiation of volume, expressed in 

terms of bulk modulus coefficients, with respect to pressure. This figure shows 

compressibility going through a minimum which is physically unrealistic. Instead, 

the corresponding states method should be used to predict data outside the range of 

measurement. Although not validated for diesel fuels at the highest pressures, 

extrapolation by this means is smooth and compressibility estimated from finite 

differences shows no obvious anomalous behaviour as shown in Figures 6.5(a) and 

6.S(b) respectively. Similarly, as no reliable fit can be made for the bulk modulus 

coefficients with respect to temperature, density data at 100°C are also estimated 

from the corresponding states method. 

6.3.3 - Comparison of Predicted and Measured Viscosity 

Of the methods of prediction of viscosity of complex mixtures discussed in 

Chapter 5, the most feasible method likely to obtain a reasonable estimate of diesel 

viscosity was the numerical solution of the hard sphere theory with an empirical 

correction derived from other diesels. Hard sphere viscosity with the pressure 

dependent correction factors found from analysis of previous diesel measurements[59I 
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given by equations (5.20) and (5.21) can now be used for comparison with the 

current diesel viscosity measurements. Average absolute percentage deviations 

between the measured and predicted values are given in Table 6.10. Graphs of the 

differences with respect to pressure are given in Figures 6.6 to 6.10. Values of J '() 

and R" used to predict viscosity are given in Table 6.11. Details of how these pseudo 

parameters were obtained are given in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 

Table 6.10 AA%D between measured and predicted viscosities of diesel fuels 

Temperature (OC) Fuel A Fuel C Fuel Y Fuel Z Kansas 
25 2.32 10.7 8.39 1.68 5.25 
50 2.69 3.82 3.57 2.88 4.52 
75 6.74 6.74 3.79 2.85 5.17 
100 2.77 10.9 N/A N/A N/A 

Table 6.11 Pseudo Vo and R" values from numerical hard sphere scheme 

Fluid T(K) Vo (mJmorl) RIJ 
Fuel A 298.15 1.8382 x 10~ 

323.19 1.8085 x 10~ 
1.3995 348.17 1. 7882 x 10-4 

373.18 1. 7705 x 10-4 

Fuel C 298.16 1.8585 x 10-4 

323.17 1.8317 x 10-4 
348.15 1.8128 x 10-4 1.1876 

373.15 1. 7994 x 10-4 
Fuel Y 298.11 1.8203 x 10-4 

323.18 1. 7968 x 10-4 1.4361 
348.19 1.7720 x 10-4 

Fuel Z 298.09 1.8303 x 10-4 
323.15 1.8048 x 10-4 1.3257 
348.21 1.7841 x 10-4 

Kansas 298.17 1.8113 x 10-4 

323.14 1.7871 x 10-4 1.1592 
348.21 1.7673 x 10-4 

Figure 6.6 shows good agreement between the measured and predicted 

viscosities of the base refinery fuel with no additives to 300MPa at all temperatures. 
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Prediction is similarly good for the same fuel with handling and performance 

additives over the same pressure region, but only at 50°C. At all other temperatures 

the differences are significantly larger. These large differences between the same 

prediction method applied to Fuel A and Fuel C highlight the effect that fuel 

additives have upon not only the viscosity as measured, but also semi-theoretical 

viscosity predictive methods such as that applied here. This is particularly apparent 

in Figure 6.11 which shows the difference between measured viscosity and viscosity 

predicted from the hard sphere method using the program given in Appendix C for 

all fuels measured here and those measured in a previous study[S9.1• 

Another notable feature with the additive containing fuel is the behaviour 

beyond 200MPa. From 75 to 210MPa percentage difference in measured and 

predicted viscosity appears to follow a different trend with respect to pressure than 

the measurements above this pressure. This effect could possibly be due to the 

additives preventing freezing. It was previously noted that a phase change was 

detected for Fuel A at approximately 250MPa from fall time measurements in the 

high pressure viscometer. Fuel C did not show any such behaviour at this pressure. 

therefore the presence of additives has elevated the freezing pressure of this 

hydrocarbon mixture. Whether going beyond the freezing pressure of the additive 

free mixture is the cause of the apparent discrepancy in the trend cannot be 

established without further work comparing fuels with and without additives to high 

pressures at low temperature. However, the analogous plot for Fuel C at sooe 

(Figure 6.12) shows a reasonably regular trend across the pressure range; no freezing 

of Fuel A was discernible from viscosity measurements at this temperature and 

elevated pressure. 
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The effect of this change in behaviour of the difference in measurement 

compared to the idealised hard sphere prediction can also be implied from 

comparison with the Class 1 fuel. The Class 1 fuel has a regular slope of difference 

with respect to pressure at 2SoC as seen from Figure 6.11. When viscosity 

measurements are compared in Figure 6.13 it is seen that the viscosity of Fuel C 

increases at a significantly greater rate with respect to pressure at the higher 

pressures than the Class 1 fuel. No comparable measurements of this Class 1 fuel 

with no additives are available for comparison with Fuel A. These highest pressures 

are beyond the range of current practical application for fuel injection equipment, 

however the results are of some interest for general therrnophysical considerations. 

At pressures up to 200MPa there is fair agreement between measured 

viscosity and viscosity predicted from hard sphere theory with the empirical 

corrections at 25 and 50°C derived from previous diesel measurements[59.). Errors for 

Fuel e are significantly larger than those for the other fuels at lower pressures. With 

this worst case fuel, the predicted viscosity is within about 15% of the measured 

viscosity across the pressure range to 250MPa. This prediction method therefore 

gives a reasonable estimate of viscosity at elevated pressure for a number of fuels up 

to the maximum pressures used in current fuel injection equipment at temperatures 

up to 100°C. 

These findings indicate that despite the complex nature of diesel fuel mixtures 

there is potential to use theoretically derived methods such as the hard sphere scheme 

as a basis for viscosity prediction. This is particularly in evidence for viscosity at 

750e, in particular below 200MPa, and lOOoe where the method has been appl ied 

without any empirical correction factors. This is slightly contradictory to tindings 
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from previous tests of the numerical solution to the hard sphere method for pure 

fluids and mixtures of kno\\,TI composition. From these tests it was found that the 

method was worst at the largest values of free volume. Tests on diesel fuels indicate 

that prediction is worst at lower temperatures; that is to say at the smallest values of 

free volume where empirical corrections were necessary. It would be a vast over 

simplification to imply from this that the numerical solution of the hard sphere theory 

as proposed has the best predictive ability at intermediate values of free volume. 

Such a statement would neglect the large differences between predicting viscosity of 

complex mixtures and the more simple fluids discussed earlier. 

6.3.4 - Compositional Effects 

Although the hard sphere theory as used here requires corrections at lower 

temperatures above certain pressures, the ability to fit the error and apply the method 

to other fuels indicates a degree of validity in this approach. Given the vast number 

of molecules, all of different size and shape, consideration is here given to why a 

method derived from consideration of spheres can be applied with moderate success 

to such an apparently non-uniform mixture. Insight into this can be gained by 

consideration of analyses of molecules present within the mixture. Percentage 

abundance of n-alkanes from carbon chain length 9 to 27 present in the mixture was 

measured by GC-FID (gas chromatography - flame ionisation detector) method on a 

mass for mass basis. This testing was undertaken by M-Scan Ltd. of Ascot. Results 

of this analysis are shown in Figure 6.15. 

It is seen from Figure 6.15 that the percentage of n-alkanes present in Fuel A 

follow, very approximately, a bell-shaped distribution with respect to carbon number. 
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If this distribution is also followed for the other molecular types present then this 

could lead to the mixture behaving more like a single molecular type, or at least a 

mixture of different classes each of which can approximate to a representative 

average molecule of the different classes. The averaging effect implied from the 

distribution could possibly explain why the hard sphere theory can be applied to the 

prediction of diesel fuel viscosity with some success. 

6.3.5 - Comparison of Diesel Viscosity with n-Alkane Viscosity 

Even if all the molecular types had similar chain length distributions as the n

alkanes, it was previously identified that the hard sphere theory was not 

recommended for mixtures of unlike molecules. From this it was proposed that the 

predicted viscosity of a diesel fuel mixture could be related to the theoretical liquid 

viscosity of the n-alkane mixture present within the fuel. With the n-alkane 

composition having been identified for Fuel A an indication of the deviation of the 

diesel viscosity from this can be made. The alkane viscosity was estimated as 

described in the previous chapter and the difference between this and the diesel 

viscosity is plotted as a function of pressure. This is shown in Figure 6.16. 

Difference in diesel fuel and alkane viscosity is found to be a regularly 

increasing function of pressure. Difference with respect to temperature does not 

show such apparent regularity. Use of the alkane deviation scheme as proposed 

earlier, whilst offering some insight into interaction between groups of hydrocarbons. 

may prove impractical for diesel fuels if studied primarily as a function of pressure. 

The basis of the method was that deviation from n-alkane viscosity for a number of 

diesels and other mixtures of aliphatics and aromatics could be established from 
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measurement in terms of quantities of molecular species present. As shown from 

Figure 6.16, without consideration of molecular species, the deviation is a function of 

both temperature and pressure. Therefore, the fit would involve consideration of the 

effects of pressure, temperature and composition of the fuel. An empirical fit to this 

method would require a large amount of measurement to derive. The fit would 

probably be subject to large uncertainty due to the finding that the deviation function 

is not just composition dependent, but also pressure and temperature dependent. 

The trend of difference between diesel and alkane viscosity is much more 

regular when fitted as a function of the relative free volume of the theoretical average 

n-alkane. This is shown for Fuel A in Figure 6.17. When error is plotted in this 

manner it is found that the error is linear at each temperature. That the lines are not 

equivalent at all four temperatures once more indicates that the hard sphere method 

does not satisfactorily correlate complex mixture data. Given that the separation of 

the isotherms is due to the fact that a complex non-uniform mixture cannot be 

considered as a system of hard spheres, then perhaps this could be used as a term to 

account for the non-ideality of the system. Parameters such as change of the slope 

and intercept of the percentage difference with respect to free volume line could be 

used for correlation with respect to quantities of molecular species present. 

Figure 6.18 shows the difference between mixture and alkane viscosity for 

three binary mixtures of hexane and toluene. Each of the series in Figure 6.18 is 

composed of data at 25, 50, 75 and lOOoe. These mixtures do not display the same 

temperature dependent behaviour as the diesel. In this binary mixture case the 

isotherms overlap one another resulting in the scatter shown in Figure 6.18. The two 

significant differences between the binary mixture and the complex diesel mixture 
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are therefore the overlapping of isotherms displayed by the former case and the more 

linear trends of the latter. 

That the isothenns of difference in mixture and alkane viscosity o\'erlap in 

the binary mixture suggests that the binary mixture considered here is closer to being 

a mixture which could be considered as a hard sphere type system. The scatter of 

this might be a function of a fonn of difference between the two molecules; this may 

be more clearly illustrated by considering the case ofthe diesel. 

Although the isothenns of the diesel shown in Figure 6.17 are dissimilar, they 

each display regular linear behaviour with respect to n-alkane relative free volume. 

This could be a result of the averaging effect discussed previously. From the 

processes. such as distillation, used to produce the diesel, there will be certain 

similarities between the aliphatic and aromatic portions of the fuel, in terms of 

boiling point for example. Such a proposed similarity could cause the diesel 

property to be ditTerent from the n-alkane property in the regular fashion as shown in 

Figure 6.17. That this was not as apparent from Figure 6.16 will be due to the plot 

being with respect to pressure which is not the fundamental variable for liquid 

viscosity. unlike free volume. 

A method relating diesel viscosity to known alkane viscosity on the basis of 

diesel composition with no measurement of diesel viscosity required may be 

desirable. However. this method would still require some development from 

additional measurements as discussed above. If such a method was developed. the 

degree of characterisation of the fuel is still large~ a gas chromatography identifying 

the quantity of each alkane present would be necessary and the amount of different 

classes of compound would also need to be measured. Whether this is more lIseful 
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than the method requiring limited viscosity measurement as input would depend on 

how useful the composition data was considered for other purposes, and also the cost 

of undertaking either set of measurements. Another significant factor in assessing 

the merits of the methods is the effect of additives upon viscosity prediction; it may 

be easier to factor this in as another class of compound in the compositional method. 

6.3.6 - Extending the Generality of the Empirical Fit of Prediction Error 

In the absence of the necessary data to derive a compositional method of 

viscosity prediction, perhaps the most practical method is to use the hard sphere 

solution scheme with empirical fits of error as discussed earlier. For a wide range of 

diesels with different base hydrocarbon composition and additives, the best option 

may be to accumulate a wide range of data and fit the error to this to give a 

reasonable average fit for all other cases. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show that the 

general trend of error for all fuel measurements is similar to the case where only the 

measurements reported by Glen[S9.) were considered. Again approximately linear 

trends of error beyond 50MPa are seen at 25°C and beyond 125MPa at 50°C. 

Average linear functions of error can be found from consideration of the error in the 

prediction compared from the measurements of Glen[59.) and the measurements 

presented in this work. Using the same nomenclature as equations (5.20) and (5.21) 

the viscosity predicted from hard sphere theory incorporating empirical correction 

terms at 25°C is; 

Similarly at 50°C; 

"corrlS = 1- 0.206P-7.122 

100 

(6.4) 
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'leorr.., = 1- 0.133P-13.936 

100 

(6.5) 

A comparison of the average absolute percentage deviations was made for all fuels at 

25 and 50°C to compare the error in prediction from using the different empirical 

hard sphere error correlations. Results of the comparison are presented in Table 

6.12. 

Table 6.12 AA%D of viscosity predicted using hard sphere theory with correction 
factor 1 (CFl {S.20 and S.21}) and correction factor 2 (CF2 {6.4 and 
6.5} ) at 2S and SOoC compared to measured viscosity 

Class 1 Low ISO Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Kansas 
Sulphur 4113 A C Y Z 

25uC CFl 6.48 1.05 3.11 2.32 10.7 8.39 1.68 5.25 
AA%D 

2SuC CF2 10.1 0.456 2.7S 1.65 9.22 9.14 0.790 4.29 
AA%D 

50uC CFt 1.13 1.21 1.08 2.69 3.82 3.57 2.88 4.52 
AA%D 

50uC CF2 2.95 1.16 1.22 2.04 2.15 2.64 1.45 3.69 
AA%D 

Table 6.12 shows that there is little difference in the average deviation 

between prediction in measurement when equations (6.4) and (6.S) are used instead 

of (5.20) and (5.21). This suggests that the corrections derived only from the 

measurements of Glen(59 J represent a reasonable average error for typical diesel 

fuels. The empirical corrections derived from all the measurements contain more 

data at higher pressure and are thus likely to provide a better average in the high 

pressure range. 

The additional measurements made in this work allow a more thorough 

analysis of error in hard sphere predicted viscosity compared to measured viscosity 
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at 7SoC. Isotherms of error for all the fuels are shown in Figure 6.19. These 

isotherms display the same trend of error approaching a minimum value before 

increasing linearly with respect to pressure. Apart from this common qualitative 

description, there is a large variation in the behaviour between fuels. For example 

Fuels Y and Z display a transition to the linear fonn of error with respect to pressure 

at a significantly lower pressure than the Class 1 fuel and Fuel C. There is also a 

large spread of error for the different fuels at equivalent pressures. However. in the 

range of most practical interest for fuel injection equipment manufacturers. to 2khar. 

the error is within 15%. No definite trend could be established for error in prediction 

at 100°C for the two fuels measured at this temperature. However, error was within 

15% as shown from Figures 6.6 and 6.7. 
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7. Conclusions 

One method for meeting stringent legislation for various emission types from 

compression ignition engines is to use common rail fuel injection equipment (FIE) 

operated at high pressure. Hydraulic modelling of the common rail FIE at the 

working conditions requires accurate thermophysical property data of the fuel at the 

conditions of elevated pressure and temperature. A series of measurements of the 

density and viscosity of a number of diesel fuels at these non-ambient conditions 

were made. Mathematical methods, developed from thermophysical theory. for 

estimating these properties were compared with the measurements. 

The Micro-PVT apparatus, a continuously driven compressive technique, was 

used for measurements of pressure-volume-temperature relationships of liquids. A 

new calibration method was necessary for this apparatus. Measurements of volume 

change made by the Micro-PVT were largely within ±O.l % of accepted reference 

fluid measurements when the new calibration method was applied. An uncertainty 

analysis gave an overall uncertainty of 0.23% in measured density. A low speed of 

compression represented a pseudo-isothermal compression. However. the device 

could not provide a fast enough compression rate to give a compression which could 

be considered representative of the isentropic case. 

Viscosity measurements at high pressure were made using a falling sinker 

viscometer. To provide a good representation of the viscometer coefficient, A, for 

the reference fluids, it was necessary to calibrate the viscometer with respect to 

annular Reynolds number, rather than measured fall time as described by previous 

workers. An uncertainty analysis of the viscometer gave an overall uncertainty of 
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1.74% in elevated pressure viscosity. Measurements made in the viscometer of a 

base refinery fuel with no additives indicated a phase change from liquid to solid 

which was not detected by the Micro-PVT apparatus at the same condition. This 

highlights the need to have a measurement technique appropriate to the phenomena 

to be detected. 

The corresponding states method was developed for the prediction of the 

density of liquids of unknown composition over a wide range of conditions. The 

method of Lee and Kesler was studied in detail due to the lack of arbitrary 

'characteristic parameters' required, the consistency of errors obtained when 

extrapolated far beyond the suggested pressure limit, and the similarity of the 

magnitude of errors for other fluids compared to the reference fluid, n-octane. 

Prediction of liquid volume ratio change with respect to pressure was improved 

through use of iso-octane and heptadecane as the reference fluids. A notable result 

when the corresponding states method was applied with i-CsHls and C17H36 as 

reference fluids, was that the error for hexane was very large despite having a similar 

acentric factor to the reference fluid iso-octane. This implies that there is scope for 

improvement of three parameter corresponding states, perhaps through a different 

parameter to account for molecular shape. 

Application of the corresponding states method reqUlres the critical 

temperature and pressure and acentric factor of the fluid of interest. These 

parameters are not readily available for many pure fluids, and even less so for 

mixtures of unknown composition such as diesel fuels. Correlations are available to 

relate the input parameters to the normal boiling point. However, no mixture has a 

boiling point, although estimations of this can be made. Rather than use the spurious 
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parameter of mixture boiling point as an input for the corresponding states method, 

an iterative method was developed to imply input parameters for the method. This 

led to a semi-measurement scheme for density prediction to solve P2 = ZI I; P2 

PI Z! T~ P., 

where PI and P2 are measurements of density at TI , PI and T2, P~ respectively. 

Compressibility factors Z\ and Z2 are calculated at the same conditions using a 

guessed boiling point to establish the critical properties and acentric factor through 

published correlations. The guessed boiling point is altered by an iterative method 

until values of the critical properties and acentric factor are found which correlate the 

measured densities and enable prediction of density at other pressures and 

temperatures. Tests with various critical correlations showed the correlations of 

Kesler and Lee to give the most consistent results for a range of different fluid types. 

Predictions of diesel density up to 300MPa, using two atmospheric density 

measurements and one elevated pressure density measurement as inputs to the 

iterative corresponding states scheme, gave an average absolute deviation of 0.173% 

for the fuels tested when compared to the density measurements made with the 

Micro-PVT. Solution of the method was unstable with respect to guessed boiling 

point in some instances. This was overcome by using a different elevated pressure 

density measurement as an input. Highly accurate measurements of density at 

elevated pressure, for example by the vibrating tube method, might lead to more 

accurate and stable predictions of density. 

Reviewing the theory for viscosity prediction, it was found that the hard 

sphere theory was not only generally accepted as being a physically realistic 

description of the molecular movements which result in a liquid having a given 

viscosity, the theory also enabled viscosity to be correlated over a wide range of 
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temperature and pressure from two parameters, Vo and R'I' Both parameters can be 

found by an iterative method of comparing the experimental reduced viscosity with a 

universal curve of reduced viscosity developed from consideration of the hard sphere 

case. Values of Vo and R'I were estimated simultaneously at any given temperature 

by the iterative method using the atmospheric pressure viscosity and a single 

elevated pressure viscosity measurement. R,/ was considered temperature 

independent and used to find Vo at any other temperature from an atmospheric 

viscosity measurement only. Viscosity of pure fluids and simple mixtures of known 

composition were reasonably predicted using this method, although not mixtures of 

different classes, such as n-alkanes and aromatics. Applying the method directly to 

diesel fuels gave large errors compared to measurements. The errors displayed a 

certain amount of regularity with respect to temperature and pressure, but not with 

V-V, 
respect to relative free volume, 0 , as would be expected from theory. This may 

Vo 

have been due to the method of solution used for obtaining Vo. 

Empirical fits of the error in viscosity prediction compared to measurement. 

as a function of pressure, were made from data for three fuels from a previous study. 

The fits were made at 25 and 50°C only; 75°C data displayed different behaviour 

compared to the lower temperatures, with the magnitude of error not as large. Using 

the iterative hard sphere method plus empirical correction for prediction of viscosity, 

using atmospheric viscosity and a single elevated pressure viscosity measurement as 

inputs, an average absolute deviation of 5.07% was found for predicted diesel 

viscosity to 457.2MPa compared with measurements made in the high pressure 

viscometer. A more general empirical fit can be obtained by derivation from more 

fluids. Extending the empirical fit to include the fuels measured here, as well as 
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from the previous study, gives a slight improvement in estimated diesel viscosity at 

25 and 50oe, particularly at the highest pressures. Further measurements at 

temperatures between 25 and 500e might also allow determination of temperature 

dependency of the empirical fit. Reasonable estimates of viscosity at 75 and lOODe 

were made using the hard sphere method with no correction terms. That the hard 

sphere theory can be applied to this complex mixture directly at higher temperatures. 

and corrected at the lower temperatures using a simple empirical correction term, is 

possibly due to the approximately bell-shaped distribution of molecular species with 

respect to chain length. 

A collision integral term was added to the hard sphere method. This gave 

very large, but consistent, errors for the pure fluids and mixtures of known 

composition which this was tested on. Fitting these errors for one fluid as functions 

of relative free volume and temperature, the empirical fit of error was then used to 

predict viscosity from the hard sphere - collision integral method for other fluids. 

Consistent offsets were found for each fluid, which may be a method for accounting 

for different molecular shapes. Although no solution was reached for diesel fuels, 

this method might allow some insight into the intermolecular distance and energy 

parameters for pure fluids. 

The very large errors found for diesel fuels when predictions of viscosity by 

the hard sphere method are compared with measurements, is most likely due to the 

fuels being composed of many different molecules of different molecular shape and 

type. This is far removed from the initial assumption of spherical molecules used in 

the hard sphere theory. The non-uniformity of the mixture also makes it difficult to 

use a simple non-sphericity parameter to account for the non-spherical shape of all 
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the molecules present. Instead, the theoretical liquid viscosity of the n-alkanes 

present in the mixture could be estimated from the hard sphere theory, and deviation 

of diesel viscosity from this related to the composition of the fuel. From an analysis 

of a fuel where quantities of n-alkanes in the fuel had been identified, the deviation 

was found to be linear with respect to relative free volume of the n-alkane. 

Development ofthis method would require much extra measurement of fuel viscosity 

and composition. The linearity of the deviation suggests that this has potential as a 

prediction method, perhaps due to similarities in the molecular classes present in the 

fuels as a result of the refinery techniques used. 

The study of density and viscosity undertaken in this work was for specific 

application in simulations of diesel FIE. With computer simulation tools in 

widespread use throughout the process industries, there is a more general need for 

fast, accurate models of all physical properties. The effect of inappropriate 

thermodynamic data and models used in simulations for typical process industry 

design problems is shown by Whiting[94.1. With the vast numbers of different pure 

fluids and fluid mixtures produced and used by industry, it is unlikely that a single 

model for any given physical property will accurately predict the property value for 

all fluids. Therefore the use of thermophysical models derived from theory with 

appropriate input parameters implied from limited measurement of the fluid, might 

yield more reliable estimates of thermophysical property data over a wide range of 

conditions for any given fluid. 
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Appendix A - Viscometer Theory 

When a force is imposed on a liquid, the rate at which the liquid shears. 

ar , is related to the shear stress caused by the force. For the range of fluids of at 
interest in this work, shear stress and shear rate are related by a proportionality 

constant as shown in the equation: 

(A.l) 

This relationship was first proposed by Newton and hence the term Newtonian fluid 

is applied to the class of fluids which obey this rule. Shear rate is equivalent to the 

. . ou t d h . (A 1) . .. h fi all . veloc1ty gradient -" an w en equatIOn . IS re-wrltten In t e orm T = 177 1t 
By 0" 

can be easily deduced that the term Y/ is a resistance to the flow of fluid when a force 

is applied to the fluid. y/, the internal resistance of the liquid is commonly called the 

liquid viscosity. 

Knowing that the relationship (A.I) holds for the fluids to be studied. it is 

possible to devise a method for applying a constant force and measuring the resultant 

rate of shear caused by this. Viscosity measurement throughout this work is made by 

means of a falling cylinder type viscometer. With this method the liquid is sheared 

by the sinker which falls through the fluid under the influence of gravity. When the 

cylinder falls, it forces the liquid, which was previously at rest, through the annulus 

formed by the sinker and viscometer walls. For the liquid to flow, there must exist a 

pressure gradient along the length of the annulus. An analytical expression for the 

pressure gradient can be derived from an elemental force balance on the fluid in the 
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annulus. The force balance is as follows where the nomenclature corresponds to that 

given in Figure A.I. 

Force due to pressure in the annulus is equal to the product of pressure drop 

per unit length, length and annulus area. Considering infinitesimal changes in length 

this force is given by; 

(A.2) 

Resistance to flow due to the viscosity of the fluid causes a drag force on the tube 

wall and the sinker wall. Viscous force on the tube wall is equivalent to the shear 

stress due to viscosity mUltiplied by the area which the shear stress acts on. Hence: 

(A.3) 

where Fv is the force due to viscous drag at the tube wall. The force due to fluid 

viscosity acting on the wall of the sinker is given in terms of force per unit length and 

given the symbol A-. A force balance on a fluid element in the annulus can now be 

arranged in the form; 

(A.4) 

Rearrangement of the force balance yields; 

dux =_1 (dP)[Jrdr- J~dr]-~ J!dr 
2'7 dl r 2'7 r 

(A.S) 

The previous expression can then be integrated to give the velocity Ux as a function 

of radial distance r; 

u =- - --r, lnr ---lnr+c 1 (dP)(r2 2 ] A-
x 277 dl 2 I 27r17 

(A.6) 
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where c is a constant. In order to find expressions for the pressure force per unit 

length of sinker, A, and constant of integration, c, it is necessary to integrate equation 

(A.S) with known boundary conditions. Using the assumption of no slip then the 

velocity of the fluid at the tube wall will be zero and the fluid at the sinker wall will 

be equal to the velocity of the sinker. In terms of the nomenclature of Figure A.I, 

the boundary conditions are ux=O at r=r2 and Ux=Usinker at r=rl. Integrating equation 

(A.5) between r2 and r1 yields; 

(A.7) 

The expression for A can then be substituted into equation (A.6) to give; 

1 (dP)[r2 21 ] usinker 1 1 (dP) C=U -- - --r1 nr +-- nr+- -
x 21] dl 2 In r2 21] dl 

lnr (A.8) 

'1 

As this is a constant, its value will be the same at any value of r. Thus it is possible 

to simplify the expression by substituting for r at the boundary condition of r='1 to 

give; 

(A.9) 

Having obtained expressions for A and c, it is now possible to define U;c at any radial 

distance r by substitution of equations (A.7) and (A.9) into equation (A.6) to find; 
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u =_1 (_ dP) ,2 _r2 
of 47] dl 2 

(A. I 0) 

Total flow rate through the annulus will be found from the summation of the 

individual products of velocity and area at every radial distance r. For a single 

elemental annulus the elemental flow rate dQ is; 

dQ = u x 21U"dr (A. I I ) 

Total flow rate through all elemental annuli is found by substituting the equation for 

Ux as a function of r (A. 1 0) into equation (A. 1 1 ) and integrating between the 

boundary conditions of flow rate Q=Q at r=r2 and Q=O at '='\. The result of this 

process IS; 

1r ( dP)( 2 2 Q=- -- '2 -'I 
81] dl 

(A.12) 

The amount of fluid flowing through the annulus per unit time must be equal to the 

rate at which fluid is displaced from underneath the sinker. Assuming the sinker is a 

cylinder with flat ends.' flow rate through the annulus will be; 

(A.13) 

This can be equated with equation (A.12) to give pressure drop in the annulus per 

unit length of sinker in terms of viscosity, sinker velocity and tube and sinker radii; 

__ dP_ = ___ 4_TfU~si!!.!nk~er __ _ 

dl (2 2 )1'2 2 2 '2 +r. n--r2 +r. 
'. 

(A. 14) 
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With the expressions for pressure drop per unit length of sinker and viscous drag 

force at the sinker surface now evaluated it is possible to complete a force bala~ce 

over the sinker; 

( ) 
2 dP 2 

P -p 'oW = --w -A. f .< b I dl I (A.IS) 

Substituting the expressions for pressure drop and viscous drag into the equation and 

re-arranging gives the expression for viscosity as a function of fall time; 

(A.I6) 

Substituting the definition of sinker density as mass / volume into the expression 

gives; 

(A.17) 

The equation for viscosity derived thus is a function of fall time with corrections to 

be made for fluid and sinker density and tube and sinker length as temperature and 

pressure vary. Tube and sinker length will vary with temperature and pressure and 

this variation may be accounted for by use of a linear thermal expansion coefficient, 

a, and a linear compression coefficient, f3; 

(A.I8) 

Both tube and sinker are made from the same block of titanium and will thus have 

the same expansion and contraction properties. For this reason no correction is 

necessary for radii of tube and sinker as the annular gap will remain constant. When 

expressing sinker density as a function of temperature and pressure, the difference in 

core material (1: 1 nickel ferrite sinter) properties to those of the sinker body must be 
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accounted for. With individual thermal expansion coefficient. compression 

coefficient and ambient density values, the density at any temperature and pressure 

of either of the components may be found from the following expression; 

P_ Po 
- [1 + 3a(T -To)lI-3p(P - po)] (A.19) 

A combined sinker density at any condition may then be found by 

mTi +mNiFc 
Psinker = m m 

.--Ii... + Nil'i! 

(A.20) 

PTi PNiFe 

Measurements of weight gave that the titanium sinker had a mass of 

1.4506g and the nickel-ferrite core 0.7474g. An ambient density of 4.51 g/cm3 was 

used for titanium with a=7.6xlO-6K 1 and P=3.075xlO-6MPa-1
• Values for titanium 

were taken from Smithells' Metals Reference Book[A 1.1. Nickel ferrite sinter 

properties were taken as being the same as those of a previous stainless steel sinker, 

a=1.4xlO-5K-1 and P=2xIO-6MPa-1
, with density estimated to be slightly higher at 

8g1cm3• Errors caused by this estimation in the final calculation may be assummed 

negligible; using a value of 8.5g/cm3 leads to a change in bouyancy corrected fall 

time, t*=t(I-(PJps)) of 0_2%. 

[Al.] Smithells, C. J. "Smithells' Metals Reference Book (7th Edition)." Ed. Brandes, E. A., and 
Brook, G. Butterworth Heinemann, 1992. 
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Appendix B - Corresponding States Program Code 

Public Const r As Single = 8.3145 

'Coefficients for reference fluid I (i-octane) 

'Fluid Properties 
Public Const mwtl As Single = 114.232 
Public Const Tcl As Single = 543.85 
Public Const Pc I As Single = 2563000 
Public Const omegal As Single = 0.3035 

'Coefficients for calculation of reference fluid 1 Tait B as a function of temperature 
Public Const bTO 1 As Single = 300.94 
Public Const bT II As Single = -1.1327 
Public Const bT21 As Single = 0.0010926 

Public Const C I As Single = 0.207 'Reference fluid 1 Tait C coefficient 

'Coefficients for calculation of reference fluid I atmospheric volume as a function of temperature 
Public Const vTOI As Single = 0.0013549 
Public Const vTl1 As Single = -0.0000010667 
Public Const vT21 As Single = 0.0000000046851 

'Coefficients for reference fluid 2 (heptadecane) 

'Fluid Properties 

Public Const mwt2 As Single = 240.475 
Public Const Tc2 As Single = 736.15 
Public Const Pc2 As Single = 1358000 
Public Const omega2 As Single = 0.7734 

'Coefficients for calculation of reference fluid 2 Tait B as a function of temperature 
Public Const bT02 As Single = 316.76 
Public Const bTl 2 As Single = -0.93033 
Public Const bT22 As Single = 0.00069114 

Public Const c2 As Single = 0.203 'Reference fluid 2 Tait C coefficient 

'Coefficients for calculation of reference fluid 2 atmospheric volume as a function of temperature 
Public Const vT02 As Single = 0.0011382 
Public Const vTl2 As Single = -0.000000047394 
Public Const vT22 As Single = 0.000000001878 

'Function to calculate log to the base ten of a number 

Private Function Log I O(x) 
LogI0 = Log(x) I Log(lO#) 

End Function 

'Method of Kesler & Lee as described by Korsten is used to calculate critical properties from normal 
'boiling point and specific gravity at 60F. y is the normal boiling point. 

Private Function CritProps(y. z) 
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Dim Tc As Double 
T~ = 341.7 + (811 • z) + (y • (0.4244 -T- (0.1174 * z))) + « I I y) * (10 " 5) * (0.4669 - (3.2623 * z») 
DIm Pc I As Double 
Pc I = 8.3634 - (0.0566 I z) 
Dim Pc2 As Double 
Pc2 = (0.24244 + (2.2898 I z) + (0.11857 I (z 1\ 2))) • (10 1\ (-3» • y 
Dim Pc3 As Double 
Pc3 = (1.4685 + (3.648 I z) + (0.47227 / (z" 2»)· (10 1\ (-7» * (y" 2) 
Dim Pc4 As Double 
Pc4 = (0.42019 + (1.6977 / (z" 2))) * (10" (-10»· (y 1\ 3) 
Dim Pc As Double 
Pc = Exp(Pc I - Pc2 + Pc3 - Pc4) 

CritProps = Array(Tc, Pc) 

End Function 

'Acentric factor calculated from correlation of Lee and Kesler (A.I.Ch.E. J. 1975) 
'a is boiling point estimate and band c are critical temperature and pressure calculated from this. 

Private Function omega(A, b, C) 

Dim Pbr As Double 
Pbr = 101325/ (C • (100000/14.5» 
Dim Tbr As Double 
Tbr=A/b 
Dim topline As Double 
topline = Log(Pbr) - 5.92714 + (6.09648 I Tbr) + (1.28862 • (Log(Tbr») - (0.169347 • (Tbr 1\ 6» 
Dim bottomline As Double 
bottomline = 15.2518 - (15.6875/ Tbr) - (13.4721 • (Log(Tbr») + (0.43577 • (Tbr 1\ 6» 

omega = topline I bottomline 

End Function 

'Calculation of compressibility of reference fluid I using estimated critical properties of fluid of 
'interest to calculate equivalent reduced conditions. 
'x and yare estimates of critical temperature and pressure respectively. 

Private Function refl z(x, y, T, P) 

Dim eqP As Single 
eqP = (P / (y • (100000 I 14.5») • Pc I 'Equivalent pressure of reference fluid 1 in MPa. 
Dim eqT As Single 
eqT = (T / (x I 1.8» • Tc I 
Dim b As Single 
b = (bT21 • (eqT" 2» + (bTl I • eqT) + bTOI 
Dim eqPPa As Single 
eqPPa = eqP • (101\ 6) 'Equivalent reference fluid I pressure in Pa. 
Dim Vo As Double 
Vo=«vT2I*(eqT"2»+(vTII ·eqT)~vTOI)·(mwtl / 1000) 
Dim Tait As Double 
Tait=cl*(LogIO«b+eqP)/(b+O.I») 

refl z = «eqPPa • Vo) • (I - Tait» / (r • eqT) 

End Function 
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:~alculation of compres~ibility of reference fluid 2 using estimated critical properties of fluid of 
Interest to calculate equIvalent reduced conditions. 
'x and yare estimates of critical temperature and pressure respectively. 

Private Function ref2z(x, y. T, P) 

Dim eqP As Single 
eqP = (P / (y • (100000 ! 14.5))) • Pc2 'Equivalent pressure of reference fluid 2 in MPa. 
Dim eqT As Single 
eqT = (T I (x / 1.8» • Tc2 
Dim b As Single 
b = (bT22 • (eqT" 2» + (bT12 • eqT) ~ bT02 
Dim eqPPa As Single 
eqPPa = eqP • (10" 6) 'Equivalent reference fluid 2 pressure in Pa. 
Dim Vo As Double 
Vo = «vT22 • (eqT" 2» - (vT12 • eqT) + vT02)· (mwt2 / 1000) 
Dim Tait As Double 
Tait = c2 • (Log I O«b + eqP) .' (b ... 0.1))) 

ref2z = «eqPPa • Vol • (I - Tait» I (r • eqT) 

End Function 

'Calculation of compressibility factor of fluid of interest using compressibility factors of reference 
'fluids I & 2 at equivalent pressures amd temperatures. acf is the acentric factor of the fluid of 
'interest. 

Private Function fluidz(acf, zl, z2) 

fluidz = z I + «acf - omega I) • «z2 - zl) I (omega2 - omega I))) 

End Function 

'Routine to estimate critical properties and acentric factor from measured data. 

Private Function diff(Tb, SG, Rho\, Rh02, PI, P2, n, T2) 

Dim v I As Single 
vi = II Rhol 
Dim v2 As Single 
v2 "" II Rho2 
Dim meas As Single 
meas=vl/v2 

'Estimation of critical properties from guess value of boiling point 

Dim Tc As Single 
Tc "" CritProps(Tb, SGXO) 
Dim Pc As Single 
Pc = CritProps(Tb, SGX I) 

'Calculation of fluid z at 60F and atmospheric pressure using estimates of critical properties. 

Dim reflzl As Double 
reflzl = reflz(Tc, Pc, TI. PI) 
Dim ref2zl As Double 
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ret2z I = ref2z(Tc, Pc, T I, PI) 
Dim acf As Double 
acf= omega(Tb, Tc, Pc) 
Dim fluidzl As Double 
fluidzl = fluidz(acf, reflzl, ref2zl) 

'Calculation of fluid z at measured temperature and pressure using estimates of critical properties. 

Dim refl21 As Double 
refl21 = reflz(Tc, Pc, D, P2) 
Dim ref221 As Double 
ret221 = ref2z(Tc, Pc, D, P2) 
Dim fluid21 As Double 
fluid21 = fluidz(acf, refl 21, ref221) 

'Comparison of calculated values with measured. 
Dim calc As Double 
calc = (fluidzl *TI *P2)/(fluid21*D*PI) 

diff= meas - calc 

End Function 

Private Function iteration(Tb, SG, Rho I, Rh02, PI, P2, T\, D) 

'Iterative procedure (method of false position) to find a calculated quantity (Z I *T I *P2)/(Z2 *T2*P I) 
'equal to the measured quantity vl/v2 by varying the normal boiling point hence adjusting the 
'parmaters Tc, Pc and acentric factor. 

Dim TbO As Single 
ThO = Tb 
Dim diffi) As Single 

'Determination of initial boundary conditions for iteration 

ditm = difflTbO, SG, Rho I, Rho2, PI, P2, n, T2) 
Dim Tb I As Single 
TbI=Tb+50 
Dim dim As Single 
dim =difflTbI, SG, Rhol, Rho2, PI, P2, n, T2) 

If diffi) * dim> 0 Then 'With this condition solution is outwith estimated boundaries ofTbO and 
Tbl 
Dim i As Integer 
i-O 

'Variable i counts number of iterations performed 

Dim maxit As Integer 
maxit = 50 

'Maxlt is maximum number of iterations to be performed before declarino 
~ 

'an error. 

Do While diffi) • dim> 0 
ThO = Tb - 50 
diffi) = difflTbO, SG, Rhol, Rh02, PI, P2, n, T2) 
Tb2 = Tbl + 50 
dim = difflTb2, SG, Rhol, Rho2, PI, P2, n, T2) 
Tb = ThO 
Tbl = Tb2 
j .. i + I 
If i '" maxit Then Exit Do 
Loop 
End If 
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Tb2 = «TbO • dim) - (Tb I • diffO» / (dim - diffO) 
diff2 = diff(Tb2. SG. Rho!. Rho2. PI. P2. TI. T2) 
Dim n As Integer 

Do While Abs(diff2) > 0.0005 

If diffO • diff2 < 0 Then 
Tbl = Tb2 
dim = diff(Tb I. SG. Rho I. Rh02. PI. P2. T I. T2) 
Tb2 = «TbO • dim) - (Tb I • diffO» I (diffl - diffO) 
dim = diff(Tb2. SG. Rho I. Rh02. PI. P2. TI. T2) 
n=n+1 
Ifn = maxit Then Exit Do 

Else 
TbO = Tb2 
diftO = diff(TbO. SG. Rhol. Rh02. PI, P2, n, T2) 
Tb2 = «TbO· dim) - (Tbl • diffO» I (dim - diffO) 
diff2 = diff(Tb2. SG. Rhol. Rh02. PI, P2. TI, T2) 
n=n+1 
Ifn = maxit Then Exit Do 

End If 

Loop 

iteration = Tb2 

End Function 

Function KLdensity(Tb. SG. denO. den2. Tden2. Pden2. T, P) 

'Calculation of density at 60F from specific gravity using water density value of 999.02kgim"3 
'calculated at 15.56C using lAPS water property prediction program. 

Dim SGRho As Single 
SORho = SG • 999.02 

Dim atmTbO As Single 
atmTbO = Tb 

'This line of code allows same initial boiling point guess to be used for 
'estimation of atmospheric and elevated pressure critical properties 
'and acentric factor. 

'Calculation ofTc. Pc. and omega for correlation of atmospheric densities (SO and denO). 

atmTbest = iteration(atmTbO. SO, SORho. denO. 0.1. 0.1, 288.706, Tden2) 

Dim atmTc As Single 
atmTc = CritProps(atmTbest, SO)(O) 
Dim atmPc As Single 
atmPc = CritProps(atmTbest. SOX I) 
Dim atmacf As Double 
atmacf= omega(atmTbest. atmTc. atmPc) 

'Calculation of z at atmospheric pressure and reference temperature. 
Dim atmTzI As Double 
atmTzI = ref] z(atmTc. atmPc. Tden2. 0.1) 
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Dim atmTz2 As Double 
atmTz2 = ret2z(atmTc, atmPc, Tden2, 0.1) 
Dim atmTz As Double 
atmTz = fluidz(atmacf, atmTzI, atmTz2) 

'Calculation of z at atmospheric pressure and temperature of interest. 
Dim atmzl As Double 
atmzl = reflz(atmTc, atmPc, T, 0.1) 
Dim atmz2 As Double 
atmz2 = ret2z(atmTc, atmPc, T, 0.1) 
Dim atmz As Double 
atmz = fluidz(atmacf, atmzl, atmz2) 

Dim atmdensity As Double 
atmdensity = denO * «atmTz * Tden2) / (atmz * T» 

'Calculation ofTc, Pc, and omega for correlation of density variation with pressure. 
Dim pTbO As Single 
pTbO =Tb 

prTbest = iteration(pTbO, SO, denO, den2, 0.1, Pden2, Tden2, Tden2) 

Dim prTc As Single 
prTc = CritProps(prTbest, SO)(O) 
Dim prPc As Single 
prPc = CritProps(prTbest, SO)(I) 
Dim pracf As Double 
pracf= omega(prTbest, prTc, prPc) 

'Calculation of z at reference pressure and reference temperature. 
Dim patmTzl As Double 
patmTzl = reflz(prTc, prPc, T, 0.1) 
Dim patmTz2 As Double 
patmTz2 = ret2z(prTc, prPc, T, 0.1) 
Dim patmTz As Double 
patmTz = fluidz(pracf, patmTzI, patmTz2) 

'Calculation of z at pressure and temperature of interest. 
Dim przl As Double 
przl = reflz(prTc, prPc, T, P) 
Dim prz2 As Double 
prz2 = ret2z(prTc, prPc, T, P) 
Dim prz As Double 
prz = fluidz(pracf, przl, prz2) 

KLdensity = atmdensity * «patmTz * P) / (prz * 0.1» 

End Function 
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Appendix C. 

Code for Estimation of Viscosity by Numerical 
Solution of Hard Sphere Theory 
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Appendix C - Code for Estimation of Viscosity by Numerical Solution of Hard 
Sphere Theory 

Private Function rhs(x) 

'Public function for calculation of experimental reduced viscosity. 
'Input parameter x is reduced volume. 

'rhs term represents a universal curve of reduced viscosity as a function of reduced volume. This 
'correlation was presented in Fluid Phase Equilibria, Vol. 75, p245-255 (1992) by Assael et al. 

'Constants for calculation of 'universal reduced viscosity'. 

Dim kO As Single 
kO = 1.0945 
Dim kl As Single 
kl = -9.26324 
Dim k2 As Single 
k2 = 71.0385 
Dim k3 As Single 
k3 = -301.9012 
Dim k4 As Single 
k4 = 797.69 
Dim k5 As Single 
k5 = -1221.977 
Dim k6 As Single 
k6 = 987.5574 
Dim k7 As Single 
k7 = -319.4636 

rhs = 10 "(kO + (kl • (l Ix» +(k2. «1 Ix)"2»+ (k3· «I I x) "3» + (k4· «I Ix)"4» +(k5· 
«(1 I x)" 5» + (k6 • «1 I x)" 6» + (k7 • «\ I x)" 7») 

End Function 

Private Function RetaDiff(y, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 

'Function to calculate the difference between an initial guess value of Reta and the calculated value of 
'Reta. y represents guess value of Reta. 

Dim vm As Double 
vm = (1 / denO) • (mwt /1000) 

'Ihs term is experimental reduced viscosity term. 

Dim NAv As Double 
NAv = 6.0221367 • (10" 23) 
Dim Pi As Single 
Pi = 3.14159265359 
Dim r As Single 
r = 8.3145 

Dim lhs As Double 
Ihs = (1615)· «2 • NAv) " (1 13»· (Pi" (1/2»· «10001 (mwt· r * temp»" (1/2» * (viscO * 
(vm "(2/3» / y) 

'Determination of initial boundary conditions for iteration. 
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~ot~ that rhs stands for "ri~ht hand side" (to be e~uated with Ihs, the left hand side of the equation) 
and IS not to be confused wIth rough hard sphere In this context. 

Dim vrO As Single 
vrO = 1.5 

'Reduced volume relative to Yo, the close packed volume. 

Dim rhsO As Single 
rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
Dim Vrl As Single 
Vrl = 1.6 
Dim rhs 1 As Single 
rhs 1 = rhs(Vrl) 

Dim diffO As Single 
diffO = rhsO - Ihs 
Dim dim As Single 
dim = rhsl -Ihs 

If diffO * diffl > 0 Then 'With this condition solution is outwith estimated boundaries of VrO and 
Vrl. 
Vr= vrO 
Dim i As Integer 
i = 0 

'Variable i counts number of loops performed. 

Dim maxit As Integer 
maxit= 50 

Do While diffO • dim> 0 
vrO = Vr - 0.05 
rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
diffO = rhsO - Ihs 
Vr2 = Vrl + 0.05 
rhs 1 = rhs(Vr2) 
diff! = rhs 1 - Ihs 
Vr= VrO 
Vrl = Vr2 
i = i + 1 
Ifi = maxit Then Exit Do 
Loop 
End If 

'MaxIt is maximum number of iterations to be performed before declaring 
'an error. 

Vr2 = «vrO • diffl) - (Vrl • diffO» / (diffl - ditTO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
diff2 = rhs2 - lhs 

'Variable n counts number of loops performed. Dim n As Integer 
n=O 
Dim Maxn As Integer 
Maxn = 50 

'Maxn is maximum number of iterations to be performed before declaring 
'an error. 

Do While Abs(diff2) > 0.05 

If diffO • diff2 < 0 Then 'With this condition solution is between boundaries of VrO and Vr2 

Vrl = Vr2 
rhsl = rhs(Vrl) 
dim = rhs 1 - lhs 
Vr2 = «VrO· dim) - (Vrl • diffO» / (diffl - ditTO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
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diff2 = rhs2 - Ihs 

Else 
vrO = Vr2 'Otherwise solution is between boundaries ofVr2 and Vrl 
rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
difiU = rhsO - Ihs 
Vr2 = «vrO * diffl) - (Vrl * diffO» / (diffl - diffO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
diff2 = rhs2 - Ihs 

End If 

n=n+1 
Ifn = Maxn Then Exit Do 
Loop 

Dim vO As Single 
vO = vm / Vr2 

'Calculation of Reta from estimated vO value for comparison with original guess of Reta. 

Dim vmP As Single 
vmP = (1 / denP) • (mwt / 1000) 
Dim vrP As Single 
vrP = vmP / vO 
Dim rhsP As Single 
rhsP = rhs(vrP) 
Dim RetaCalc As Single 
RetaCalc = «16 / 5) • «2 * NAv) " (1 /3» * (Pi" (l /2» * «1000/ (mwt * r * temp» 1\ (I /2)) * 
viscP • (vmP 1\ (2 / 3») / rhsP 
RetaDiff= Array(y - RetaCalc, vOl 

End Function 

Function viscosity(denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP, T, density, den I, vise I) 

'de nO and viscO are atmospheric pressure density and viscosity values necessary for the calculation of 
'close packed volume, vO. denP and viscP are elevated pressure values for the estimation of correction 
'factor Reta. Initial input Reta is a guess value at this point. 

'Determination of initial boundary conditions for iteration 

RetaO = I 
RetaDiffOarr = RetaDiff(RetaO, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 

'Initially an array containing Reta and vO is returned. Oth element is Reta (called below) and lSI 
'element is vO. 

RetaDiffO = RetaDifiUarr(O) 
Retal = 2 
RetaDifflarr = RetaDiff(Retal, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDi ffl = RetaDi ffl arr(O) 

If RetaDiffO • RetaDiffl > ° Then 
Do While RetaDiffO * RetaDiffl > 0 
Reta = RetaO - 0.1 

'With this condition solution is outwith estimated boundaries 
'of RetaO and Reta I 

If Reta < ° Then 
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Reta = RetaO 
End If 

Reta2 = Retal + 0.1 
RetaDiffOarr = RetaDiff(Reta, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDiffO = RetaDiffOarr(O) 
RetaDiffiarr = RetaDiff(Reta2, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDiffi = RetaDiffiarr(O) 
Reta I = Reta2 
RetaO = Reta 
Loop 
End If 

Reta2 = «RetaO • RetaDiffi) - (Retal • RetaDiffO» / (RetaDiffI - RetaDiffO) 
RetaDift2arr = RetaDiff(Reta2, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDiff2 = RetaDift2arr(O) 

Do While RetaDift2 > 0.0005 
IfRetaDiffO • RetaDifl2 < 0 Then 
Reta I = Reta2 
RetaDiffi arr = RetaDiff(Reta I, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDiffi = RetaDifflarr(O) 
Reta2 = «RetaO • RetaDiffI) - (Reta I • RetaDiffO» / (RetaDiffI - RetaDiffO) 
RetaDift2arr = RetaDiff(Reta2, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP. denP) 
RetaDift2 = RetaDift2arr(O) 

Else 
RetaO = Reta2 
RetaDiffOarr = RetaDiff(RetaO, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDiffO = RetaDiffOarr(O) 
Reta2 = «RetaO· RetaDiffl) - (Retal • RetaDiffO» / (RetaDiffi - RetaDiffO) 
RetaDiff2arr = RetaDiff(Reta2, denO, viscO, temp, mwt, viscP, denP) 
RetaDift2 = RetaDift2arr(O) 

End If 

Loop 

'Calculation of viscosity at temperature and density of interest 

Dim vmO As Single 'Specific volume at temperature of interest and atmospheric pressure 
vrnO = (I / den I) • (mwt / 1000) 

Dim NAv As Double 
NAv = 6.0221367 • (10 1\ 23) 
Dim Pi As Single 
Pi = 3.14159265359 
Dim r As Single 
r= 8.3145 

Dim Ihs As Double 
Ihs = (16/5)· «2 • NAv) 1\ (1/3»· (Pi 1\ (1/2» * «1000/ (mwt * r * T» 1\ (I /2» * (viscl * (vmO 
1\ (2 13» / Reta2) 

'Determination of initial boundary conditions for iteration 

Dim vrO As Single 
vrO = 1.5 
Dim rhsO As Single 

'Reduced volume relative to Vo, the close packed volume. 
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rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
Dim VrI As Single 
VrI = 1.6 
Dim rhs I As Single 
rhsI = rhs(VrI) 

Dim diffO As Single 
diffO = rhsO - Ihs 
Dim diffl As Single 
diffl = rhs I - Ihs 

Dim i As Integer 
i=O 

'Variable i counts number ofloops performed. 

Dim maxit As Integer 
max it = 50 

'Maxlt is maximum number of iterations to be performed before declaring 
'an error. 

If diffO * diffl > 0 Then 'With this condition solution is outwith estimated boundaries ofVrO and VrI 
Vr= vrO 
Do While ditTO • diffl > 0 
vrO = Vr - 0.05 
rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
diffO = rhsO - Ihs 
Vr2 = Vrl + 0.05 
rhs I = rhs(Vr2) 
diffl = rhs I - Ihs 
Vr= vrO 
VrI = Vr2 
i= i+ I 
If i = maxit Then Exit Do 
Loop 
End If 

Vr2 = «vrO • dim) - (VrI • diffO» I (dim - ditTO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
difl2 = rhs2 - Ihs 

Dim n As Integer 
n=O 

'Variable n counts number ofloops performed. 

Dim Maxn As Integer 
Maxn = 50 

'Maxn is maximum number of iterations to be performed before declaring 
'an error. 

Do While Abs(difl2) > 0.0005 

IfditTO * difl2 < 0 Then 'With this condition solution is between boundaries ofVrO and Vr2 
VrI = Vr2 
rhs 1 = rhs(Vr I) 
dim = rhsl -lhs 
Vr2 = «vrO * dim) - (Vrl * diffO» I (dim - diOO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
dift2 = rhs2 - lhs 

Else 
vrO = Vr2 'Otherwise solution is between boundaries of Vr2 and Vr 1 
rhsO = rhs(VrO) 
diffO = rhsO -Ihs 
Vr2 = «vrO • dim) - (Vrl • diffO» I (dim - ditTO) 
rhs2 = rhs(Vr2) 
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dift2 = rhs2 - lhs 

End If 
n=n+l 
Ifn = Maxn Then Exit Do 
Loop 

Dim vO As Single 
vO = vmO / Vr2 

Dim vol As Single 'Specific volume at temperature of interest and elevated density. 
vol = (1 / density) • (mwt / 1000) 
Dim redV As Single 
redV = vol / vO 
Dim rhsvol As Double 
rhsvol = rhs(redV) 

viscosity = 1000 • rhsvol • (5 / 16) • «2 * NAv) 1\ (-I /3)) • (Pi 1\ (-I /2)) • «(1000 / (mwt * r • T)) 1\ 

(-1/2» • Reta2 • (vol 1\ (-2 / 3» 

End Function 
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Appendix D - Code for Estimation of Viscosity from Collision Integral Scheme 

Private Function rhs(vr) As Double 

'rhs term represents a universal curve of reduced viscosity as a function of reduced volume. This 
'correlation was presented in Fluid Phase Equilibria, Vol. 75, p245-255 (1992) by Assael et al. 

'Constants for calculation of 'universal reduced viscosity'. 

Dim kO As Single 
kO = 1.0945 
Dim k I As Single 
kl = -9.26324 
Dim k2 As Single 
k2 = 71.0385 
Dim k3 As Single 
k3 = -301.9012 
Dim k4 As Single 
k4 = 797.69 
Dim k5 As Single 
k5 = -1221.977 
Dim k6 As Single 
k6 = 987.5574 
Dim k7 As Single 
k7 = -319.4636 

rhs = 101\ (kO + (kl • (1/ vr» + (k2. «1/ vr) 1\ 2» + (k3 • «1/ vr) 1\ 3)) + (k4· «1/ vr) 1\ 4» + (k5 
• «1/ vr) 1\ 5» + (k6 • «1/ vr) 1\ 6» + (k7· «I / vr) 1\ 7») 

End Function 

Private Function coIlint(T, koverep) As Double 'Calculation of collision integral 

Dim CIA As Single 'Parameters for empirical collision integral correlation of Neufeld et al. 
CIA=1.l6145 
Dim CIS As Single 
CIB = 0.14874 
Dim CIC As Single 
CIC = 0.52487 
Dim CID As Single 
CID = 0.7732 
Dim CIE As Single 
CIE = 2.16178 
Dim CIF As Single 
CIF = 2.43787 

Dim redT As Double 
redT = koverep • T 

collint = (CIA • (redT 1\ (-CIS») + (CIC· (Exp«-CID) • redT») + (CIE • (Exp«-CIF) • redT») 

End Function 

Private Function etastar(T, eta, mwt, vm) As Double 
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'Calculation of experimental reduced viscosity. 

Dim NAv As Double 
NAv = 6.0221367 • (10 1\ 23) 
Dim Pi As Single 
Pi = 3.14159265359 
Dim r As Single 
r= 8.3145 

etastar= (1615)· «2· NAv) 1\ (1/3»· (Pi 1\(1/2»· «(1000 I (mwt. r * T» 1\ (1/2)) * (eta * (vm 
1\ (2 I 3») 

End Function 
Private Function rhsdiff(vO, vm, Ihs) As Double 

Dim vr As Double 
vr = vm IvO 
Dim rhside As Double 
rhside = rhs(vr) 

rhsdiff= rhside -Ihs 

End Function 

Private Function vOiteration(vm, Ihs) As Double 

Dim vOO As Single 
vOO = 0.00019 
Dim vO I As Single 
vOl = 0.00021 
dim> = rhsdiff(vOO, vm, Ihs) 
diff] = rhsdiff(vOI, vm, Ihs) 

Dim i As Integer 
i=O 
Dim maxit As Integer 
maxit = 50 

If dim> * diff] > 0 Then 'Solution outwith initial guess values vOO and vO I 
Do While dim> * diff] > 0 
vO = vOO - 0.00001 

IfvO < 0 Then 
vO = vOO 
End If 

v02 = vO I + 0.0000 I 
dim> = rhsdiff{vO, vrn, Ihs) 
diff] = rhsdiff{v02, vm, Ihs) 
vOO = vO 
vOl = v02 
i=i+1 
Ifi >= maxit Then 
Exit Function 
End If 
Loop 

End If 

v02 = «vOO· diff]) - (vOl • dim») I (dim - dim» 
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difl2 = rhsdiff(v02, vm, lhs) 

Dim n As Integer 
n=O 
Dim maxn As Integer 
maxn = 50 

Do While Abs(diff2) > 0.01 

If difm * diff2 < 0 Then 'Solution lies between vOO and v02 
vOl = v02 
dim = rhsdiff(vOI, vm, lhs) 
v02 = «vOO * diffl) - (vOl * ditTO)) / (diffl - difm) 
difl2 = rhsdiff(v02, vm, lhs) 
vOl = v02 

Else 'Otherwise solution is between v02 and vO I 
vOO = v02 
diffO = rhsdiff(vOO, vm, lhs) 
v02 = «vOO * diffl) - (vOl * ditTO)) /(diffl - ditTO) 
difl2 = rhsdiff(v02, vm, lhs) 
vOO = v02 

End If 
n=n+1 
Ifn >= maxn Then 
Exit Function 
End If 
Loop 

vOiteration = v02 

End Function 

Private Function cidiff(T, kep, eqterm) As Double 

'Function to calculate difference between col\ision integral and ratio of universal to experimental 
'reduced viscosity. 

Dim clint As Double 
clint = collint(T, kep) 

cidiff = eqterm - clint 

End Function 

Private Function kepiteration(T, eqterm, guesskoverep) As Double 

'Function to find value ofk over epsillon such that the collision integral is equal to the ratio of 
'universal to experimental reduced viscosity within specified tolerance. 

kepO = guesskoverep 
kep I = guesskoverep + 0.000 I 
cidiffO = cidiff(T, kepO, eqterm) 
ciditfI = cidiff(T, kept, eqterm) 

Dim i As Integer 

.,., ... 
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i =0 
Dim maxit As Integer 
maxit = 50 

If cidiffi) • cidiffl > 0 Then 'Solution outwith initially guessed boundaries 
Do While cidiffO • cidiffl > 0 
kep = kepO - 0.0001 

Ifkep < 0 Then 
kep = kepO 
End If 

kep2 = kepI + 0.0001 
cidifiU = cidifftT, kep, eqterm) 
cidiffl = cidiff(T, kep2, eqterm) 
kepO = kep 
kepI = kep2 
i = i + I 

Ifi >= maxit Then 
Exit Function 
End If 

Loop 
End If 

kep2 = «kepO * cidiffl) - (kep I • cidifiU)) I (cidiffl - cidiffi») 
cidiff2 = cidiff(T, kep2, eqterm) 

Dim n As Integer 
n=O 
Dim maxn As Integer 
maxn = 50 

Do While Abs(cidiff2) > 0.00001 

If cidiffi) • cidiff2 < 0 Then 'Solution is between kepO and kep2 
kepI = kep2 
cidiffl = cidifftT, kepI, eqtenn) 
kep2 = «kepO * cidiffl) - (kep I * cidiffO)) I (cidiffl - cidiffi») 
cidiff2 = cidifftT, kep2. eqtenn) 
kepI = kep2 

Else 
kepO = kep2 
cidiffi) = cidiff(T. kepO. eqtenn) 
kep2 = «kepO * cidiffl) - (kep I * cidifiU)) I (cidiffi - cidiffO) 
cidift2 = cidiff(T, kep2, eqtenn) 
kepO = kep2 

End If 
n=n+I 

Ifn >= maxn Then 
Exit Function 
End If 

Loop 

kepiteration = kep2 

End Function 

Private Function kepdifft den I, visc I, Tl, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskoverep) 

Dim vm 1 As Single 
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vml = (1/ den I)· (mwtl \000) 
Dim clintl As Double 
clint 1 = collint(TI, guesskoverep) 
Dim etastarl As Double 
etastar I = etastar(T I, visc I, mwt, vm I) 
Dim Ihs I As Double 
Ihsl = clintl • etastarl 
Dim initialvO As Double 
initialvO = vOiteration(vml, Ihsl) 

Dim vm2 As Single 
vm2 = (I / den2) • (mwt / 1000) 
Dim vr2 As Single 
vr2 = vm2 / initialvO 
Dim rhs2 As Double 
rhs2 = rhs(vr2) 
Dim etastar2 As Double 
etastar2 = etastar(T2, visc2, mwt, vm2) 
Dim eqterm As Double 'Collision integral wiIJ equal ratio of universal to experimental reduced 
eqterm = rhs2 / etastar2. 'viscosity when appropriate value ofk over epsillon is used 
Dim calckep As Double 
calckep = kepiteration(T2, eqterm, guesskoverep) 
Dim diff As Double 
diff = guesskoverep - caJckep 

kepdiff= Array(diff, initialvO) 

End Function 

Function viscosity(denl, viscl, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, Ti, deni) 

'den 1 and vise 1 are density and viscosity measured at atmospheric pressure and temperature T I. 
'Similarly, den2 and vise2 are measured at atmospheric pressure and temperature T2. Ti and deni are 
'temperature and density of interest. 

Dim guesskepO As Single 
guesskepO = 0.0029 
Dim guesskep I As Single 
guesskep 1 = 0.0031 
Dim kepdiffO As Double 
kepdiffO = kepdiff(den I, viscl, T1, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskepO)(O) 
Dim kepdiffl As Double 
kepdiffi = kepdiff(denl, viscl, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskepl)(O) 

Dim i As Integer 
i=O 
Dim maxit As Integer 
maxit = 50 

IfkepdiffO • kepdiffl > 0 Then 
Do While kepdiffO • kepdiffi > 0 
guesskep = guesskepO - 0.000 I 

If guesskep < 0 Then 
guesskep = guesskepO 
End If 

guesskep2 = guesskep 1 + 0.000 I 
kepdiffO = kepdiff(denl, visel, T1, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskep)(O) 
kepdiffi = kepdiff(denl, visel, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskep2)(0) 
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guesskepO = guesskep 
guesskep 1 = guesskep2 
i =i+ 1 

lfi >= maxit Then 
Exit Function 
End If 

Loop 
End If 

guesskep2 = «guesskepO * kepdiffl) - (guesskep 1 * kepdiffO» / (kepdiffl - kepdiffO) 
kepdifflnd = kepdiff(den 1, visc 1, Tl, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskep2) 
kepdiffl = kepdifflnd(O) 'kepdiff and vO at guesskep2 are calculated at the same time to ensure 
vO = kepdifflnd(l) 'consistency. 

Dim n As Integer 
n=O 
Dim maxn As Integer 
maxn = 50 

Do While Abs(kepdiffl) > 0.000001 

IfkepdiffO * kepdiffl < 0 Then 'Solution lies between guesskepO and guesskep2 
guesskep I = guesskep2 
kepdiffl = kepdiff(denl, viscl, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskepl)(O) 
guesskep2 = «guesskepO * kepdiffl) - (guesskep I * kepdiffO» / (kepdiffl - kepdiffO) 
kepdift2nd = kepdiff( den I, vise 1, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskep2) 
kepdiff2 = kepdifflnd(O) 'kepdiff and vO at guesskep2 are calculated at the same time to ensure 
vO = kepdiff2nd( 1) 'consistency. 
guesskep 1 = guesskep2 

Else 
guesskepO = guesskep2 
kepdiffO = kepdiff(den 1, visc1, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskepO)(O) 
guesskep2 = «guesskepO * kepdiffl) - (guesskepl * kepdiffO» / (kepdiffl - kepdiffO) 
kepdiff2nd = kepdiff(denl, viscl, TI, den2, visc2, T2, mwt, guesskep2) 
kepdift2 = kepdifflnd(O) 
vO = kepdifflnd( 1) 
guesskepO = guesskep2 

End If 
n=n+1 

If n >= maxn Then 
Exit Function 
End If 

Loop 

Dim koverep As Double 
koverep = guesskep2 

Dim NAv As Double 
NAv = 6.0221367 * (10 1\ 23) 
Dim Pi As Single 
Pi = 3.14159265359 
Dim r As Single 
r=8.3l45 

Dim clinti As Double 
clinti = collint(Ti, koverep) 
Dim vmi As Single 
vmi = (I / deni) * (mwt / 1000) 
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Dim vri As Double 
vri = vmi / vO 
Dim rhsi As Double 
rhsi = rhs(vri) 

viscosity = 1000 * (rhsi / c1inti) * (5 / 16) * «2 * NAv) 1\ (-(I / 3))) * (Pi 1\ (-(I /2))) * « 1000/ (mwt * 
r • Ti)) 1\ (-( 1 /2))) * (vmi 1\ (-(2/3))) 

End Function 
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